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The Application of Liquid Junctions for 
Characterization of Semiconductor Materials
by
Wu-mian Shen 
Advisor: Professor Micha Tomkiewicz
In this study, liquid junctions were used  to characterize silicon and silicon 
subjected to various reactive ion etching (RIE); surface optimization of C ulnSe2; 
and photo-modification of InSe, Impedance spectroscopy and modulation 
spectroscopies such a s  electrolyte electroreflectance (EE R), photo reflectance (PR), 
and  photoreflectance in the presence  of electrolyte (EPR) were the major m ethod­
ologies that were used for investigating the dielectric properties of the sem i­
conductors and their interface with the ambients. It w as shown that the above 
experimental techniques provide information about the flat-band potential, doping 
density, Fermi level pinning, the density and distribution of surface states, energy 
gap  and broadening param eter related to the lifetime of majority carriers, etc. The 
effective medium analysis of the frequency dispersion of the impedance provides 
the information on the microstructure of the composite at the interface. The 
analysis of the constant phase  angle (CPA) elem ents reveals the origin of disorder 
such  a s  diffusion of minority carriers. The change of the line sh a p e  of the 
modulation spectrum provides a  sensitive probe for analyzing the tensile strain, the
quality of the crystal, etc. Both techniques can  be complementary and c ro s s ­
checked, which comprise a versatile system  of characterization for the dielectric 
properties of semiconducting materials.
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recombination.
Electron beam-induced current traces across the cleaved junction 
of an n-CuInSej/oxidized surface layer + oxidized In/Ti device. 
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The developm ent of a  new material technology for electronic and photovol­
taic dev ices is often hindered by the lack of rapid quantitative techniques for 
determining the quality of the sem iconductor a s  a  function of growth param eters, 
doping levels and device processing procedures [1 ]. The evaluation of many bulk 
properties requires the p resence  of som e sort of junction that will establish  a 
strong electric field at the interface. The topology of many sem iconductor su rfaces 
is such that it is very difficult, if not impossible, to establish solid s ta te  junctions. 
In addition, even if construction of a  solid s ta te  junction is feasible, it requires the 
additional surface preparation that can  alter the surface situation of as-received  
sam ples. Also, it is extremely inconvenient for on-line diagnostic m easurem ents 
[2]. It is attractive to search  a  technique to build up a  junction conveniently and 
effectively for characterization of sem iconductor materials.
The first studies of photoelectrochemistry were perform ed by Edmond 
Becquerel in 1839 [3], who observed that a  voltage and an electric current were 
produced when a  silver chloride electrode, im m ersed in an electrolyte and 
connected  to a  counter electrode, w as illuminated. Brattain and  Garrett [4] show ed 
the rectifying properties of the sem iconductor/electrolyte junctions in 1954. The 
major expansion of scientific interest in photoelectrochem istry occurred after 
Fujishima and Honda [5] studied the photo-electrolysis of w ater by TiOs
photoanodes in 1972. Immediately following that work, the n eed  to find an 
alternative fuel source rekindled interest in solar energy. As a  result, the  behavior 
of a  variety of sem iconducting m aterials had been investigated in contact with 
num erous electrolyte system s, and  photoelcetrochem istry w as formed a s  a  
se p a ra te  discipline [6-11].
An electrolyte provides a  convenient and  reversible junction medium to form 
rectifying contact. It is necessary  only to immerse a  sem iconductor into an  electro­
lyte, perform the m easurem ent, rem ove the sam ple from the liquid for cleaning or 
treatm ent, and return it again for m easurem ents, etc. and, thus, liquid junctions 
can be u sed  a s  an  extremely versatile on-line characterization environment. The 
electrolytes are  generally transparent to photons over a  large energy range, 
therefore, the  optical techniques b ased  on effects induced by illumination a re  
especially easy  to perform. The interfacial chemistry of the liquid junctions can  be 
modified and the transport and optical properties can  be monitored in a  non­
destructive way.
Since bulk properties should be independent of the nature of the  am bient, 
the liquid junction characterization should be compatible with solid s ta te  junctions. 
This is not the c a se  for surface properties. Every conceivable param eter of the 
surface is influenced by the ambient. Since this is a  problem with any junction 
technology that is being u sed  for characterization purpose, a  way m ust be found 
to correlate the  surface properties at different am bients. In this study, we will try 
to investigate the correlation of characterization results using the  sam e technique
*
with different media.
The liquid junctions will be used to study the following m aterials in this
study:
1] n-Si and Si subjected to reactive ion etching.
Silicon is the most studied semiconducting material to date. The small 
indirect gap and the low electronegativity of Si make a  detailed analysis of Si 
based  devices by dielectric techniques am ong the most difficult of the conventional 
sem iconductors. Yet, in term s of applications, both in photovoltaic and electronics, 
Si is without a  significant rival.
The main problem for photoelectrochemical application of n-Si in aqueous 
m edia is the photoelectrochemical corrosion or passivation. The formation and 
continuous growth of the oxide layer suppress the charge transfer at the interface.
Recently, solar conversion efficiencies that exceed 14% were reported for 
n-Si in methanolic solutions of ferrocene/ferhcenium with LiCI04 as the supporting 
electrolyte [12-15]. These cells were reported to be stable therefore offering 
perhaps the best argum ent in favor of the com petitiveness of liquid junction solar 
cells in comparison with their solid state  counterparts. The mechanistic aspec ts of 
these  cells were investigated primarily through a detailed analysis of their current- 
vollage characteristics. However, the study of the potential distribution of the n-Si/ 
methanol system  will provide a  clearer picture and understanding for the 
m echanism  of the improved current-voltage performance.
Reactive ion etching (RIE) is the key factor in the race to shrink feature
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sizes  and to increase  the scale of integration in very large scale  integration (VLSI) 
circuit fabrication. Since the late 1970's, the conventional wet etching p ro cesses  
have been  replaced by RIE. In the reactive ion etching, energetic positive ions 
produced by plasm a are  accelerated  to rem ove material by physical sputtering. 
The chemically active species react with the material at the surface, which results 
in desired  directionality and  selectivity. Unfortunately, RIE introduces modifications 
near the  silicon surface, which are reported to include: (1) residue film formation 
due  to etching species deposition; (2) incorporation of impurities due to implanted 
plasm a ions; (3) high deg ree  of disorder due to intrinsic bonding dam age  [16-21]. 
As a  result, devices fabricated on reactive ion e tched  silicon have often degraded  
electrical characteristics. Convenient m ethods for m easuring the dam age are highly 
desirable. Many analytical techniques, such a s  reflection high-energy electron 
diffraction (RHEED), Rutherford back-scattering (RBS), Auger electron sp ec tro sco ­
py (AES), x-ray photoelectron em ission spectroscopy (XPS), Ram an scattering, 
transm ission electron microscopy (TEM), secondary ion m ass spectroscopy 
(SIMS), d eep  level transient spectroscopy (DLTS), therm al w aves (TW), and 
ellipsometry, have been used  to determ ine the depth of dam age, structure of the 
dam age, and  the chem istry of the implanted impurities. For a  "routine" ch arac te r­
ization of the electrical properties, m etal-oxide-sem iconductor (MOS) capacitors or 
Schottky barrier (SB) d iodes a re  often u sed  [18-19]. However, the  fabrication of 
MOS capacitors and Schottky diodes alter the as-etched  surface.
In this study, the liquid junction betw een Si and m ethanol is u sed  for
screening and understanding the dam age  inflicted on Si during reaclive ion 
etching. The dielectric properties of liquid junctions are  com pared with that of solid 
s ta te  junctions, such a s  SB and MOS devices.
2] CulnSe3
Single crystal and  thin film solar cells b a sed  on C ulnSe2 show  appreciable 
energy conversion efficiency (>10%) and im pressive stability (22-24], T hese  a t­
tractive features have prom pted more extensive investigations [25], which were 
ex tended to include liquid junction photoelectrochem ical cells [26]. It w as reported 
that efficient and stable photoelectrochem ical solar cells could be m ade using n- 
C ulnSe2 a s  the photoanode in contact with an  aqueous electrolyte [26-44]. 
Particularly im pressive results were reported in polyiodide solutions [32-43].
It w as reported that there are  two main app roaches to improve the 
perform ance of the cells considerably. O ne is that, in acidic electrolyte, S e  layer 
forms on the surface, which reacts with the electrolyte to genera te  a  polycrystalline 
C ulSe3-Se interphase that forms a  stable and efficient heterojunction with the 
substrate. Post-growth air annealing leads to the  formation of restructured 
in terphase comprising Cul, lnl3, and C ulSe3, which can  convert to the  quaternary 
com pound, Culn2ISe3, when exposed  to the electrolyte. Culn2ISe3, along with 
C u lS e3, raises efficiency and  further increases stability. This type of photoelectro- 
chem icai surface modification can  be extended to other system s such a s  InSe that 
will be d iscussed  later.
The second  approach for improving perform ance is that the surface w as
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optimized through air oxidation, which consisted  mainly of indium oxide, and  the 
optimized surface w as used  in a  near-neutral electrolyte.
The dram atic effects of the surface modification stim ulate the interest in 
studying the  m echanism  of light-induced charge separation acro ss  a  chemically 
modified interface. For modified interfaces that am ount to less than a  monolayer, 
the electric field, which se rv es a s  the driving force for the light-induced charge 
separation  process, is located at the  solid-electrolyte interface thereby allowing the 
system  to retain its photoelectrochem icat character. On the other hand, if the modi­
fied interface constitutes a  separa te  phase , with th ickness that is considerably 
larger than a  tunneling length, the location of the space-charge  layer is less 
obvious, and  an uncertainty persists w hether the space-charge  layer is at the solid- 
electrolyte interface or, alternatively, betw een two solid p h ases , in which c a se  the 
system  can  be described best a s  a  solid-state photovoltaic device, connected  in 
se rie s  to an  electrochem ical cell.
In this study, the nature of charge accumulation and  transfer at the  interface 
betw een n-C ulnSe2 and  aqueous electrolyte is investigated. The ch an g es  a t the 
interface induced by surface optimization were characterized and th e se  changes 
were correlated with the improvements in perform ance characteristics.
3] InSe
n-lnSe reacts under illumination in a  similar way to C ulnSe2 when placed 
in acidic copper-polyiodide solutions [45-48], since S e  is a lso the main photo­
corrosion product of InSe. After modification, the photoelectrochem ical response
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is improved. The modified n-lnSe photoelectrode show s improved stability (~ 1 
hour) in contrast to CulnSe2 that exhibits a  truly long term stability. It is of 
significance to characterize the modified layer and elucidate the m echanism  for the 
observed improvements in performance. Since InSe is a  lamellar, two dimensional 
compound, the comparison of the behavior of CulnSe2 and InSe to the sam e type 
of surface chemistry provides the unique opportunity to study the effects of 
dimensionality on the interfacial chemistry.
In this study, photoreflectance and im pedance spectroscopies were used 
to characterize the InSe and modified InSe, aimed at elucidating the mechanism 






W hen a  sem iconductor is im m ersed in an  electrolyte, a  sem iconductor- 
electrolyte junction is formed. The junction is characterized by the  p resen ce  of a  
sp a c e  charge  layer in the sem iconductor adjacent to the interface with the e lec ­
trolyte. A sp ace  charge layer generally develops in a  sem iconductor upon contact 
and  equilibration with a  second  p hase  w henever the initial electrochem ical potential 
of electrons is different in the two phases. For sem iconductors, the electrochem ical 
potential of electrons is given by the Fermi level in the sem iconductor. For liquid 
electrolytes, the  electrochem ical potential of electrons is determ ined by the redox 
potential of the  redox couples present in the electrolyte [6,49],
2.1.1 Comparison of the liquid junction with Schottky barrier contact
From a  phenom enological point of view, the behaviors of solid Schottky 
barrier contact and the liquid junction appear to be similar. The main difference is 
in the conduction m echanism . In m etals, the  conduction is due  to electrons; while 
in liquids the charge carriers are ions.
Figure 1 illustrates the diagram  of energy levels for sem iconductor- 
electrolyte junctions.
C om pared with the solid Schottky barrier, the charge separating  p ro cesses  
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Figure 2.1 Energy level diagram for semiconductor-electrolyte junction showing the 
relations between the electrolyte redox couple <H7Ht), the Helmholtz layer potential drop 
(¥„), and the semiconductor band gap <EJ, electron affinity (x). woik function (O * hand 
bending <vk), and tlat-band potential (V,j. The electrochemical and aolld state energy scales 
are shown for comparisons; ^  la the electrolyte work function [6].
(1) There is a  Franck-Condon shift of the energy levels of ions in the electrolyte. 
The energy of an ion in solution is changed  by the arrangem ent of th e  solvent 
m olecules to reduce the coulom b energy of the  ion. W hen the charge  of the  ion 
is changed  due  to charge transfer, the dipoles of the  solvent change  their 
orientation to minimize the  energy of the new charged  sta te . This rearrangem ent 
energy shifts the  equilibrium energy of the  filled or reduced  s ta te  relative to that 
of the  em pty or oxidized state.
(2) Energy levels fluctuate with time. This fluctuation s tem s from the therm al
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motion of the  polar solvent m olecules. The probability that the energy level is at 
any particular energy is given by a  G aussian  distribution [50]:
= (4nA*J D - ,/2 e x p [ - (£  - e£ ) 2/4XAmTI (2.1)
1/2 exp[~(E-E^f{A\kMT] , (2.2)
w here kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the tem perature, E0o, and E0̂  are  the  most 
probable energies of the unoccupied and occupied s ta te s  in solution, X is the 
rearrangem ent or reorientation energy, which rep resen ts the  activation energy for 
the  p rocess of transforming the solvation shell structure from the equilibrium 
situation of one species to the most probable structure of the other. E°0„, E°red, and  
X are  related by:
= 2A (2.3)
(3) The electron transfer acro ss  the  interface is isoenergetic, i.e., it tak es place 
betw een sta tes of equal energy [50,51].
(4) An electrolyte is com posed of a  non-conducting solvent, aqueous or non- 
aqueous, in which the  supporting electrolyte and redox couple are dissolved. The 
redox couple p o sse s se s  different oxidation sta tes that correspond to the electro­
chem ical equilibrium such as:
ox2, + e ** r«d(Z ])* , (2.4)
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where oxz* and red<z '** are the ox and the red form of the sam e chemical species. 
The standard redox potential represents the relative position of the energy level 
of the ion in solution under sam e standard conditions.
2.1.2 Potential distribution
The potential distribution of the semiconductor/electrolyte interface is a key 
factor for photoelectrochemical applications.
Soace-charae layer 151.521
The potential <I>(x) must obey Poisson 's equation, which in one dimension 
takes the following form:
= - « w  , (2.5)
dx7 e0e
w here c is the dielectric constant, e,, is the permittivity of free space and p(x) is the 
charge density distribution in x direction perpendicular to the surface, which can 
be represented by
GOO = « l nh - p b + p(x) - /i(x)] , (2.6)
where nb and pb are  the bulk concentration of electrons and holes, respectively, 
assum ing that all acceptors and donors are fully ionized. p(x) and n(x) are 
concentrations of holes and electrons within the space charge layer. Under the 
assum ption that the Fermi level is far from the band edges, the Fermi function can 
be approximated by a Boltzmann distribution, and the electron density n{x) and
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hole density p(x) in the space  charge layer can be written as 
n(x) = nb c x p [ -e (4 b -$(x) ) fk t r] (2.7)
p(x) = p b exp[*(4>fc - $(x))fkBT] , (2.8)
where <t>b is the potential of the bulk semiconductor.
Now, defining
The equation can be integrated once analytically by multiplying each side by 
2(dV/dx) and applying the boundary condition that V=0 and dV/dx=0 when x=W, 
w here W is the width of space  charge layer, to yield:
n*> = <t>t  - 4>co . (2.9)
Poisson 's equation becom es
d 2V(x) _ _e 
dx2 e j
*m .
"»(« v  - 1)1- O  i l )
For n-type semiconductor, p ^ O  and all term s including p̂ , can be neglected, and 
for completely ionized donors, nb=Nd, therefore, the above equation at the surface 
(x=0) becom es
w here V^. is the  potential drop across the space  charge layer.
In the  depletion mode, V .̂ >0 and eV ^kaT *^, therefore neglecting the 
exponential term in equation (2.12), and  taking into account that dV/dx>0, one 
obtains
dVI
^ L o  \
( V (2.13)
Recalling from G au ss  s  theorem  that the surface charge is given by
* A t , t  s !1-0 A L-0
k j \ 1/2
(2.14)
w here A is the a re a  of sem iconductor, the differential capacitance  is
-






( 2 . 16)
Assuming that all voltage changes occur across the depletion layer of the 
sem iconductor, one obtains:
(2.17)
where U is the electrode potential and U,b the llat-band potential. It follows that
U UM k,T) (2.18)
Equation (2.18) is known a s  the Mott-Schottky relationship {53,54], which predicts 
a  linear C 2 vs U plot, the intercept with U axis, Uc, being given by
J t.r
(2.19)
from which U(b can be obtained. The slope yields Nd if e and A are known.
The flat-band potential U,b is a critical param eter characterizing the 
sem iconductor electrode, that is, the electrode potential at which the sem iconduc­
tor bands are flat (zero space charge in the semiconductor). The flat-band potential 
locates the Fermi level relative to the electrolyte level and thereby locates the band 
edges. The position of the band edges relative to the electrolyte levels is important 
in determining whether the desired electron transfer reactions can take place and
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whether there is sufficient inherent band bending to allow the barrier to form 
without bias. Based on flat-band potential, potential distribution on the interface can 
be established.
If one approxim ates the depletion layer by a  capacitor, the width W of which 
varies with applied voltage, then W is given by




Surface sta tes are localized electronic energy levels present at the surface 
of the material. B ecause th ese  localized energy levels are  active in exchanging or 
sharing electrons with the bulk of the material and thus actively participate in the 
electronic and other related properties of the interface, the density of surface 
sta tes and their distribution may strongly influence the potential distribution of 
semiconductor/electrolyte interface and the dielectric and optical properties of the 
junction.
Assuming that the surface states at the semiconductor/electrolyte interface 







where E is the energy, E, is the most probable energy, e a  the standard deviation
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in energy distribution and  N, the total concentration of surface sta tes, and  the 
occupation of the surface s ta te s  under equilibrium is governed by Fermi-Dirac 
statistics, the surface charge  is given by
I t  t exp[(E EF)fkaT] dE
, ;  e x p [  ( £ ,  £ ) 2/ 2 ( * o ) 2 ] ^
7* I 1 + ex p [(£  -EF)fktT\
_ 3
a /2 i z  B,
(2.22)
For eo » k nT 1
E Er
i i»T1 +< *
= r c  £ - £ , )  =
0 for E > E f
\ f l  for E - Ep
1 for E< Ef
(2.23)
Substituting Eq.(2.23) into Eq.(2.22) leads to:
eN.














-eU , U -  U. = A*, (2.26)
w here U is the electrode potential, Utb the flat-band potential, A<J>8 the potential 
drop acro ss  the sp ace  charge layer and Ut the most probable potential of surface 
sta te , one obtains
eN. / \ U -  U ] £5i4<+
erf v t ~ erf JM • m r
k */2o j J
(2.27)
The differential capacitance due to these  s ta te s  is given by
C  -  e N ' exp (2.28)
The differential capacitance due to surface s ta te s  h as the sam e kind of potential 
distribution a s  surface s ta te  density itself. Therefore, the density and distribution 
param eters, such a s  probable potential and standard  deviation, can  be deducted  
from the potential distribution of the surface s ta te  capacitance.
2.1.3. Photoresponse
For m onochrom atic photons incident upon the interface, the  generation rate 
G(x) of the  electron-hole pairs is a  function of the  distance x inward from the 
surface of the  sem iconductor and  given by [57]
1H
G(x) = al9( 1 -R)e , (2.29)
w here a  is the absorption coefficient, l0 the incident photon flux, and R the 
reflectivity.
The electron-hole pairs genera ted  within the sp ace  charge  layer or depletion 
layer a re  separa ted  by the electric field. The minority charge  carriers a re  driven to 
the  sem iconductor/electrolyte interface before they can recom bine with the majority 
carriers. For n-type sem iconductor the minority carriers are  holes. The hole flux 
coming toward the  interface, which is genera ted  within the sp ace  charge layer, F,. 
is given by
w
Ff = fax) dx = /ft( l  - * ) ( 1  aW) . (2.30)
o
The light that is not absorbed  in the space  charge layer is absorbed  in the field- 
free bulk of the  sem iconductor. The density of those minority carriers generated  
in the bulk is controlled by recombination and diffusion. The concentration of holes, 
P, is determ ined by the following one-dim ensional diffusion equation [58,59]
^  - D ^  ? + G(x) , (2.31)dt * dx1 t
w here Dp is the diffusion coefficient for holes, P0 the equilibrium hole density, and  
t  the  lifetime of the holes. In the steady state, dP/dt=0 and  then
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</2p P~P0
 5 + G{x) -  0 . (2.32)p dx1
Using the boundary conditions [58,60]
P P.
P  = 0
at x ~ 
at x=W
(2.33)
the solution of Eq.(2.32) is
P(x) -  P,
—  Ll loa ( l  - R ) e  mW ~ r  iW , 
(1 e '  ) -------— -------    [e '
2) .  i _ - 2/ 21 - a 2£>2
where
(2.35)
is the diffusion length of the hoies. The diffusion flux of holes a 
obtained a s
Fd = D d p dx x -W
D a L
= p  - t  + 1 ( 1 - R )  'mW




which is the diffusion flux of the holes entering the depletion layer. Assuming that 
there is no recombination within the space  charge layer, the diffusion flux of holes
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is independent of the positions within the space charge layer. For the wide-band- 
gap  semiconductor, the first term in the Eq.(2.36) can be neglected. The total hole 
flux, F, to the surface consists of two components: Ff generated  in the space 
charge layer and the diffusing hole flux Fd.
Ff ♦ F, - /  (1 R) 1
aW
1 + aL_ (2.37)
The hole flux at the surface is divided into two parts [9,59]: the recombination flux, 
Ff, in which the holes recombine with electrons via surface sta tes, and  charge 
transfer flux, F„ in which the holes transfer charge to the electrolyte. The 
recombination flux, Fr, can be written as [61]
(2.38)
S Pr s
where S ( is the rate constant for surface recombination, kr is the second order rate 
constant for surface recombination, Ps the surface density of holes, and n,' is the 
concentration of the occupied surface sta tes given by
n," = n, + fin, , (2.39)
where n, is the equilibrium concentration of the occupied sta tes and 5n, the non­
equilibrium increment.
For surface sta tes with energies closed to the flat-band potential, the 
electron exchange betw een the surface sta tes and the conduction band is very
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efficient and the surface recombination current is limited by the availability of holes. 
Under those conditions
*  n( , (240)
and
sf = k X  = Kn, (2-41)
From Eq.(2.27)
N.
n t = erf er f
' U -
(2.42)
For surface sta tes close to the bottom of the conduction band,
v ,  -- - ---- > 1 and erf
U.. - UY
y / 2 °  i
* 1 , (2.43)
therefore,
k N . { u  ~




Obviously, the recombination contributes nothing to the external current. Similarly, 
the charge transfer flux, Ft, can be written as
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F. = S'**. . (2.45)
w here S, is the charge transfer param eter. S, can be described a s  [59]
S, = /  - <2 4*)
where v1h is the thermal velocity of the holes, o, the interaction cross section of the 
holes at the surface, and N,(E) the a rea  density of reaction centers in the 
electrolyte.
In steady state, the hole flux reaching the surface is equal to the sum of the 
recombination flux, Fr, and the charge transfer flux, Ft, i.e.,
F = Fr + F, = (Sr + S')P, . (2.47)
The photocurrent, J p ^ ,  is given by:




Hence, the quantum  efficiency, <t>, can be written a s




The photocurrent-potential behavior is implicit through the potential dependent 
param eters: Ihe width of space charge layer, W, and the surface recombination
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rate, S,. Also, one can  analyze the photocurrent versus photon energy charac teris­
tics at fixed electrode potential, which is called photocurrent spectroscopy, or its 
norm alized form that is called spectral response.
A num ber of theoretical m odels were developed. Reichman [62] took carrier 
recombination in the space  charge layer into account. F. El Guibaly et al. [63-65] 
and  S. C handra et al. [66] included the effects of dark current, sp ace  charge 
recom bination, surface state, and Ihe charge transfer kinetics at the interface. 
Recently H. Kobayashi et al. [67] introduced the hole quasi-Ferm i level to 
accom m odate the slow diffusion transfer at the semiconductor/liquid interface and 
the slow diffusion of redox species betw een the interface and  the bulk of the 
solution.
Neglecting surface recombination, som e simplification can  be m ade to 
determ ine important physical param eters from the photoresponse [68-70]:
a) If W < 1/a, then
Ĵ m  ̂ €h* j '  aL * <2-50*
P
but n ear the band edge, the optical absorption coefficient, a , of a  sem iconductor 
can  be ex p ressed  a s  [60]
(hv - E J *1
 — * L - , (2.51)
hv
w here A is a  constant, hv the photon energy, E the energy gap  of the sem icon­
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ductor, and  n d ep en d s on w hether the transition is direct (n=1) or indirect (n=4). 
Therefore, if Lp « 1/a, then
e I
(hv - EJ*1
a  «  -  . (2.52)
hv
From the linearity of (^hv)2'" versus hv (n=1 or 4), one can  determ ine w hether the 
sem iconductor h a s  direct transition feature or indirect, and  the energy gap , E0< can  
be obtained by linear extrapolation to the ab sc issa  in the  corresponding plot,
b) If W c  1/a and Lp < 1/a, then
■ W -  = < * > + (2.53)
A plot of JptKto versus W should give a  straight line w hose intercept on the  ab sc issa  
gives -Lp, the  diffusion length of the  minority carrier,
c) If Lp < W < 1/a, then
Jphoto e IBa W  = l aO 0
2*e„e0 1/2£
j
u - UM k j
1/2
(2.54)
The flat-band potential, Ulb, can be determ ined through linearly extrapolating the 
plot of J 2̂  vs potential to zero photocurrent.
2.1.4 Generalized equivalent circuit model
A photoelectrochem ical system  can  be characterized in term s of charge
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transfer across the interface between semiconductor electrode and the electrolyte. 
The driving force for the charge transfer is the potential drop across the interface. 
This requires that the electric current flowing between the sem iconductor and the 
electrolyte is a  unique function of the voltage drop across the interface. All the 
m echanistic information about the rate limiting steps in such a  system  is contained 
in the function 1(E), where E is the voltage drop across the interface, usually 
m easured against a  reference electrode, and I is the current. If a  small time- 
dependent perturbation in the voltage, AE, is introduced, the resulting change in 
the current can be expanded into the Taylor series such as [71]
If the amplitude of the perturbation is small enough so that the higher derivatives 
can be neglected, then the resulting change in the current can be expressed  a s
/(E  + A E) = /(E )  - (2.55)
(2.56)
The adm ittance of the system  is defined as
(2.57)
and Z(co) is the im pedance of the system, at is the angular frequency of the 
perturbation.
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To gain useful information about the  system  from the im pedance m easu re ­
m ents. one  builds a  model for the m echanism  of charge transfer in the  system , 
e x p re sse s  the model in term s of 1(E) relation, su p e rp o ses a  small time dependen t 
perturbation E, calculates the resulting change in I, from which the frequency 
dispersion of the im pedance is obtained, fits it to the experim ental results to 
determ ine the  validity of the model, and  ge ts  the physical param eters that a p p ea r 
in the model.
The diffusion capacitance is such an exam ple. W hen a  small ac  signal is 
applied to the  junction that is forward b iased  to a  voltage VD and current density 
J a, the  total voltage and current are  given by [72]
w here V, and J, a re  small-signal amplitude of voltage ana current density, 
respectively.
The small-signal ac  com ponent, p„(xrt), of the hole density is given by
m  = Vg ♦ (2.58)
A O  = J a + J x e * m  , (2.59)
pm(xt,t) = pni( x ) ^  (2.60)
It obeys the  continuity equation,
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where Dp and t p are diffusion coefficient and lifetime, respectively. Eq.(2.61) can 
be written a s
#p. . p.
d x 2 D p t p M 1
-  0 . (2.62)
The hole density at the depletion layer boundary is











Therefore, the boundary condition becom es
P» -- Pno exp kaT*
eV,l ,-JmI of x - F K.  (2.64)
The ac com ponent of the hole density is then
x - W
P .  = P *  e*P
'eV̂
kt T i\ • /




Ll = -------^ ------- . (2.66)
At x=W, the ac com ponent of hole diffusion current density is
2H
e D . dp*
dx





tD pP*> eV \ ,  ,  vl/2 Tj- — c—— — - (1 + ; u t  y ’1 e rkaT (2.68)
and
eDPP„
( 1 + > u t j, ) u2< k.T (2.69)
The alternative to this approach is to try to represent the system  in term s 
of electrical circuit elem ents, such as capacitors and resistors. The capacitive 
elem ents are  associated  with charge accumulation m odes and the resistive 
elem ents with charge transfer modes. The product of a  capacitive and a  resistive 
elem ent in a  set, t=RC, is associated with the corresponding relaxation time of the 
charge accumulation mode. The response of this network is com pared with the 
m easured response over a  wide frequency regime. However, som etim es the 
passive lumped elem ents cannot give an adequate description of the real physical 
process.
Here, a  generalized equivalent circuit is introduced. For such a simple c a se
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a s  an  abrupt junction betw een a  sem iconductor and a  metal, or abrupt junction 
betw een a  sem iconductor and a  concentrated electrolyte, w here the electrolyte 
charge accum ulation in the Helmholt2 layer can be neglected, such a  generalized 
equivalent circuit is show n in figure 2.2 [73]. C^. is usually the  capacitance due to 
the sp a c e  charge layer, assum ed  to be the  fastest relaxing elem ent. C, and  t=R,C, 
a re  the  capacitances and  the corresponding relaxation tim es of charge  accum ula­
tion m odes such a s  various surface s ta tes, minority carriers and bulk s ta tes. Zd is 
a  generalized constant p h ase  angle (CPA) elem ent given by [74]:
= N (  1 + J u t )-" , (2.70)
w here to is the angular frequency and N, t, and n are param eters. Rs is the se ries 
resistance and  Rp is the shunt resistance. The real and  imaginary parts of Zd can  
be written as:
Rd = N( 1 + w2t 2) cos n0 (2.71)
Xd = -N( 1 -  o V r ^ r f n  n0 , (2.72)
w here tan 0 = cot
CPA refers to the fact that the phase  angle \% is independent of frequency
to [75], Therefore, the  imaginary part lm(Z) and the real part Re(Z) of the 
im pedance have the sam e  frequency dependence . In general, CPA-like response
ap p ea rs  only over a  finite range of frequency. In this model, for tox»1,
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R p
Figure 2.2 The generalized equivalent circuit of a single Interface. Rp Is the resistance 
associated with the Faradalc current flow, Z, is a generalized impedance associated with 
disorder either In the structure or In the dynamic (diffusion), C, and R are associated with 
parallel charge accumulation modes with different relaxation times than the majority carriers 
such as surface states or minority carriers, CK is the space-charge capacitance, and R, Is 
the series resistance.
Rd « Af cos ~  (2.73)
Xd « -N (u T ) '" s in  —  , (2.74)
2
which exhibits CPA behavior. For (or«1,
(2.75)
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Xd ■ -Nnu* , (2.76)
which exhibits the passive  elem ent behavior.
Zd in this form can include contributions from static d isorder such  a s  porosity 
[77], random  mixture of conductor and insulator that can  be described  by the 
effective medium approximation at percolation [78], or an  interface that can be 
described  by a  fractal geom etry [79]. It also can  include contributions from dynam ic 
disorder, such  a s  diffusion. To provide one  specific exam ple connected  with our 
previous discussion: if Zd originates from diffusion capacitance in the sem iconduc­
tor [see  Eq.{2.69)], then x is the minority carriers diffusion time, n=0.5 and
k.T Lm ( eV'N - — exp k T (2.77)
[80] w here T is the tem perature, ka the Boltzmann constant, e  the  electronic 
charge, the minority carrier’s  diffusion length, Dp their diffusion coefficient, PTO 
their concentration in the bulk and VQ is the forward bias.
The equivalent circuit model does not provide any information concerning 
physical p ro cesses  taking place in the system . It just se p a ra te s  the p ro cesses  
according to their relaxation tim es. To correlate the e lem ents of the equivalent 
circuit with the physical p ro cesses , their dep en d en ce  on external param eters such 
a s  voltage, tem perature, electrolyte etc. must be investigated.
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2.1.5 Effective medium theory
For solid-liquid interface, one can model the interface a s  a  capacitor with 
a  com posite dielectric, in particular, for the polycrystalline electrodes or electrodes 
with a  porous layer on the surface. In those cases, the liquid can penetrate into the 
solid, forming an interface characterized by a  three dimensional morphology.
In polycrystalline or disorder materials, grain boundaries, disordered regions, 
voids etc. significantly affect their dielectric and optical properties. The macroscopic 
dielectric response of disordered materials is connected intimately with the 
compositional and microstructural param eters. In principle, the dielectric response 
of a  material can be calculated via a  two-step process: the electrostatic solution 
for a  given microstructure to obtain the local electric field and dipole moment per 
unit volume at every point in the material; and average of th ese  microscopic 
solutions to obtain the macroscopic observables. But the microstructure is not 
known exactly and in fact the macroscopic average dielectric response function 
seem s to be more useful than a  knowledge of the microscopic field. Effective 
medium theory defines an effective dielectric function, which is described by the 
dielectric function of its constituents [81,82], to represent the complicated system  
such as disorder or heterogeneous materials. The average microstructure is 
included obviously through volume fractions of different constituents. The detailed 
microstructure is implicitly included through screening effects which depending on 
the shape  and orientation of the grains or particles.
The description of the effective medium theory can start with the familiar
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Clausius-M osotti equation,
€ - 1 = 4n
e +2 3
no , (2.78)
w here e is the dielectric function, n the volume density, and  a  the  polarizability.
Now let two different m aterials be mixed. It is assum ed  that the  s izes  of the 
particles a re  much sm aller than the wavelength X so  that a s  the light travels 
through the medium it cannot distinguish betw een m aterials a and b and only 
som e sort of averaging behavior is observed, but are large enough so that they 
can be characterized  by m acroscopic dielectric functions ea and e^, respectively. 
Since the right hand side of the Eq.(2.78) is additive, the dielectric function of the 
mixture obeys [83]
w here a a and are  the  polarizabilities of p h ase  a and b, respectively, na and  nb 
are  the  volume densities of phase  a and b, respectively, and  na+nb=n.
From the Clausius-Mosotti Equation for material a,





4 j i  ■ 1
“  "ft “ ft = A —-----  * (2.82)3 * * * e* + 2
then
6 - 1  €- _ 1 £* ■ 1
 ----   ̂A —-----  + A —-----  • (2.83)6 + 2  a € + 2 Jb € . + 2
where f, represents the volume fraction of the I th phase:
/ , ■ , £  /, -  I (2 *4)
2* i
Considering the two com ponents, a and b, to be em bedded in a  polarizable host 
medium with dielectric function eh rather than in vacuum, it is necessary  to 
construct a cavity filled with the host dielectric in calculating the local electric field, 
instead of a  completely evacuated cavity, a s  happens in the derivation of classical 
Clausius-Mosotti equation. As a result, a  generalized equation is obtained
£ -  e -  e .  c .  -  t .
= / .  -  < / .  .  . (2 *5)e + 2 e ,  « . +  2 e ,  e ,  ♦ 2 e
where eh is the dielectric function of a host medium
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For 1, Eq.(2.85) has the sam e  form as  Eq.(2.83), which is called Lorentz- 
Lorenz effective medium approximation [84,85]. For eh=eb, Eq.(2.85) becom es
* -  L * , (2.86)c + 2cfr e, + 2cfc
which is the Maxwell-Garnett effective medium approximation [86].
Bruggem an suggested  replacing eh in Eq.(2.85) with e, i.e., letting the 
effective medium itself act a s  host medium, which results in
e_ - e -  c
/. ’ 0  (2 87)
This is known a s  the Bruggem an effective medium approximation [87], the self- 
consistent approximation or the coherent potential approximation.
In the Maxwell-Garnett approximation, the grains of one com ponent are 
assu m ed  to be em bedded  in the matrix of the other com ponent, which trea ts  the 
two com ponents in an  asym m etric m anner. For a  single type of inclusion in a  host 
background, c has different values if the roles of host and inclusion are  inter­
changed  - even if the  respective volume fractions are  held constant.
In the  Bruggeman effective medium approximation, the two com ponents, a 
and  b, are  a ssu m ed  to be em bedded  in an effective medium itself, w hose dielectric 
function is e. The two com ponents, a and b, a re  treated  in an equivalent m anner. 
Equation (2.87) can  be rewritten a s  a  quadratic equation in e a s  following
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2 e 2 - | ( 3 f a -  1 )€a + (3f b -  1 )€*]€ - €„£, = 0  . (2.88)
Obviously, the equation is symmetric in es and e„ and it resolves the ambiguity in 
the Maxwell-Garnett approximation. The above derivation is based  on the 
assum ption that the inclusions are spherical and non-interacting. However, the 
sh a p es  of the particles determine how effectively they are  screened , which affect 
the microscopic polarizations and fields, therefore, in turn, determining the 
functional relationship betw een e and the dielectric functions of the constituents 
[83]. As an extension, it is assum ed that ellipsoidal particles are aligned with the 
direction of polarization parallel to a  principal axis of an ellipsoid. The effect can 
be described by the depolarization factor d. After substituting the results for the 
polarizability of an ellipsoid immersed in a  dielectric medium, equation (2.87) then 
becom es [88]
e - e c. -  e
A   --------- * A   --------- ’ 0 . C-89)
w here d is depolarization factor, which ranges betw een 0 and 1 and depends on 
the geometry of the inclusion in the composite. For spheres, d equals to 1/3, tor 
needles or long cylinders with axes parallel to the field, d is 0, and for flat plates 
with their normals parallel to the field, d is 1.
Recent refinement of the Brugge m an’s  approximation is the differential 
effective medium approximation, or the self-similar effective medium approximation. 
The structure is built up by starting from hom ogeneous com ponent a and using the
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iterative p rocess shown in figure 2.3: replace an infinitesimal amount of starting 
com ponent a by the second component b, and then regard the resulting "effective" 
m atenal a s  the hom ogeneous component for succeeding substitution step  [89-91].
HOMOGENEOUS COMP, a REPLACE SMALL FRACTION BY COMR b
NEW




The basic ink: restructure build-up process in tha differential effective medium
The Bruggeman s  effective medium approximation gives
(1 - AHO €« -  c €» “ €b'z,--------r;— —  nJ - J ' -  d e b + (1 - d ) ed e a * (1 - d ) e 0 , (2.90)
where Atyb is the  replacem ent amount of com ponent b in the replacem ent step. Let 
A c^-e , and consider the terms to first order in A\yb; it follows that
Ac =
d e b + ( 1  - d ) e
(2.91)
Since A\yb s tan d s for the amount of the com posite replaced by com ponent b, the 
real Increment of component b in the replacem ent s tep  is given by
where y  denotes the volume fraction of com ponent b in the mixture. The correct 
differential effective medium equation, therefore, is given by
(2.93)





This dem onstrates that based  on the effective medium theory, the dielectric 
response of a  composite material is related to the dielectric functions of its 
constituents and som e param eters characteristic of the structure of the composite, 
such a s  porosity and the depolarization factor.
2.2 Modulation spectroscopy
Modulation spectroscopy is accomplished by applying a  small perturbation 
in a  periodic fashion and measuring the corresponding change in the optical 
properties with a phase  sensitive detector [92-96]. The perturbation param eters 
can be the electric field, magnetic field, tem perature, stress, wavelength of the 
probe beam  etc. The derivative nature of modulation spectra  supp resses 
uninteresting background effects and em phasizes structure localized in the energy
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region of inter-band transitions at critical points in the  Brillouin zone.
Among all kinds of m odulations the  electrom odulations, including electro­
reflectance (ER), electrolyte electroreflectance (EER), and  photoreflectance (PR), 
a re  the  m ost widely used  technique. Its sharp, derivative-like features are  directly 
sensitive to the conditions in the sp ace  charge region and, hence, can be u sed  a s  
an  optical probe of field distribution in the  junction.
2.2.1 Dielectric function
The fundam ental quantity used  to describe the optical properties of a  solid 
is the  dielectric function
e(w) = «,(<<>) + ie 2(w) = N 2 , (2.95)
w here e^to) and ^(w ) are  the real and  imaginary com ponents of the dielectric 
function and N is the complex refraction index,
N = n + i K  , (2.96)
w here n and K are the real and imaginary com ponents of N. Thus,
Cj(w) = n2(o>) - A"2(u) (2.97)
€ 2(g > )  = 2 n(u) K(g>) . (2.98)
The absorption coefficient a  d epends on the above optical constan ts via
Based on the quantum theory of band-to-band transition and the definition of the 
absorption coefficient, the microscopic expression for the absorption coefficient is 
given by [97],
«(g>) = f  - E (k) - >iw), (2.100)
ncm2u (2ti)3 1
and using (2.99)
e2(U) = M j f )f «(£,(*) - £,(*) - >.u>, (2.101)
m vx (2ji)
where e is the absolute value of the electron charge, m the effective m ass of the 
electron, co the angular frequency of the photon, e is the unit polarization vector 
of the photon’s electnc field, c and v denote conduction (empty) and  valence (filled) 
bands, respectively,
= <c j \ p \ v , k >  (2.102)
is the momentum matrix elem ent between sta tes in conduction band and valence 
band at wave vector k, representing the transition probability, Ec(k) and Ev(k) are 
the energy of conduction band and valence band, respectively, and  the integration 




e,(<i>) = 1 + -  Pf  « '€ 2(g>)----- 1-----  duf , (2.103)
w ~ Q>/2 -  (O2
w here P indicates the principal part,
S u e 2 y  2<& |^ ) f
m2 J (2jt) [Ec(k) - £,(*)]/*
1
[£ ,(*) £ v(* )l2/* 2 - u 2
(2.104)
Incorporating the  thermal broadening and replacing the integration variables by the 
energy E, and  two variables k, and K, locating a  point on the  constant-energy 
surface S defined by Ecv(k)=E, then [95]
£ ( £ , n  = i + , 2 „ 2 r 2It M £




E ( k )  E i r  £  (*) + £  + ir
(2.105)
where E ^ k )  is the inter-band energy difference given by
EJk) = £„(*) - £ v(Jf) , (2.106)
and r  is the  phenom enological broadening param eter related to the lifetime. 
E q .(2 .l05) show s that e(E ,r) h as  a  singularity at every k for a  given pair c, v for 
which
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w * >  =  0 (2.107)
T hese singular points are  called Van Hove singularities. It is around these  critical 
points that the structure in the dielectric function spectra and modulation spectra 
appears a s  peaks, which provides a  probe for the band structure of the sem icon­
ductor.
Within the parabolic approximation for E^fk),
the dielectric function can  be written a s  a  superposition of local functions [95]:
B ecause the region is local, Mcv{k) may be assum ed to be independent of k. 
Performing the integral in Eq.(2.109) explicitly for one, two, and three dimensions, 
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K,=Ky or Kt are  the cutoff lengths in the Brillouin zone for one and two dimensional 
critical points, and I is the critical point type that is equal to the num ber of negative
m asses p,,.
2.2.2 Modulated reflectivity
For near normal incidence, the reflectivity at the discontinuous interface 
betw een two different, but hom ogeneous media (substrate/am bient) can  be written 
using Fresnel's equation a s
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( N ~ N a)2 
(N + N j (2. 113)
( "  ~ na)2 -  (K  + K ' f  
(it ♦ naf  + ( *  + *„)3
= * (£ .*„) , (2.114)
where N and Na are the refractive indices of the material and the ambient, 
respectively, n and K are the real part and the imaginary part of N, and na and Ka 
are the real part and imaginary part of Na.
The relative change of rellectivity due to perturbation is [95,98,99]
w here ea and e are the dielectric functions of the ambient and the material, 
respectively, Ac=Ae,+iAe2 is the change in e due to perturbation and a  and p are 
the Seraph in coefficients, which have a characteristic photon energy dependence 
for sem iconductors. The perturbation induces the change in dielectric functions, 
and, therefore, the change of reflectivity.
(2.115)
= Re [ ( o  - i P ) Ae J (2.116)
= o ( c l t e2,£B) Ac, + p ( E t , e 2 , e , )  Ac2 , (2.117)
2.2.3 Third derivative spectra in low field regime
The m echanism  responsible for electric field modulation is the coupling of 
the field to the electrons (or holes), causing them to accelerate through the lattice.
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Thus, they occupy a  range of k s ta tes, and  hence energy sta tes, before they 
undergo a  collision. This energy a ss is ts  the electrons tunnelling through the gap  
and effectively reduces the energy gap.
F.H. Poliak p resen ted  a  simple and clear physical derivation of the effects 
of an electric field on the dielectric function [100]. The gain E(F) in energy of the 
electron and hole in an electric field F can be calculated by replacing k by k+eFt/h, 
i.e..
w here t is the time betw een two collisions, F is the electric field, and  p, is the 
reduced  inter-band effective m ass in the field direction.
The average  energy {or average  energy uncertainty) during -t/2 to t/2 is then
Considering the structure near a  local critical point with energy Eg, the local 
dielectric lunction has the form
,2 ir2t2
£(/?> = e f- 1 , (2.118)
(2.119)
€ = e ( £ - £ f H D  . (2 .120)
The change in dielectric function due  to electric field, Ae, is
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Ac = e(E-Eg + E(F) + i T )  - € ( £ - £ ( H D .  (2.121)
If the field is low enough so  that, E(F) « r  (low field regim e), the  Taylor’s  se n e s  
expansion of Eq.(2.121) yields [100]




c ( £  - £f - i f ) . (2.123)
In quantum  m echanics, the time, t, is also an operator:
f = ifc —  (2.124)
3£
and hence Eq.(2.123) becom es
e2F2tf 33Ac - € ( £ - £ .  + i T )  (2.125)
2 4  m, 3 £ 3 1
= I  (> ,n)3 - ^ - € ( £  - £  + i T )  , (2.126)
3 8 £ 3 *
w here
(y»Q)3 -  e r * (2.127)
8 m,
is the  electro-optic energy. Eq.(2.125) has all the essen tia l fea tu res of low field 
electro modulation, i.e., proportional to F2, inversely proportional to m, an d  the third 
derivative nature.
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The generalized expression for the "low field" electrom odulated reflectance 
spectra  can be written a s
where is the electric field in the space charge region (SCR) being
modulated at tom, C and 0 are the amplitude and phase factor, n is a  number 
characteristic of the inter-band critical point, for 3 dimensional, n=2.5, for 2 
dimensional, n=3.0, and for 1 dimensional, n=3.5. Eg is the energy gap  and Lffcw) 
is a  spectral line-shape function, characteristic of a  particular material. If the form 
of dielectric function e is a  Lorentzian, then
L(>,G)) -  J t e [ C«- ( W -Eg + i T)  "] . (2.130)
From the analysis of the spectral line shape, the band structure param eters can 
be deduced and the presence ol defects acting as scattering centers could be 
reflected by the broadening of the width of line shape.
In a  fully depletion SCR [101J,




where e is the electronic charge, Nd is the carrier concentration, e is the static 
dielectric constant, Vmt is the internal barrier potential, VeMt is the external applied
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potential and  ri is a  coefficient that determ ines what fraction of V#xt ap p ea rs  across 
the SCR. The kgT/e term rep resen ts the Debye length correction. V.,,, consists ol 
a  dc  com ponent, and  an ac  com ponent at frequency AV, which is called 
the  modulating voltage, i.e.,
+ . (2.132)
If modulation from flat-band is considered, the m odulated electric field in SCR is
and
AX(b>_) 2eN,m ~ A K(a>„) *,(>>«) . (2.134)
This indicates that the  signal AR/R is proportional to the modulating voltage in the 
low field regime.
2.2.4 Photo reflectance
Photo reflectance (PR) is a  contactless form of electro reflectance (ER) in 
which a  built-in surface electric field is not m odulated by changing the  bias voltage 
acro ss  the  device, but instead, periodically m odulated by the photovoltage betw een 
the surface and the bulk due to irradiation with a  second  chopped  pumping beam  
[102,103]. This form of modulation has the sam e type of effect on the optical co n ­
stan ts  a s  produced in ER; therefore, it is possible to analyze the  sp ec tra  using the
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theoretical machinery developed for ER.
Under the illumination of the pumping beam , which results in a  forward bias, 
the dark current density J D is
(2.135)
where J s is the saturation current density, e  is the electronic charge, V is the 
voltage, kg is Boltzmann constant, and T is the tem perature.
The total current density, J, is [72]
tV
j  = -  l )  - JL , (2.136)
where J L is photocurrent density. At open circuit condition, J=0, and assum ing 




* — In iJL (2.137)
From Eq.(2.50), for aW<1 and W<Lp,
+ w  KJ,  -= e L a  — -------  -  e L a ------- p







The photovoitage has the logarithmic dependence on the intensity of the pumping
beam . The modulation of beam  intensity l0 results in the modulation of the voltage 
across the sp ace  charge region.
The precondition of PR is the existence of space  charge region or band 
bending near the surface of the semiconductor, which can be induced by the 
surface state. At equilibrium, charge neutrality requires that the amount of charge 
needed to form the space  charge layer originates from the surface [51 ]. Within the 
Schottky approximation for an abrupt junction, the barrier height at the surface is 
given by
where e  is the electronic charge, Nd is the concentration of the donors, W is the 
thickness of the sp ace  charge layer and e is the dielectric constant. The num ber 
of charge per unit a rea  on the surface, N^. arising from electrons or holes 









For charge neutrality to be maintained, only a small modulation of the surface 
charge can produce a  large modulation of the surface potential and hence a  large
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PR signal.
2.2.5 Flat-band determination [101]
If a  small modulation signal V_=Va sin{wmt) is applied on a n-type sem icon­
ductor biased into depletion, from 1/4 to 3/4 cycle, V. is decreased , therefore, the 
bending of the band is increased, and the modulation field in the SCR is increased, 
while from 3/4 to 5/4 cycle, V_ is increased, and the modulation field in SCR is 
decreased . As a  result, it produces a  AR/R signal with a  given phase. If the sam ple 
is biased into accumulation, from 1/4 to 3/4 cycle, V is decreased , hence the 
bending of the band is decreased  and the modulation field in SCR is decreased , 
while from 3/4 to 5/4 cycle, the field in SCR is increased, i.e., in accumulation 
mode, the field in SCR varies opposite with that in depletion mode. Then, the AR/R 
signal in accumulation mode has the opposite phase from that in the depletion 
mode. Thus, when the space  charge region is biased through flat-band potential, 
the ER signal changes sign and ER signal is zero at the flat-band potential.
If the line-shape does not change with dc bias, then keeping the photon 
energy at the value of the transition peak, and keeping the modulation amplitude 
and frequency unchanged, AR/R signal is m easured when the dc bias potential is 
scanned  Irom the reverse to forward, the flat-band potential can be determined 
from the potential at which AR/R signal is zero or change its sign, which is a  direct 
m easurem ent of V(b.
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2.2.6 Fermi level pinning [106]
At the sem iconductor electrode, the electro reflectance signal is due  to the 
change  of the electric field in the  space  charge region of the sem iconductor. If the 
Fermi level is completely pinned, the band ed g es move up and down a s  the 
potential is changed  and the bending of the  bands in the  SCR is kept unchanged. 
As a  result, there is no modulation in the  electric field of the SCR of the sem icon­
ductor and hence there is no modulative reflectivity. The ER signal will reach a  
zero  level at this situation.
The potential drop AC>3 acro ss  the sp ace  charge layer can be ex p ressed  a s
• ( 2  I 4 2 >
w here U is the  electrode potential, and Ulb is the  flat band potential. Assum ing no 
IR drop, the  change in electrode potential due to the modulation is divided betw een 
the sp a ce  charge  layer and  the Helmholtz layer according to [104]
AK - 8 A « , - = AK^ + , (2.143)
w here 4>c is the potential drop acro ss the Helmholtz layer. The change  in the 
potential drop acro ss  the Helmholtz layer due to a  change in the num ber of ionized 
surface s ta te s  is given by [105]
8W„ . (2.144)
w here CH is the capacitance of the Helmholtz layer, and NM is the a rea  density of
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the ionized surface sta tes.
Com paring Eqs.(2.143) and (2.144),
AK = AK - bN„ =•C <9
eJ _  U
c „  ~du AK (2.145)
= i l AK ,
w here
1 _5 “  . (1.146)
Recalling Eq.{2.134), it follows that (106]
A *(<*>„) 2^Af { e dN_  
1 — AK(io- )L(>tw) . (2.147)
If the surface s ta te s  are fast enough to equilibrate at the modulation frequency, 
i.e., the  relaxation tim es of th ese  s ta te s  are  faster than 1/u>m, then the surface 
s ta te s  c a u se  part of the potential drop to fall acro ss the Helmholtz layer, thus 
modulating the position of the band ed g es  relative to the reference electrode, 
resulting in a  d ecreased  modulation amplitude on the  sp ace  charge  layer, and, 
therefore, a  d ecreased  electro reflectance signal. (e /C J td N ^ d ll)  =0 rep resen ts  the 
condition when the  Fermi levei is unpinned by surface s ta te s  and any change  in 
the  electrode potential results in corresponding change in the potential drop acro ss 
the sp ace  charge layer. ER signal should be independent of the  dc potential. If 
(e/CH)(dNss/dU)>0, then, for n type sem iconductors, anodic shift of the  electrode
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potential, i.e., the variation of bias from near flat-band to reverse, results in 
incremental ionization of the surface sta tes, and the d ecrease  in ER amplitude. 
(e/CH)(dNM/dU)=1 represents the condition in which the Fermi level is completely 
pinned and the ER signal is reduced to zero. Therefore, the bias dependence  of 
ER signal provides optical evidence for Fermi level pinning.
Thereby, the degree of Fermi level pinning P can be expressed  a s
which is valid provided that (A R /R )^, which occurs when dNss/dU=0, is still within 
the low field regime. B ecause changes in flat-band potential originate from chang­
e s  in the potential drop across the Helmholtz layer, i.e., 5Ult,=5<t>0, it follows from 
Eqs.(2.144) and {2.148} that





where UmflX is the potential at which AR/R is maximum and 11°̂  is the flat-band 
potential at U=Umax.
Assuming that the surface state  has a G aussian density distribution a s
Eq.{2.21), then the num ber of ionized sta te  is given by (55J
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Nt
= -J e r f
 ̂ flea
/  \  
E c
I / 2 ea
(2.151)
Neglecting the  energy difference betw een the Fermi level and the bottom of the 
conduction band in the bulk of the sem iconductor, then
Ef = - eU (2.152)
u
•c = -eUp = -eVji - e f  P dU (2.153)
u__
Et - Ec = Ef - Ef = -eUf * eUf (2.154)
Et ~ EF - Ef - Ef + Ec - EF = -eUf + eU - e f  P dU . (2-155)
This results in
NJLU) = erf
- uf * U - f  PdV
Um n
f 2  a
er f
/ 2  o /  j
(2.156)
Differentiation of Eq.(2.156) with respect to U and application of Eqs.(2.148) and
(2.149) yield
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 L. (U* - V * f PdU \
p  = y r  -~ Z L  € 2ô  ' ( 1 - J » ) .  (2.157)
c h o y 2 n
Then it leads to
nr - — pm 1
* Ifl,l L  I . (2.
1 p CHa/2n
158)
After fitting the curve of P/(1-P) vs U in the reverse b ias condition, the ratio of 
surface s ta te  density to capacitance of Helmholtz layer. N /CH, the  probable energy 
position of the surface sta te , U,0, and the standard  derivation in the G aussian  
distribution of surface sta te  can  be extracted.
2.2.7 Surface trap states
It has been dem onstrated  [107] that the  frequency dispersion of the  PR 
signal can  yield information about surface trap s ta te s , which a re  m odulated by the 
pumping beam  in the PR experim ent through their equilibration with the  sp a ce  
charge layer. In their model the  assum ptions are  the following:
(a) The chopped pumping beam  is approxim ated by a  sq u are  w ave source.
(b) The light induced carriers are captured  quickly by the surface traps and  the 
built-in electric field is changed  abruptly.
(c) T hese carriers are  re leased  slowly when the light is turned off. The re lease  of 
the carriers follows kinetics that can be exp ressed  a s  the sum  of exponentials with
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The schematic representation of modulation field due to chopped laser beam
Following these  assum ptions, the  effective modulation field can  be shown 
schematically on figure 2.4, and  expressed  a s
AO =
TO s f s -  , 
2
(2.159)
w here R0 is the change in built-in electric field due to the pumping beam , C, are  
the coefficients of the exponential expansion such that ZCpR^, and t, are  the 
characteristic relaxation times. B ased on the above considerations, the real, R(co),
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and the imaginary, X(co), parts of the  first Fourier com ponent of the PR  intensity 
take the  following form [108]:
J? (u )  -  <*> £ C j t i
i 1 + W 2 Tj
1 + exp n 
g> x .





The m easu red  amplitude of the PR signal is
A(w) = (Rz + Xz)ir2 , (2.162)
(2.160)
(2.161)




The methodology for investigating the semiconductor/liquid interface is 
b ased  on electric field modulation of the  system  s  response. The main techniques 
used  in this study are  im pedance spectroscopy and modulation spectroscopy. The 
conventional current-voltage m easurem ents are perform ed to com plem ent the 
above m easurem ents.
3.1 Impedance spectroscopy
The system 's response  is the dark current. The technique is b a sed  on a  
generalized representation of the frequency dispersion of sim ultaneously m easured  
real and  imaginary parts of the im pedance. The charge accum ulation m odes and 
corresponding equivalent circuits can be deduced  from the analysis of im pedance 
spectroscopy.
In principle, if the frequency range is broad enough, the technique is 
sensitive to ail the  charge accumulation m odes and to the charge  transfer kinetics 
and  m echanism . The physical nature of the elem ents in the  equivalent circuit can 
be determ ined Irom their dependence  on external param eters such  a s  voltage, 
electrolyte etc.
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3.1.1 Impedance measuring setup
The im pedance m easurem ent se tup  is shown in figure 3.1, which is b ased  
on the circuit arrangem ent proposed  by Tomkiewicz [76]. The electrochem ical cell 
is connected  to a  reference circuit in series. The generato r output of the Solartron 
1250 Frequency R esponse  Analyzer, which includes ac and dc potential, w as 
applied to the  cell. The signals on the two term inals acro ss  the cell a re  transm itted 
to channels 1 and 2 of the analyzer of Solartron 1250, respectively. The analyzer 
gives the  response  of Channel 1 with respect to Channel 2. The dc b ias is 
monitored through a  Keithley 192 program m able DMM multimeter. If the 
spectroscopy ex tends to the frequency above 65 kHz, the cell is transferred  to the 
HP m easuring system  at the setting frequency. The HP m easuring system  is com ­
posed  of the following instrum ents; HP 3325A Synthesizer/function generato r is 
used  a s  an  ac  source, HP 6200B DC Pow er Supply is u sed  a s  dc bias source, 
which is controlled by com puter through HP 59501A HP-IB Isolated D/A Pow er 
Supply Program m er. The signals across the cell a re  picked up by HP 3575A Gain- 
P h ase  Meter, which has BCD (binary coded decimal) output. Model 4833 IEEE 
488 Parallel Interface (ICS Electronics Corp.) is used  to convert BCD d a ta  from HP 
3575A into 8 bit characters for transm ission over IEEE-488 bus and  vice versa. 
The frequency scanning and  d a ta  acquisition are  controlled by IBM PC com puter 
through IEEE 488 GPIB (General Purpose Interface Bus). The d a ta  a re  treated, 
shown on the  monitor and  stored in the diskette automatically by the software. A 
com plete software package w as written by the author. The softw are includes the
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setting of the  m easuring param eters, im pedance spectroscopy m easurem ent, 
display on th e  monitor, storage of da ta  in the  diskette, print-out of d a ta  and  the 
plotting of spectrum . The software also includes the option to u se  potentiostat and  
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Figure 3.1 The sxparimsntal setup ol the Impedance spectroscopy.
The analyzer m easu res the relative m agnitude, M, and the  p h ase  difference, 
0, of the  two signals acro ss the cells. It is equivalent to the complex voltage ratio
,11 Z + Z,_ i  = *#,<• = , (3.1)
Z,
w here Z is the  im pedance of the electrochem ical cell,
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Z = R + JX  (3.2)
and Zr is the im pedance of the reference circuit,
_L = _L + ;o )C r . (3.3)
z ,  * ,  r
Then
i f  f 1 -  /  (•> T )
Z, -  — -------— , (3.4)
l + u 2t;
w here rf=C,Rf is the relaxation time of the reference circuit, to is the angular 
frequency. The real and  imaginary parts of the im pedance of the cell can be 
deducted  from Eq.(3.1)
RrR - ------------- [Af(cos8 + c*)Tr sin0) 11 (3.5)
1 + o 1
Rr
X  -  ----------------- [  A f ( sin© Li Tr cos© ) + w  t ,  ] . (3.6)
1 + I
The spectroscopy is rep resen ted  a s  log R and log(2rtX) vs log f.
3.1.2 Extract of the parameters in the equivalent circuit
For a single abrupt junction betw een a  sem iconductor and a  metal or a
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concentrated  electrolyte, a  generalized equivalent circuit is show n in Fig.2.2 and 
d iscussed  in § 2.1.4. The procedure of extracting the  param eters in the equivalent 
circuit is the following:
(1) series resistance R, and capacitance of space charge tayer C^.
For a  sufficiently concentrated  electrolyte, the sp ace  charge layer has the 
sm allest relaxation time, t 6=RsCsc. At the high frequency end, the system  b ehaves 
a s  a  single capacitor, C*., and resistor, Rs, connected  in se ries and the im pedance 
is given by:
O-T)
Thus, the real part R at high frequency is independent of frequency and the value 
of Rs can  be determ ined. According to Eq.(3.7)
lo g ( 2 * X )  = l o g /  - log . (3.8)
Therefore, the  curve of log(27iX) vs log f should have a  slope of -1 and C„. can  be 
evaluated from the intercept.
(2) Shunt resistance Rp,
At the low frequency end, all the elem ents of accumulation m odes approach  
open circuit and the response  of the system  is
R e i Z ) ^  = + V  ( 3 9 )
Then, Rp can  be  determ ined from the difference betw een the real parts of the
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im pedance at the  low frequency end and at the high frequency end.
(3) Parameters of constant phase angle (CPA) element.
If one  subtracts the frequency-independent high frequency resistance  from 
the im pedance
Z' = Z - R, , (3.10)
and calculates the resulting adm ittance, it is easy  to show  that
-  =  —  + >«*>C  + w 2 V  — —— L - f / u Tz'  ̂ r 1 + r (3.i
+ N '(  1 + w2TI )',,J(coBrt6+ysinn0) ,
where the last term  is due to a  generalized CPA elem ent given by
Zd = N (1  + ; w t ) " , (2.70)
w here N, t , and n are param eters [73]. For t» 1 , Eq.(3.11) can be viewed a s  the 
superposition of a  constant term, linear term, power-law term, and  Lorentzian 
term s with respect to the frequency.
The real part, G, of the above adm ittance 1/Z’ is
q  -  —  t u 2 ----- —— + w *  ( i  + <j2t 2 yP  cos n0 , (3.12)D *' J -f 2
V
and imaginary part, B, of the adm ittance 1/Z' subtracted by the  fastest relaxation
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term, cdC*., is
B = i  + ^ _1(1 + u V y ^ s i n  «e . (3.13)
( 1 + g»2t(
In the high frequency limit,
l i m G  -  —  + V  - i  + ^ _1« " t" c o b  —  » iV ' ^ i ' c o s —  (3.14)r, r  2 2
and
lim B = — + N _1 a>" t"  sin —  * T"sin . (3.15)
ii>.« w j 2 2
In the region satisfied by the above condition, log G and log B have a  linear 
relation with log f and n and x7N can be evaluated from the slope and  intercept 
of the linear part of the  above relationship.
In the low frequency limit,
lim G - —  + N -1 -  AT1 . (3.16)
o-o Rp
To extract x, assum ing Rp~»«, then N can be obtained from the real part of the 
adm ittance in the  low frequency limit and x can  be deducted  from t7N , n, and N.
(4) parallel elements R, , Ct .
The parallel e lem ents Rit C, can be most conveniently obtained through the
remaining term s from the real and  imaginary parts of the above admittance,




I 1 + « 2t 2
(3.18)
Both are  the  superposition of Lorentzian line sh ap es . If the separation  betw een the 
time constan ts is large enough, then a  se ries  of m axima that characterize each  
R,C, elem ent exhibit on the plot of G ^ iu  and with to. At the maximum of i th 
Gsg/to peak,
a(C- /M)‘ .  C' , ' ( ‘ - a ^ ) .  0 . (3.19)
( l + u ^ f ) 2
then,
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(3.23)
At the maximum of j th BM peak,
« * ■ * .  t 0 >  (3.24)
3 <*> ( l + G ) 2 ! * ) 2
then also
J^Zj = 1 . (3.25)
From Eq.(3.18),
therefore,
c  = (3.27)
Obviously, is sensitive to the fast relaxing elem ents since the amplitude of each
peak  is proportional to to, and  G^/to is sensitive to the  slow e lem ents since the 
amplitude of each  G ^ /u  peak is independent of to.
This procedure is included in the im pedance analysis software written by the 
author. If the separation betw een the time constants is not large enough and/or the 
system  cannot be rep resen ted  in term s of a  sim ple abrupt junction due  to film 
formation, multiple junctions, etc., the non-linear least square  fitting of the da ta  is 
necessary . In the latter c a se  one can get som e degree  of confidence if one fits the 
real or imaginary com ponents and check it against the other com ponent. S ince it 
is a  dielectric technique in nature, which is highly model dependent, the unique­
n ess  of the interpretation is then checked against other techniques. In this study, 
the optical techniques, modulation spectroscopies, a re  used  to provide com ple­
m entary information.
3.2 Modulation spectroscopy
3.2.1 Universal workstation for optical characterization [109]
The m acroscopic characterization technique of sem iconductors is highly 
sensitive to the model adopted for the  particular system . To overcom e it, the 
alternative is to u se  a s  many m acroscopic techniques a s  one can on an  identical
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system  and to arrive at a  model that will quantitatively agree with all the results. 
Looking at the experimental requirements of many of these  techniques one can 
s e e  that many com ponents are  common. Most of the desired information about 
transport properties and potential distribution for the semiconductor/liquid interface 
is derived from the response of the system  to a  small perturbation of the space  
charge layer. This provides an opportunity to construct a  "universal" experimental 
station in which with the sam e sam ple configuration one can apply great many, 
seemingly unrelated techniques. A cost effective universal workstation for optical 
characterization of sem iconductor junction devices w as built. The experim ents that 
can be performed with this system  include: photoreflectance (PR), electrolyte 
electroreflectance (EER), diffusion length m easurem ent by surface photovoltage 
(SPV), surface photovoltage spectroscopy, 1st. and 2nd. harmonic, photoinduced 
cur rent-voltage characteristics, spectral response and DC current-voltage 
characteristics. O ne can switch electronically betw een experiments and perform 
any number of techniques without moving the cell or removing the electrode from 
the electrolyte. The workstation is computerized completely with the control 
software written by the author. A variable neutral density filter is placed between 
the monochromator and the sam ple, which w as introduced in the measuring setup 
of modulation spectroscopy by F.H. Poliak [110]. To fit the requirem ents of each 
experiment and raise the control precision, we use a  stepping motor controlled by 
a  com puter to adjust the variable neutral density filter instead of a  servo motor. For 
EER and PR experiments the filter is adjusted to keep the DC reflectivity constant.
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For SPV experim ents of m easuring diffusion length the  filter is ad justed  to keep 
the open circuit voltage constant. For spectral resp o n se  the  filter is ad justed  to 
keep  the  photon flux of the probe beam  constant enabling direct m easurem ents 
of unnorm alized quantum  efficiencies, and  for SPV spectroscopy  the  filter is also 
ad justed  to keep  the photon flux of the probe beam  constant.
The experimental arrangem ent of modulation spectroscop ies is show n on 
















Figure 3.2 The experimental arrangement of the modulation apectroacopy.
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Figure 3.3 The experimental arrangement tar measuring the surface photovoltage and 
spectral response.
3.2.2 Experimental detail of modulation spectroscopy [108]
The experimental arrangem ent for PR and EER is show n in Fig. 3.2. For PR 
the modulation source w as the 6378 A line of the 7.5 mW He-Ne laser (Hughes 
3227H-PC). The modulating beam  with 4880 A wavelength is provided from Ar-ion 
laser (Coherent CR-6 Supergraphite). The modulating beam s with 4067 A, 4131 
A and 6764 A are  from the Krypton ion laser (Coherent In nova 100-K2). The optical 
chopper (Model SR540 Stanford R esearch System s) is u sed  for modulating the 
pumping beam  with frequency 4 Hz-4 kHz. For EER, the EG&Q Princeton Applied 
R esearch model 173 potentiostat w as used to control the electrochem ical potential
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and a  Hewlett-Packard 3311A function generator w as used  for the  modulation 
voltage. The light source w as a  150 W xenon lam p and a  double-grating 
m onochrom ator (Photon Technology International model 01-002) w as u sed  for 
scanning the  spectral region of interest. The reflected light w as de tec ted  by an 
operational amplifier/photodiode combination (HUV-4000B, EG&G Electro-Optics) 
for w avelengths of probing beam  betw een 200nm and 1100nm. The GLN-050/E70 
G e detector/preamplifier combination at 77K (Electro-Optical System s, Inc.) w as 
used  a s  detector for w avelengths betw een 800 nm and  1600 nm. A PbS detector 
is u sed  for the  wavelength range of 1000-3000 nm. The light striking the detector 
contains two signals: a  DC or average value, l0(A.)R(X), and  a  m odulated AC value, 
l0(X)AR(A,)P which varies with the modulation frequency tom. Here l0(*,) is the 
intensity of the probe beam  from the monochromator, which is impinged on the 
sam ple  and R(X) is the reflectivity of the sam ple and AR(\) is the  m odulated 
reflectivity of the sam ple. The l„AR w as extracted from the output of the  detector 
through a  lock-in amplifier (Stanford R esearch  System s model SR-530). The DC 
intensity of the  reflected light, l0R(*.), is kept constant with a  continuously variable 
neutral density filter placed betw een the  m onochrom ator and the  sam ple. The 
se tup  is controlled by an IBM PC/XT com puter and  the m odulated reflectivity 
response  w as shown on the screen  of the monitor directly and stored  on diskettes. 
In the  PR experim ents of silicon an ultra violet transmitting visible absorbing filter 
w as used  to block the  stray laser light and  photolum inescence from the sam ple 
that have the sam e frequency a s  the signal of interest. For C ulnSe2 and InSe, the
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corresponding long p ass  filter is se lec ted  for the sa m e  purpose an d  for rejecting 
the  2nd. harm onic com ponent. The low tem perature PR spectra  w ere m easured  
using a  liquid Nz dewar.
All the photo reflectance and electro reflectance spectra  were m easured  in 
the  "low field" regime, which is confirmed through the linear d ependence  of the 
m odulated reflectivity signal AR/R on the modulating voltage. The spectra  were 
fitted to the spectral line sh ap e  function [Eq.(2.130)] with the param eters, Eg, r ,  C, 
6, and  n.
Photo reflectance in the p resence  of an electrolyte (EPR) w as m easu red  to 
serve  a s  a  bridge betw een PR and its ability to characterize junctions with the 
am bient and  the liquid junctions. It also se rv es to correlate the effects of different 
m edia on the spectroscopic properties.
3 .3  D ark a n d  p h o to  l-V
The dark and  photo l-V plots were obtained using an IBM EC/225 
Voltammetric Analyzer in a  three-elect rode configuration connected  with a  X-Y 
recorder (815M-Plotamatic, MFE). The light source  w as a  Sylvania tungsten  
halogen ELH lamp and the light intensity at the electrode surface w as 100mW /cm2. 
W hen the potential w as scanned , the photocurrent w as m easured  with a  low 
frequency chopper (hand a s  a  shutter) such that the light induced current and the 
dark current could be observed on the sam e  chart.
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3.4 Sample preparation and experimental cell
3.4.1 Silicon
The Si work w as done in collaboration with Dr. M.C.A. Fantini and Dr. J.P . 
Gambino.
1] Sample [73,108,111-113J
The Si sam ples are n-type <100> wafers, with resistivity between 0.8 and 
2 ii-cm. The wafers were subjected to an RCA clean that consists of a 90 s  etch 
with Hz0 :H 20 2:NH40H  5:1:1 at 65°C followed by 90 s  of the sam e solution at the 
sam e tem perature with HCi replacing the hydroxide. The sam ples were subjected 
to different RIE treatm ents in an asymmetric diode reactor with Si electrodes. The 
RIE treatm ent w as performed at the IBM East Fishkill Facility.
CHFj/Ar RIE sam ples were etched at a  pressure of 40 mTorr, a  g a s  flow 
rate of 25 seem , and a  voltage of 280 V for 4 min. CF4 RIE w as performed using 
a  pressure of 40 mTorr, a  gas flow rate 25 seem, and a  voltage ol 280 V for 4 min, 
CCIF3/H2 RIE w as performed using pressure of 15 mTorr, a  g a s  flow rate of 50/150 
seem , and a  voltage of 600 V for 5 min. One se t of sam ples w as subjected to 
CCIF3/H2 RIE followed by an 0 2 ash  in a barrel reactor at 200W for 35 min, and 
another se t w as subjected to 0 2 ash  alone.
To com pare the sensitivity of liquid junction to detect the changes in the 
dielectric properties due to the RIE treatm ent with that of solid sta te  devices such 
a s  metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) and Schottky barrier (SB) devices, the MOS 
and SB devices for Si and Si subjected to various RIE were made.
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The MOS capacitors were fabricated by IBM according to the following 
procedure: After RIE, the wafers were c leaned  using an  0 2 ash , followed by an HF 
dip and  an RCA cleaning, to remove metallic contam inants. The w afers w ere then 
oxidized {900°C, dry 0 2), forming a  500 A S i0 2 layer. Patterned  aluminum w as 
deposited  on the front end  and blanket aluminum on the back of the wafers; then 
the devices w ere annealed  at 400°C for 20 h in forming g as  (90% N2 + 10% H2).
Schottky barrier diodes w ere fabricated by a  15 s  HF dip to rem ove the 
native oxide, followed by deposition of either patterned Al (5000 A) or Ti (500 A) 
on the front end of the wafers. Ti contacts were used  always except on the  series 
of sam ples that were exposed  to CCIF3/H2 RIE, w here Al contacts w ere used.
The pattern and the thickness of the  front metal con tacts in the SB and 
MOS junctions, m ade for the im pedance m easurem ents, w ere different from those  
in the  optical spectroscopy experim ents; they were 500 A metal do ts and  75 A 
metal blankets, respectively. For the im pedance m easurem ents the  front metal 
contacts were m ade using a  m ask with dots of different a reas . The largest ones 
have been  chosen  to m ake the electrical contact. Its a rea , m easured  with an 
optical m icroscope, w as 0.0183cm 2. An untreated substra te  w as alw ays u sed  a s  
a  control in th ese  configurations.
For liquid junction m easurem ents, the ohmic contacts were m ade by rubbing 
Ga-ln eutectic on the back surface of the sam ple and  the sam ple w as a ttached  to 
a  copper holder with silver print. The back and ed g es  of the  sam ple w ere covered 
with Miccrostop (tradem ark of Pyramid Plastics Incorporated, Tolber Division) and
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only the front surface w as exposed.
2] Cell configuration
In the  liquid junction configurations these  sam ples have been  studied in a 
conventional three-electrode cell. Platinum foil with large a rea  w as u sed  a s  a  
counter-electrode and a  Pt wire, placed a s  close to the sem iconductor a s  possible, 
a s  a  reference electrode.
The methanolic solutions were prepared under nitrogen atm osphere, using 
m ethanol distilled over Mg and  oxidized and reduced dimethylferrocene with U CI04 
a s  the  supporting electrolyte. This solution w as show n to provide efficient and  
stab le  photovoltaic response for Si [15]. For the im pedance and photo l-V 
m easurem ents, the methanolic solution w as used  with the following composition: 
0.2M FeCp2, 1mM FeCp2‘ and 1M LiCI04. The potential of this solution w as 
m easu red  a s  0.138V versus standard calomel electrode <SCE). For the  electro­
reflectance m easurem ents, the methanolic solution w as changed  to the following 
composition: 0.01 M FeCp2, 50pM FeCp2* and 1M LiCI04. The potential of this 
solution w as m easured  a s  0.075V vs SCE. The low concentration of the ferrocene 
derivatives (5% of the regular solution that is used  for photovoltaic applications) 
w as used  to reduce the absorption of the electrolyte and to facilitate the optical 
m easurem ent. The aqueous electrolyte w as com posed of 0.25M NH4F/0.01M 
K3Fe(CN)^0.01M  K4Fe(CN)e/H20  [114],
3] Wet etching
(a) Silicon sam ples.
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HF etching sam ples w ere subjected to 55% HF solution etching for 20 s  to 
rem ove the native oxide layer on the surface.
(b) RIE sam ples.
Chemical etching w as perform ed in a  buffered HF (buff HF) and  2M KOH 
solutions. The composition of the buffered HF solution w as 58.6%  HaO, 34.6%  
NH4F, and  6.8%  HF in weight [72]. Before and  after dipping the sam ples in the 2M 
KOH solution, they were subjected to a  quick etching in the buffered HF solution 
for about 1 s, to avoid the  passivation of the surface.
4] Experimental conditions
(a) Im pedance spectroscopies.
The frequency range w as from 0.01 Hz to 10 MHz. The amplitude of the 
alternating field w as 40 mV. In liquid junction configuration, the dc bias varies from 
-0.7 V to 0 V vs Pt for untreated silicon sam ples, and from -2.0 V to 0.5 V vs R  
for RIE sam ples. In SB configuration, the  dc bias range from -0.5 V to 0.5 V with 
respect to the metal front contact and in the MOS configuration, the dc bias varies 
from -10 V to 3 V vs metal contact.
(b) Modulation spectroscopies.
The modulation frequency w as 750 Hz, The modulation amplitude w as 150 
mVpp for EER.
3.4.2 CulnSe2 [115-117]
The C ulnSe2 work w as done in collaboration with Dr. D. C ahen. The n-
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CulnS©2 single crystals were obtained from Rincon [118], and from Bachmann 
[119], through the Solar Energy R esearch Institute, They had a  normal doping level 
of 10 '6- 1017 cm 3, Hall mobilities of 600-850 cm 2V 1s  ' and resistivities of 1-10 £2- 
cm. Most of them were cut along the <112> orientation. The crystals were polished 
to 0.05 pm finish with alumina powder. The ohmic contacts and coverage of the 
electrodes with Miccrostop were similar to that of the Si sam ples. The electrodes 
were mounted in a  N2-purged solution of either Nas,S:S:NaOH 1/1/1M or 6M Kl + 
0.1M Cul2 + 0.1M lnl3 + 0.0125M l2 at pH 6.0. A Pt foil w as used  as the counter- 
electrode, and a  Pt wire as the reference electrode. The redox potentials of the 
two solutions are -0.75 V and +0.3 V vs SCE, respectively.
The etching procedure w as 2% Br^MeOH for 60 sec lollowed by rinsing 
with MeOH and then dipping in 10% KCN for 1 min. The KCN dip is used to 
dissolve any free Se that might precipitate on the surface after etching [43]. The 
air oxidation of the sam ple w as done at 150°C for 2 h.
The im pedance spectroscopies were carried out in the polyiodide solution 
and the EER m easurem ents were carried out in both polysulfide and polyiodide 
solutions.
A solid-state junction w as prepared using a  sam ple heated 2 h in air at 
150°C, and then contact was m ade with silver print on the front surface. The 
current-potential characteristics of the solid-state junction were m easured using a 
Model 576 Curve Tracer (Tektronix).
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3.4.3 InSe (45,80]
The InSe work was done in collaboration with Dr. C. Levy-Clement. The n- 
InSe crystals were obtained from A. Chevy; they were G aS-doped with 1015 cm 3 
carriers and mobility of 600 cm2V 1S InSe is a  lamellar compound; its two 
different crystalline surfaces exhibit different chemical and physical properties. The 
cleavage surface is the (001) plane, perpendicular to the c axis, and consists of 
selenium atom s bonded with covalent forces (X electrode when exposed to the 
electrolyte). The other surface is the (110) plane parallel to the c axis and is m ade 
of selenium atom s bonded together by van der W aals bonds and of indium atom s 
bonded by metallic bonds ( | electrode when exposed to the electrolyte). Ohmic 
contacts at the back of the InSe were m ade by soldering small rods of In at 350°C 
under Hz atm osphere. The crystals were encapsulated in resin (Dow Corning 3145 
RTV) with only the chosen surface left exposed to the electrolyte. Best results 
were obtained when the two types of surfaces were used  without pretreatment.
A three-electrode airtight system  w as used to avoid oxidation of the 
electrolyte. The counter and reference electrodes were Pt wires. The electrolyte 
used  for the modification of n-lnSe is similar to the one used for CulnSe2 by 
M enezes [36,38,39]: KI/HI/I^Cul in ratios of 1/y/0.05/x M. x w as varied betw een 
0.02 and 0.57M while y was equal to 2M for 0.02<x<0.2M and 4M for 
0.2<x<0.57M. The increase in the concentration of acid w as necessary  to permit 
the dissolution of large am ounts of Cul [45]. A polycrystalline com pound is formed 
on the cleaved surface of InSe. The growth of this polycrystalline layer involves a
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procedure very similar to the growth of the interfacial film on C ulnSe2. Several 
potentiostatic cycles betw een the open-circuit potential and short-circuit conditions 
lead to the sam e  results com pared with leaving the electrode at the maximum 
pow er point under a  load.
Since the InSe has poor long term stability in electrolyte, PR w as chosen  
to characterize it. The im pedance m easurem ents w ere carried out in an  electrolyte 
with the following composition: 1M KI/0.05M I^ M  H2S 0 4.
CHAPTER 4 
SILICON AND ITS REACTIVE ION ETCHING
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4.1 Potential distribution of silicon/methanol interface [73]
4.1.1 Photo and dark l-V
Figure 4.1 show s an exam pie of the  light-induced current-voltage c h arac te r­
istics of a  Si sam ple in contact with the  m ethanolic solution in which the light
source w as chopped at low frequency. The photocurrent-voltage plot for the
original sam ple only starts to show photoeffect a t potentials positive to -0.5 V. The
turn-on potential, i.e.. the most negative potential for which charge  separation can
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Figure 4. i Currant-potential response with chopped white light for unetched <100> n-SI 
in methanolic solution of oxidized and reduced dlmethylferrocene In the following 
concentrations: 0.2M FeCp,, imM FeCp,*, and 1M LICIO, supporting electrolyte. Tungsten 
halogen ELH lamp with light intensity at the electrode surface ol 100 mW/cm3. The sweep 
rate Is 10 mV/s.
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Figure 4.2 depicts the dark and photocurrent-voltage curves of the Si in the 
sam e electrolyte, before and after etching with HF. The main effects of etching are 
increases in the short-circuit current and  in the  fill factor. Typical values of the 
short-circuit current density (J*.) and open-circuit voltage are  about 15 
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Figure 4.2 Current-potential curves of two samples: one original and the other subjected
to HF etching process, (a) Photoresponse of HF etched Si, (b) of unetched SI, and (c) dark 
response of both samples. Electrolyte and other experimental conditions are the same as 
In Fig. 4.1. Photovoltaic parameters extracted from these curves: = 12.4 mA/cm2 and Voc
= -0.503 V (original); J,c = 16.3 mA/cm2: and V=c = -0.519V (after HF etching).
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Figure 4.3 show s the dark current-voltage plot of the  original sam ple. The 
sam e  features w ere observed  for the HF etched one. In this figure a  peak  occurs 
in the  sam e bias region w here the pinning of the  Fermi level w as observed  from 
the EER data. The charge  density that co rresponds to this peak  is about 
1.1 x l0 16/cm2. The dark current could not be fitted to the diode equation with any 
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Figure 4.3 Dark current-potential plot of the original sample In the methanolic solution 
of the same composition as described In Fig. 4.1. The calculated charge density associated 
with the peak is shown on the figure.
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4.1.2 Electroreflectance
Figure 4.4 show s the electroreflectance, under different b ias conditions, for 
the sam pie  subjected to the  HF etching.
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Figure 4.4 E lec troref lec tance  
spectra of HF etched SI In the same 
electrolyte as in Fig. 4.1 except for the 
dimathyiferiDcenes that weie diluted by 
a factor of 20, aa a function of the 
electrode potential vs Pt. The 
modulation amplitude is 0.15 v „  and 
the modulation frequency is 740 Hz.
The electro reflectance of Si in the 3.0-5.0 eV regim e w as analyzed  in detail 
by num erous workers both in electrolyte configuration [120) an d  in Schottky barrier 
configurations [121]. The electrolytes were never chosen  b a se d  on their stabilizing 
effect and  a s  a  result the s ta te  of the  surface and the  potential distribution a t the 
interface were not well defined.
T he electro reflectance of Si in the  UV region is very complex. The 3.5 eV 
regim e w as proposed to be due to two critical points [121] Ea' and E, with the E,
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being the  strongest high-energy transition. In the  experim ents with liquid junction 
th e se  transitions never can  be resolved. Since the  primary interest is in the 
potential distribution and not in the spectroscopic  features, the  sp ec tra  in this study 
will be analyzed in term s of the  num ber of resolved peaks only. Figure 4.5 is an 
exam ple of a  spectrum  taken in the m ethanolic solution at a  potential of 0.0 V vs 
Pt an d  the  corresponding fit of the  line sh ap e  to Eq.(2.130) with th e  following 
param eters: Eg = 3.407 eV, r  = 0.17 eV, 0 = 4 .18 and  n = 3.0, which indicates a  
two dim ensional critical point. One can  s e e  that the  fit is excellent and there  is no 
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Flgun* 4.5 Comparison of obssrvad (points) and calculated (solid llns) llns snaps of ths
spectrum at 0.0 V vs Pt. Fitting parameters: C» 6.4X10"*; E, = 3.407 aV; r s  0.17 aV; 6 = 4.16 
rad; and n ■ 3.0.
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Figure 4.6 show s the potential dependence  of the  amplitude of the peak  for 
the Si sam ple before HF etching (b) and after (a). In this figure the  potential 
d ep en d en ce  of the  EER amplitude is plotted for two potential excursion directions. 
The d a ta  were taken  after equilibrium w as reached  at each  potential. Comparing 
Fig.4.6(a) and  4.6(b) it is observed  that the original sam ple  p resen ts a  b roader bias 
distribution and  a  small hysteresis effect in the potential sw eep . T hese features 
can  be related to the p resence  of an oxide layer on the  top of the sem iconductor. 
For both sam p les  the flat-band potential can be observed  a s  the  potential in which 
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Figure 4.6 Variation of tha amplitudes of the 3.4 eV EER peaks with the electrode 
potential: (a) after HF etching and (b) before etching. The potential sweep rate was 5 min. 
per experimental point. The lines are drawn tor convenience of Inspection. The arrows
indicate the direction of the potential sweep.
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V and -0.63 V vs Pt, depending on the direction of the  sw eep  and  for th e  etched 
sam ple it is a t -0.51 V vs Pt. The Fermi level is partially pinned a t a  potential about 
-0.4 V vs Pt and it is completely pinned at positive potentials (reverse bias). HF 
etching reduces the pinning, both due to the s ta te s  c lose  to the conduction band 
and in the reverse bias region, and also d e c rea se s  the  hysteresis.
Figure 4.7 p resen ts the  potential dep en d en ce  of the  EER am plitude using 
the aqueous electrolyte with the composition described  in the  experim ental section 
[114]. The eiectroreflectance w as very noisy and the photocurrent very small. The 
behavior does not show  the reverse bias pinning tha t w as observed  with the 
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Figure 4.7 The seme u  Fig. 4.6 but with the equeous electrolyte with the following 
composition: 0.25M NH.F/0.01M K,Fe4CN),/0.01 M K4Fe(CNyHtO.
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The pinning at reverse bias is interpreted to be due to inversion of the 
surface [122] that is facilitated by the presence of the oxide layer. The Fermi level 
in this region is never completely pinned in the sam ples subjected to HF etching 
in which most ol the oxide is removed. This effect is much more pronounced in the 
aqueous electrolyte in which the F ions dissolve any oxide that is being formed. 
The pinning region, observed at forward bias, is interpreted to be due to surface 
sta tes. In principle, more quantitative information can be derived based  on fitting 
th ese  data  to Eq.(2.147) [106], but since this equation is strictly valid for the low- 
field regime, none of the two pinning regimes fits the conditions for which this 
equation w as derived.
The term "Fermi-level pinning" is used to describe a  situation in which the 
difference betw een the electrode potential and the flat-band potential is indepen­
dent of the electrode potential. This definition follows the electrochemical practice 
in which equilibrium experiments are performed a s  a  function of the electrode 
potential that is m easured relative to a  nonpolarizable reference electrode. Within 
this framework the rest potential {zero bias) has no special significance. It is 
assum ed here that the electrode potential is a  m easure of the position of the Fermi 
level relative to the standard electrode, and a s  a  result Fermi level pinning 
describes the situation in which the Fermi level is pinned to the position of the 
band edges at the surface and the barrier height is independent of the position of 
the Fermi level relative to the reference electrode. This definition follows earlier 
practice [123] and it is a  generalization of the definition often used to describe
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solid-state devices in which the term Fermi level pinning is used  only to describe 
the condition under zero bias. Following this practice the terminology of Fermi-level 
pinning and  band-edge movement a s  a  function of potential becom es synonym ous.
4.1.3 Impedance
Figure 4.8 p resen ts typical im pedance d a ta  and the fitting with the 
equivalent circuit shown in the insert. Similar spectra  were recorded for the etched 











Figure 4a  Impedance response curves for HF etched n-SI In the methanolic solution 
with the same composition as described In Fig. 4.1. Potential la -0.2 V vs Pt. The symbols 
represent experimental data for the real and Imaginary parts of the Impedance. The solid 
lines represent numerical fits to the equivalent circuit shown In the left-hand comer.
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The im pedance resp o n ses of Si/methanolic solution could not be fitted in 
term s of a  single junction and the least square  procedure should be  u sed  to the 
fitting. F igures 4.9-4.11 show the potential dependence  of the two capacitive 
elem ents in Fig.4 .8 for the various sam ples. Figures 4.9(a) and  4.9(b) depict the 
Mott-Schottky plots of the  sp ace  charge layer capacitance C^., for the  HF etched 
sam ple and for the unetched  one. The flat-band potentials that w ere obtained from 
the intercept a re  -0.76 V vs Pt for the HF etched sam ple and -0.86 V vs Pt for the 
unetched one. The doping levels were obtained from the slopes, which yielded 
4 .7x1015/cm 3 for the etched sam ple and 2 .2x 1015/cm3 for the  unetched sam ple. The 
apparent difference in the doping level is due  to the increase  in roughness 
resulting from etching. The pinning of the Fermi level around -0.4 V vs Pt can  be 
observed here better than with the EER results. The 0.1 V shift in flat band due 
to the  removal of the oxide ag rees  well with the EER results. However, the flat 
bands are  about 0.2 V more negative than those obtained from the EER. The 
primary reason  for the discrepancy is the difference in the  composition of the 
electrolyte, although som e contribution due to the  different am plitude of the  ac 
signal cannot be ignored. This is supported by the results in the  aqueous 
electrolyte show n in Fig.4.10. Here the flat band is -0.79 V vs Pt and  the doping 
level is 2 .2x 1015/cm 3 The flat-band here ag re e s  within 0.02 V with the EER result 
taken in the sam e electrolyte. The doping level in this electrolyte is identical with 
the  unetched  sam ple in the  m ethanolic solution and the pinning of the Fermi level 
is also evident here at about the sam e energy position from the conduction band
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a s  in the methanolic solution. If one takes the  capacitance  of the Helmholtz layer 
to be  -2 0  pF/cm 2 then the num ber of surface s ta te s  responsible for a  shift of 0.1 
V for the  HF etched sam ple is t .6x 1 o ,3/cm2 and  about double that for the  unetched  
sam ple [55]. The fact that these  s ta te s  are  p resent, with similar densities and 
energy, in the methanolic and the aqueous electrolytes and  that similar s ta te s  can  
be identified in the corresponding Schottky structure d iscu ssed  in §4.4, su g g es ts  
that they are  not due to interactions with the electrolytes.
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Figure 4.9 Mott-Schottky plots of n*SI In the methanolic solution described In Fig. 4.1.
(a) HF etched sample. vtb a -0.76 V vs Pt snd N„ * 4.7X1 O'‘/cm1, (b) Original sample. vfb * 
-o.aa V vs Pt and N„ = 2^X10u/cmJ.
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Figure 4.10 Mott-Schottky plots of n-SI In ths squsous electrolyte described In Flg.4.7. 
V* = -0.79 V vs Pt and N„ = 2.3X10,,/cm3.
CH and its corresponding RH are  interpreted in term s of adsorption of the 
electrolyte at potentials negative to the surface s ta te s  that c a u se  the Fermi level 
pinning. This interpretation is not b a sed  on the  equivalent circuit, which p laces 
th e se  e lem ents in series with the space-charge  layer. An alm ost equally good fit 
can  be  obtained by placing them  in parallel to the sp ace -ch a rg e  layer that would 
have been  the  c a se  if th ese  elem ents w ere in terpreted to result from the surface 
s ta te s  that c au se  the Fermi-level pinning. The estim ated  coverage  from Fig.4.11 
is about 5 x l0 14/cmz. This is an order of m agnitude g rea te r  than  the  num ber of 
s ta te s  calculated to be responsible for the Fermi-level pinning (or the co rrespond­
ing negative shift in the flat-band potential). In addition, to account for th e  negative
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shift in the flat band, one has to assum e adsorption by the negatively charged 
counter ions. Since almost identical shifts are observed for the methanolic and 
aqueous electrolytes with no ions in common, one w as forced to assum e that the 
Fermi level pinning and its corresponding shift in the flat-band potential a re  due to 
negatively charged surface sta tes that are filled a s  the Fermi level c ro sse s  the 
energy of these  states. These sta tes are  not coupled with the  electrolyte, but the 
filled s ta te s  act a s  catalytic centers in the precipitation of the positively charged 
redox species.
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Figure 4.11 Potential dependence of Ch of the HF etched sample. The ordinate depicts 
the charge dens tty/eV.
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Zd w as identified a s  due to a  porous oxide layer that can be  alm ost 
com pletely rem oved by HF etching. N and nx/N are  the low frequency resistance  
(an< 1) and  the low frequency capacitance of this layer. The exponent n is related 
to the transport m echanism s within the material. Figure 4.12 show s that n is 
alm ost independent of potential, having a  value close to 0.6. This, and  the 
sensitivity to HF etching, strongly suggests  that it results from transport through a 
porous layer. Using the limiting values for N and x one can estim ate the th ickness 
of this porous oxide layer. For the HF e tched  sam ple this value is about 3 A and  
for the original sam ple it is 26 A. T hese num bers ag ree  with the  current under­
standing of the oxide on unetched Si [124] that predominantly originate from ex 
situ m easurem ents. From the CPA d ata  one can, in principle, build a  more detailed 
analysis of the porosity profiles of this layer but the application of effective medium 
theories to a  layer with atomic th ickness is su spec t enough to prevent any further 
"analysis". The p resence  of a  porous oxide layer on the surface of the sem icon­
ductor is also supported by photo l-V and electroreflectance m easurem ents. The 
photo l-V characteristics of the cell improve after HF etching (Fig.4.2), which is a  
well known procedure to rem ove SiOa [125]. The electro reflectance hysteresis 
effect in the  potential sw eep, and  the broader bias dispersion for the original 
sam ple com pared to the  HF etched sam ple (Fig.4.6 ). a re  also consistent with the 
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Flgura 4.12 Th« potential dependence of n [Eq. (2.70)] of the HF etched aampla.
4.1.4 Proposed band diagram of Sl/methanoi system
Summarizing the above results, the band diagram  of the Si/methanol system  
can be represented in figure 4.13. Going from reverse to forward bias (V vs Pt 
increasing negatively) on Fig.4.13 one first observes the pinning of the  Fermi level 
due to the presence of the minority carriers in the inversion region. The Fermi level 
is again partially pinned at 0.2 eV below the conduction band due  to surface 
sta tes. According to our results the pinning is more pronounced for non-treated 
surfaces. This indicates that these  s ta tes are  coupled to the oxide layer. Finally the 
potential reaches the flat-band value, which is about -0.8 V vs Pt. The potential 
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Figure 4.13 The proposed bend-structure diagram of the SI/methanol In this work.
This potential distribution h as to be reconciled with the  results of Rosenbluth 
and Lewis [15] in which they obtained a  linear d ep en d en ce  of the  open-circuit 
voltage and  the oxidation-reduction potential from which they conclude that the 
Fermi-level of this system  is not pinned. First it h a s  to be em p h asized  that th e  two 
experim ental m ethods in question of analyzing Fermi-level pinning a re  sensitive to 
different pinning m echanism s. The m ethod used  by Rosenbluth an d  Lewis [15] to 
analyze the variations of the  open-circuit voltage with the  oxidation-reduction 
potential of the electrolyte, is analogous to the analysis of th e  open-circuit voltage 
a s  a  function of the m etal work function in m etal-sem iconductor junctions, and
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monitors pinning due  to coupling of the surface s ta te s  with the electrolyte. The 
im pedance and  the EER d a ta  here monitor the charge accum ulation in the space- 
charge  layer a s  a  function of the position of the Fermi level, and are  sensitive to 
pinning of the space-charge  layer to alternative charge equilibration m echanism s 
such a s  surface sta tes, unpinning of the  band ed g es through surface charging, 
pinholes, pinning through the electrolyte, or any other m echanism . C lose analysis 
of R osenbluth’s results [15] reveals that the  Fermi level is unpinned over a  
potential range of 0.4 eV that roughly corresponds to the energy difference 
betw een the short-circuit potential and the potential of the  surface s ta te s , in full 
agreem ent with our data. Since they were monitoring the open-circuit voltage, 
which is zero  for potentials negative to the potential of the surface s ta te s , one 
cannot com pare the d a ta  at potentials negative to that of the surface s ta tes . The 
strong hysteresis that they observe can be interpreted to be due  to adsorption of 
the  electrolyte. The kind of pinning described here that results in a  negative shift 
of the band e d g es  due to charging of the surface s ta te s  can  be viewed a s  a 
combination of battery + photovoltaic cell and offers the  possibility of a  higher 
photovoltage.
4.2 The effect of media on photo reflectance [108]
4.2.1 Low-field limit of PR and EER
Photo reflectance (PR), a t m oderate light intensities, is currently understood 
in term s of light-induced modulation of the photovoltaga that p roduces an
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electro reflectance signal [102] so one expects that the ER and the PR spectra  will 
be similar.
The features of electro reflectance of Si in the 3.5 eV regime were described 
in § 4.1.2. The ER in the 4.2-4.9 eV w as analyzed in term s of a  cluster of critical 
points (the E2 region) of which only few were resolved experimentally and labeled 
E;j(l) w here 1=1,2,3, etc., with the first transition being the strongest [126]. Figure 
4.14 show s the PR over the energy range of 3.0-5.0 eV at 77K in which one  can 
clearly observe the E, and the E2 regions of Si. In our experiments, with few 
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Figure 4.14 Comparison of observed (points) and calculated (solid line) line snaps of the 
PH spectra of n-Sl at 77K. Modulation source: 7.5 mW He-Ne laser; modulation frequency: 
750 Hz. Fitting parameters: In the E, region: E, = 3.489 eV, r  = 0.067 eV; In the E, region: 
E,(1) -  4.382 eV, T{1) -  0.135 eV; E,(2) = 4.786 eV, r(2) « 0.347 eV.
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junction, using EER, PR , or photo reflectance in the  p resence  of an electrolyte 
[EPR), a t room tem perature or at 77K, our resolution w as limited to a  single peaks 
in the E, region and two peaks in the E2 region.
Figure 4.14 also show s an exam ple of such a  fit of the line sh a p es  in the 
two energy regions. In all c a se s  the spectra  were fitted with n=3.0, indicating two- 
dim ensional critical points [121]. The fit is much better for the high-energy range 
than for the low-energy range. O ne obvious reason is that since the high-energy 
region is fitted for two p eak s the num ber of adjustable param eters w as doubled. 
The one peak  fit in the low-energy region is obviously not perfect. O ne reason  is 
the p resence  of unresolved peaks that w as m entioned before. Another possible 
reason  is that the  line sh ap e  is dom inated by the random  distribution of electric 
fields due  to defects. This is supported by the insensitivity of the line sh ap e  to 
tem perature in the  range 77-300K. This issue w as a d d re ssed  by R accah et al.[127] 
in which they argue  that under these  conditions the third derivative line sh a p e  is 
not adequa te  and  one has to add first- and  second-derivative term s that were 
interpreted in term s of electrostricture and polarization of the  defects. Attem pts to 
fit our spectra  to this generalized functional form have resulted in much better 
fitting. However, two more param eters are  needed  for th e se  fits and in spite of the 
physical se n se  that this generalization m akes in our case , it is our belief that our 
resolution d o e s  not justify inclusion of these  term s that might only contribute to 
overinterpretation of the data. The sam e reasoning holds for not trying to a s s e s s  
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Figure 4.15 Dependence of the PR signal of n-SI on the light Intensity of the modulated 
beam.
inhom ogeneous broadening.
For the EER m easurem ents it w as verified that, around  the rest potential, 
experim ents were in the  low-field regime by working only in the  linear regim e of 
am plitudes of the EER signal versus the modulation. The modulation amplitude 
w as kept constant typically at 150 mV ^  The low-field regim e is m ore difficult to 
verify with PR and EPR since the modulation is through the  photovoltage.
Figure 4.15 show s, we believe for the first time, the  expected  logarithmic 
dependence  of the PR signal on the  light intensity of the  pum ping beam  over more 
than three orders of m agnitude of intensity. This result se rv es  a s  a  direct 
experim ental verification of the  origin of the modulation in th e  PR  experim ents and 
it also indicates that a s  long a s  one  is in this linear regim e the low-field approxi­
mation of the line shape  should apply.
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4.2.2 Effect of electrolyte on line shape of modulation spectrum
Figure 4.16 show s a  com parison of the PR, EER, and  ERR spectra  of n-Si. 
Upon introduction of the  electrolyte the signal b roadens with an  increase in r  by 
more than a  factor of 2. Figure 4.17 com pares the  EER sp ec tra  of untreated silicon 
in the  m ethanolic and  a q u eo u s electrolytes. The spectrum  in the aq u eo u s 
electrolyte w as noisy b ecau se  the surface of Si is continuously oxidized by the 
light-induced minority carriers and  the oxide is e tch ed  by the  F ions. The peak 
position in the  two electrolytes is exactly the  sam e while the  line broadening for the 
aqueous electrolyte is in betw een that of the  PR and the  m ethanolic solution.
—  PR 
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Figure 4.16 Comparison between PR, EPR, and EER of n-SI. Tha EPR and the EER ware 
measured In the methanolic solution of oxidized and reduced dimethyHerrocene In the 
following concentrations: 0.01 M FeCp,, 50pM FeCp,*, and 1M LICIO, supporting electrolyte. 
The EPR was measured under open-circuit conditions and the EER at a potential of 0.0 V










Figure 4.17 Comparison of the EER of n-SI In two different electrolytes: The same 
methanolic solution as In Fig.4.16 (solid line) and an aqueous electrolyte (open diamonds) 
with the same composition as In Fig. 4.7. The experimental conditions are the same as In 
Fig .4.16.
Figure 4.18 show s the EPR spectra  only in m ethanol and  in the  m ethanolic 
ferrocene solution. These spectra  a re  identical. To clarify further the effect of the 
electrolyte, the PR spectrum  of the Si electrode in a  cell without electrolyte w as 
m easu red  at first, then the m ethanolic solution w as injected into the  ceil and  the 
EPR spectrum  w as m easured  again. For another se t of experim ents, the  EPR in 
the m ethanolic solution w as m easured , then the  Si e lectrode w as c lean ed  with 
m ethanol and after the  surface of Si w as dried, the  PR m easu rem en t in the  cell 
without electrolyte w as taken. The PR spectra  of both s e ts  had  the sa m e  line 
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Figure 4.1B Comparison of tho EPR spsctra of the n-SI In (a) mathanoi and (b) ttw 
mathanollc solution. Experimental conditions are ths sams as In Fig. 4.16.
different from that of PR. This indicates again  that the  distortion of the line sh ap e  
results from the electrolyte and the process is reversible, with th e  line sh a p e  of the 
modulation spectrum  recovering to that of the original Si after the electrolyte is 
rem oved from surface. T hese results strongly su g g est that the  broadening of the 
line sh a p e  upon introduction of the electrolyte is c a u se d  by surface s ta te s  at the 
interlace that a re  being modified by the  solvent. O ne m echanism  that can  be 
assoc ia ted  with surface s ta te s  that might c a u se  such  broadening is a  deviation 
from th e  low-field regime due to an increase  in the  surface potential upon 
introduction of the  electrolyte. This hypothesis can  be  directly te s te d  by performing 
th e  EPR m easurem ents a s  a  function of the e lectrode potential. T hese  results a re
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show n in figure 4.19 from which it is easy  to se e  that the  line shape  is independent 
of the  electrode potential over the entire relevant potential range. Figure 4.20 
show s the dependence  of the  amplitude of the EPR peak  on the  electrode 
potential. The flat-band potential approximately ag re es  with the  one  that w as 
obtained using EER. However, while EER results have show n strong Fermi-level 
pinning at reverse bias conditions, the EPR results show  no pinning (the am plitude 
d o e s  not change with the electrode potential at positive potentials). The EER 
pinning w as interpreted to be due  to band shifts resulting from inversion at the 
surface. Apparently the inverted surface has no effect on the  photovoitage created  
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Figure 4.19 The EPH of n-SI In the methanolic solution at different electrode potential. 
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Flgura 4.20 The potential dependence of tha amplttuda of the EPR peak of n-Si In the 
methanolic solution. Arrows Indicate tha direction of tha sweep.
4.2.3 Effect of the electrolyte on the relaxation tim es of the surface states
Figure 4.21 com pares the EPR spectra  of n-Si in the  m ethanolic solution at 
the high and low chopping frequency limits. The sp ec tra  a re  identical. Figure 4.22 
com pares the  frequency d ispersions of the am plitude of the  PR and  the  EPR 
transitions. The PR response  is flat except at the very low frequency limit. From 
this result it is a ssu m ed  that the  s ta te s  responsible for the PR signal have 
relaxation tim es slow er than 50 ms. The EPR resp o n se  is shifted to the  high 
frequencies and  Fig.4.22 also show s the fit of the  experim ental results to 
Eqs.(2.l60)-(2.162). The p resence  of the electrolyte is decreasing  the relaxation 
tim es by more than an order of magnitude. T hese d a ta  w ere analyzed in term s of
1 0 6
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—  3 1 .4 H z
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Energy (eV)
Figure 4.21 EPR spectra ol n-SI In the methanolic solution at two different chopping 
frequencies.
two se ts  of surface sta tes, one with relaxation time of 0.51 ms and the other with 
6.5 ms with about 40% weight of the faster states. There is no way of determining 
the energy of these states. The tem perature variation of the relaxation times 
should provide this information. The available tem perature window in the p resence  
of an electrolyte is very limited. The tem perature dependence of the frequency 
dispersions of the PR and EPR of this system  is not yet available. In the 
im pedance studies of this system , the response of the surface s ta te s  cannot be 
directly detected. The surface sta tes were detected  indirectly through their effect 
on Fermi-level pinning and their catalytic activity on the adsorption of the electro­
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Figure 4.22 Comparison of tha frequency dispersion of PR and EPR of n-Si In the 
methanolic solution and the theoretical fit of the EPR results to Eq.(2.162) with the following 
parameters: t, = 0.5 ms, xt = 6.5 ms, and the ratio of the two coefficients Is 0.65.
relaxation tim es are not available from the im pedance m easu rem en ts, direct 
com parison to the  present results is presently impossible.
4.2.4 Summary
The reversible ch an g es in line sh ap e  of the  photoreflectance signals occur 
upon introduction of the  electrolyte. T hese ch an g es  are  electrolyte dependen t, 
being more pronounced in the methanolic solutions than in the aq u eo u s electrolyte. 
The m ethanol itself proved to be the constituent that drives th e se  ch an g es. The 
effect of the electrolyte is interpreted to be due to modifications of the  kinetics of 
equilibration betw een the  surface s ta te s  and  the  sp ace-ch arg e  layer. This is
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supported by the frequency dispersion experiments in which it is dem onstrated that 
the presence of the methanolic electrolyte c au ses  a  decrease  in the relaxation time 
of the surface sta tes by more than an order of magnitude. The physical m echa­
nism, through which the surface sta tes induce the line-shape changes, has failed 
to be identified. It has been proved that it is not due to departure from the low-field 
regime due to changes in the surface electric field.
An additional point of interest, to the best of my knowledge, that was 
dem onstrated here for the first time, is the difference in Fermi-level pinning a s  
m easured by EER and EPR. Again com prehensive theoretical reasoning cannot 
be proposed to explain this but it is suggested only that the effect is connected 
with the different carriers that are responsible for the modulated electric field in the 
two experiments.
4.3 Characterization of the damage of Si due to RIE [111,112]
4.3.1 Modulation spectra of Si subjected to various RIE
Figure 4.23 shows the PR spectra at 77K, over the spectral range of 2.6-5.0 
eV, of the various RIE treated sam ples and the untreated Si, in which one can 
clearly observe the E1 and E2 regions of Si subjected to the various etching 
treatm ents. The response of the untreated n-Si served a s  a  baseline for the 
discussion of the RIE treated sam ples. Figure 4.24 show s the magnification of 
these  results for the energy range of 3.O-3.0 eV. The broadening and the red shifts 
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Figure 4.23 Photoraflectance spectra of n-SI subjected to various RIE treatments. 
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Figure 4.24 The same as Fig. 4.23 over an expanded energy scale.
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trea tm ents can be easily seen . Qualitatively similar results w ere obtained at room 
tem perature  using PR, EER, and EPR of the various RIE trea ted  sam ples.
Figures 4.25(a) and (b) show an exam ple of such a  fit of the  line sh ap es , 
in the two energy regions m entioned above, for an RIE trea ted  Si. The results of 
th e se  fits for the  different experim ental conditions a re  sum m arized in Table MU.
Figure 4.26 is the com parison of the low-energy PR spectra  of undam aged  
Si at 77K and  room tem perature (300K). A blue shift of 43 meV h as been  
observed  a s  the  tem perature w as lowered. This shift a g re e s  with previously 
published results [121] and  corresponds to the increase  in the  band gap. The 
interesting feature there w as that the line-width param eter r se em e d  to be 
tem perature independent. This rules out phonon scattering [129] a s  the  dom inant 
m echanism  that determ ines the line-width and leaves scattering by impurities a s  
the most probable m echanism  that determ ines the line-width for un treated  Si. 
Figure 4.27 show s a  similar com parison for CHFyAr treated  sam ple. The 300K 
spectrum  is red shifted by about 40 meV com pared to the untreated  St under the 
sam e condition and T is 145.5 meV, obviously broader than that of un treated  one. 
Apparent narrowing in the line sh ap e  of the main peak and a  shoulder at the  lower 
energy end of the  main peak can be seen  al 77K. The 77K spectrum  w as 
analyzed in term s of two peaks one at 3.494 eV and the other at 3.364 eV. r of 
the main peak is 89.4 meV, not much different from that of the untreated  sam ple. 
Similar results w ere also seen  with the CF4 treated  sam ples.


















Figure 4.25 (a) Comparison of observed and calculated E, line shape of the PR at 300K
of the CF« RIE-treated n-SI. (b) The same as (a) for the E, region.










Si 3.489 87.1 4.382 135.4
4.786 346.8
CHFj/Ar 3.364 186.0 4.377 124.8
3.494 89.4 4.757 337.8
c e 4 3.360 126.9 4.372 130.6
3.481 81.5 4.646 241.2
C C I F j/ H j 3.457 95.1 4.360 171.6
Oj ash 3.494 67.5 4.390 92.1
4.833 378.9










Si 3.446 82.4 4.300 348.4
4.335 113.2
CHFj/Ar 3.406 145.5 4.336 156.6
4.645 264.2
cf4 3.421 141.3 4.357 156.4
4.600 245.7
CCIFj/Hj 3.372 129.4 4.352 308.6
4.427 191.5
CCIFj/Hj 3.361 182.9 4.386 282.7
+ Oj ash 4.424 178.5
()j ash 3.418 125.0 4.337 128.7
4.626 284.4
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TABLE III. Energy gaps and linewidth parameters of EER and EPR of Si and 











Si 3.407' 112.1' 3.407b 189.7"
Si 3.407 165.6 3.425 172.9
L H I V A r 3.382 321.3 3.417 146.4
c f 4 3.353 246.2 3.427 155.2
C C I F j/ I I j 3.361 165.2 3.376 145.3
CCIFyHj 
+ Oj ash
3.360 150.1 3.380 150.9
( ) 2 ash 3.443 92.1 3.431 114.6
“ Measured in the aqueous electrolyte. 
h Measured in methanol.
methanolic solution, for the CHFa/Ar RIE treated Si. The PR and EPR are almost 
identical but the EER is red shifted with broadening by another factor of 2 with a  
corresponding increase in r  to about 270 meV. A similar situation can be observed 
with CF^ RIE again.
Figure 4.29 show s the corresponding results for CCIF3/H2 RIE in which the 
three se ts  of m easurem ents are almost identical. These results are consistent with 
the formation of an RIE-modified top layer in which the surface s ta te s  are isolated 
from the electrolyte. Figure 4.30 show s the frequency dispersion of the PR and 
EPR signals for the CHF./Ar RIE trealed sam ple. For all other RIE treated
114
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Figure 4.26 Comparison of the PR of n-Sl at 77K and 300K. Same conditions as In 
Fig .4.14. The spectra are normalized for the same amplitude.
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Figure 4.28 Comparison bstwssn PR, EPR, and EER for ths CHF^Ar RIE-treatsd n-SI. Tha 
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Ths sams as Fig. 4.28 for tha CCIF̂ /H, RIE-trsatad n-SI.
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sam ples, the dispersions were the  sam e. The electrolyte has no observable effect 
and  in both c a se s  the relaxation tim es are  slower than 50 ms. For CHF^Ar RIE 
and  CF4 RIE sam ples, there is about 100 A top layer dam aged  heavily [see § 
4.3.3]. The difference in line shape  betw een the  EER and EPR of th e se  sam ples 
might result from the difference in the  penetration depth of the modulating light and 
the electric field.
Figure 4.31 show s the dependence  of the  amplitude of the  EER transition 
on the electrode potential for untreated Si, CHF3/Ar, and  CCIFg/H., RIE treated  
sam ples in the methanolic electrolyte. The CCIF3/H2 behavior is characterized  by 
a  0.15 V negative shift of the flat band with an apparen t d isappearance  of the 
pinning. A completely different situation is se en  with CHF^Ar treatm ent. O ver the 
potential range that is covered here, the EER amplitude is b ias independent. A 
similar situation w as observed with the CF4 etching.
Figure 4.32 p resen ts the b ias dependence  of the electro reflectance for the 
CCIF3/H2, CCIF3/H2 + 0 2 ash , and Oz ash  RIE sam ples. Table IV p resen ts the flat- 
band potentials obtained from th ese  data.
4.3.2 Impedance spectra of Si subjected to various RIE
Figures 4.33(a) and  (b) show exam ples of the im pedance spectra  at -0.4 V 
vs Pt, of the CHF3/Ar [Fig.4.33(a)] and CCIF3/H2 + 0 2 ash  [Fig.4 .33(b)] treated  
sam ples. The equivalent circuits representing the  im pedance results are depicted 
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Figure 4.30 Comparison of ths frequency dispersion of PR and EPR of CHF,/Ar RIE- 
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Figure 4.31 Variation of the amplitude of the 3.4 eV EER peak with electrode potential for 
(a) untreated n-Si, (b) CHFyAr, and (c) CCIFj/H,, RIE-treated samples. The spectra were taken 
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Figure 4.32 (a) Bias dspsndsncs of tha alactroraflactanca of tha CCIF^H, RIE sample, (b)
Bias dapandanca of alactroraflactanca of tha CCIF,/Ha + O, ash sample, (c) Bias dapandanca 
of tha alactroraflactanca of tha O, ash sample.
are  also given. The spectra  of the  CF4 treated sam p les w ere sim ilar to the spectra  
of Fig.4.33(a). and  that of CCIF^/H., RIE and O a a sh  trea ted  sam p les w ere similar 
to the spectra  in Fig.4.33(b). The equivalent circuits in all th e se  c a s e s  a re  identical 
with that applied for the untreated  Si in the sam e  electrolyte except that for the 
CHFn/Ar and CF, etched sam ples, the CPA elem ent is substitu ted by two
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TABLE IV. Flat-band potential obtained from the electroreflectance measure­
ments o f Si and various RIE sample
Si Sample




I IF etching -0.5!
CCIFj/Hj •0.80
r (  IF,/H2 + Oj ash -0.67
Oj ash -0.40
passive elem ents, R, and C,. In the case  of untreated Si, Zd w as associated  with 
a  porous oxide on the Si surface. Zd or R, and  C, will represent the im pedance of 
the residue layer in all the RIE treatm ent that have been studied. RH and CH 
account for the electrolyte adsorption. R3 and C3 represent a  surface state.
The R2 and C2 elem ents showed bias dependence characteristic of an n- 
type semiconductor. Figures 4.34 and 4.35 depict the Mott-Schottky (MS) plots of 
C2 for the Si sam ples subjected to the various RIE treatm ents. In Fig.4.34 the 
behavior of the CHF3/Ar and CF4 treated sam ples is com pared to the untreated 
sam ples and the behavior of the CCIF3/H2, CCIF3/H2 + Oz ash , and 0 2 ash  etched 
sam ples is shown in Fig.4.35. Initially the im pedance of all the sam ples was 
m easured over the sam e potential range of 0.0 - -0.7 V vs Pt. Over most of this 
range, C2 for CHFyAr and CF4 etched sam ples were potentially independent. This 
might be interpreted as an indication that C, in these  c a se s  originates from an
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Q = log (2TTX)
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Figure 4.33 Impsdancs s  poet rum at -0.4V va Pt of (a) CHFj/Ar rie and (b) CCIF^H, RIE 
+ O, aah. Tha aqutvalant circuits which repreaant tha maaaurad data are shown In tha 
Inaarta. (O): Ra<Z), (O): lm(Z), solid linaa: thaoretlcal fits to tha proposad aqutvalant circuit 
with appropriate valuas of tha elements that are summarized In subsequent figures.
insulating layer. Estimations of the  th ickness of the  layer have show n inconsisten­
cies (-1000  A for the CHFyAr trea ted  sam ple) with the  optical modulation results 
and  with any o ther m easurem ent of the dam aged  layer. An alternative explanation 
is that C2 rep resen ts the  space-charge  layer of the  sem iconductor but over this
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Figure 4.34 Mott-Schottky plots ot (a) original, (b) CHF^Ar RIE, and (c) CF, RIE samplas.
that w ere induced by the treatm ent. This w as checked by extending the  potential 
range in both directions. O ne can  observe in Fig.4.34 that in both c a s e s  there  are  
two potential ranges for which the  Mott-Schottky relation holds. T he s lo p es of 
th e se  curves at the very positive potentials are  very similar to th e  slope of the 
un trea ted  Si. In this c a se  the  space-charge  layer p en e tra tes  d e e p  into the  sem i­
conductor w here there  is no dam age. The slopes in the  negative potential region 
a re  m uch sm aller (note the  change  in scale) that indicates a  m uch higher ionized 
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Figure 4.35 Mott-Schottky plots of (a) CCIF^H, rie, (b) CCIF^H, RIE 4 0, ash, and <c) O, 
ash aamplaa.
induced by the treatm ents. The results obtained in the far forward bias range have 
been used  to estimate the thickness of the dam aged  sem iconductor regions. In 
Table V is listed the tlat-band potentials and doping densities for all the RIE treated 
sam ples in the two potential regions where the Mott-Schottky relation w as verified, 
together with the values obtained for the untreated Si. For the CCIF3/H2, CCIF3/H2 
+ 0 2 ash , and 0 2 ash  etchings the total high-frequency capacitance continuously 
increases a s  the  potential changes toward flat-band condition and for the last two 
RIE procedures pinning w as observed in the inversion region (see  Fig.4.35). This 
kind of pinning is consistent with the findings that a  superficial oxide layer can be 
responsible for its appearance.
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TABLE V. Flat-band potential Vn, and doping density Nd obtained from the 
impedance measurements o f Si and various RIE samples.
First potential region Second potential region
Si
Sample





original -0.862 2.16x10** . . . . . .
HF etching -0.761 4.71x10'* . . . . . .
CHFj/Ar 0.084 2.40x10'* -1.92 4.70x10'*
c f 4 -0.032 5.50x10'* -1.99 8.40x10'*
CL’IFi/H j -0.243 4.24x10'* -1.020 I.21x l017
CCIFj/H, 
+ ( > 2  ash
-0.506 7.27x10'* •0.845 1.28x10'7
()j ash -0.600 2.03x10“ . . . . . .
TABLE VI. Short-circuit current density J„ and open-circuit voltage V„ o f Si and 






HF etching 16.3 -0.519
CHFj/Ar 4.1x10* -0.125
c f 4 34x10* -0.128
CCIFj/Hj 3.77 -0.397
CCIFj/Hj + ( > 2  ash 0.337 -0.307
()j ash 40x10* -0.231
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The com parison of the flat-band potential obtained from the im pedance data  
with that from the electro reflectance (Table IV) show s that they ag ree  very well. 
The system atic 0.2 V difference in the  flat-band potentials can be accounted  for 
by the sam e reason  d iscussed  in §4.1.3.
Table VI p resen ts the short-circuit current density (J^.) and  open-circuit 
voltage (V^.) obtained for all the RIE sam ples that have been studied and that for 
an original and an HF e tched  sam ples. All the RIE sam ples had very weak 
photoresponse except that the  CCIF3/H2 RIE sam ples had mild photo response.
4.3.3 The effect of the damage due to RIE
A. Strain due to the damage to the top layer by the RIE.
This part w as done in collaboration with Prof. F.H. Poliak.
The most pronounced effect of the RIE treatm ents on the spectra  resulting 
from the various modulation techniques is the apparent shift in the band edges. 
This effect can  be seen  in Figs.4.23 and 4.24 and in the tab les l-lll. T h ese  shifts 
occur in both E, region and E2 region at both low tem pera tu res an d  room 
tem perature. It has been  established  that the most pronounced RIE surface 
modifications a re  either thin insulator deposition or a  lattice dam age  [16,17], 
Therefore, the most self-consistent interpretation of the spectral shift is that it 
originates from RIE induced strain in the  Si. From Fig.4.23 it can  be se en  that the 
effect of CHF^Ar RIE is a  small shift in the main band and the em ergence  of a  
new peak  at lower energies. It is obvious from the figure and also can be seen  in
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the  fit param eters p resen ted  in Table I, in which the line-width of the main peak 
rem ains approximately constant. The sam e situation is observed with CF« RIE 
etching. With CCIF3/H2 etching it w as observed  only that a  significant red shift of 
the  main peak  without resolvable splitting. For any of the sam ples at room 
tem perature, no splitting and only the shifts and apparent broadening w ere 
observed. Since most of the recorded effects of the  various RIE treatm ents are 
similar it will be a ssu m ed  that the  p ressure  induced effects of th ese  trea tm en ts are
also similar and for the c a se s  in which the splitting is not observed  it will be
assum ed  it to be unresolved with separation sm aller than 172. For pure tw o-dim en­
sional tensile strain, e, in the plane perpendicular to the <100> direction, the 
hydrostatic p ressu re  com ponent will produce a  shift of the band gap, 5EH, while the 
uniaxial com ponent will split the intra-band degeneracy  of the A3 valence band by 
an am ount 28Ea. The energ ies of B3" and B2” are  given by [130]
E(fl2") = E (0 ) + &Eh - bEt (4.1a)
E(Bi') = E(0) + bEu + bEt , (4.1*)
w here E(0) is the  position of the  unstrain peak and  [130]
bEa = (/3Z>j'/3) [ 2 + 2S12/(S u +Sl2) ]e  (4.2a)
6EJ = ( /6 D ,3/3 )  [ 1 -  2S i2/(S u + S12)] e . (4.2b)
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In Eqs.(4,2) D ,1 and D33 are the deformation potentials appropriate for hydrostatic 
pressure and uniaxial strain along the <100> direction, while S (j are the com po­
nents of the elastic compliance constant. For Si the following numerical values 
were taken: D / = - 8 eV, D33 = 5 eV [130], and 2 S 12/(S ,1+S12) = - 0.77.
From Fig.4.24 and Table I one can see  that for the CHF3/Ar and CF4 
etchings, the split in the valence band and the shift com pensate  to result in a  very 
small shift of the major peak. The situation is different with the CCIFa/H;, etched 
sam ple in which a relatively large red shift in the peak position can  be observed 
without the corresponding splitting. It is highly unlikely that a different m echanism  
should apply here. It is more likely, based  on the origin of the strain in all cases , 
that the dimensionality of the problem is only a  rough approximation to the distri­
bution of the strain. This contribution can be estim ated by a  parametrization of the 
elastic compliance constant such that
2SI2/(S u - 512) - A . (4.3)
For the three-dim ensional case  one deals with pure hydrostatic pressure hence 
A=1. So if the dimensionality is som ewhere between 2 and 3 one expects 1<A<
- 0.77. Equations (4.1) and (4.2) can be solved for e and A given the shift and the 
splitting. The results of these  calculations are shown in Table VII.
The param eter A deviates significantly from the pure two dimensional case  
only for CCIFg/Hj RIE case . This might be related to the organic residue of 
fluorocarbons that w as found after this treatm ent [131].
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TABLE VII. Tensile strain and elastic compliance constant parameters for Si 
subjected to various RIE treatments.
RIE CHFj/Ar c f 4 CCIFj/H j ( )2 ash
EtBj")
(eV)
3.364 3.360 E(B3")-r/2 E(B3” )-r72
E(B3")
(eV>
3.494 3.481 3.457 3.494
SE„
<eV>
-0.060 -0.0685 -0.056 -0.012
5E„
(eV)
0.065 0.0605 0.024 0.017
Shift
<eV)
0.005 -0.008 -0.032 0.005
Separation
(eV)
0.130 0.121 <0.048 <0.034
E 0.010 0.010 -0.006 -0.002
A -0.65 -0.50 -0 .02 -  -0.85
Figure 4.36 show s the PR spectra  of CHF3/Ar RIE etched Si and that of a 
sam ple subjected to an additional RCA clean after the RIE treatm ent. The sam e 
result w as obtained for the CF4 treated  sam ple. It confirms that RCA cleaning after 
CHF3/Ar RIE or CF4 RIE did not change the PR spectrum . The RCA clean only 
rem oves surface contam inants; implanted impurities and  lattice d am age  are  not 
rem oved. This su g g ests  that the RIE induced strain m easured by PR is due  to im­
planted impurities or lattice dam age.
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Figure 4.36 The PR ol CHF,/Ar RlE-treal*d n-SI (points) and of a sample that was cleaned 
with a second RCA etch following the RIE treatm**t (solid line).
depth dependence of the modulated reflectivity, and therefore the uniformity of the 
dam aged layer. There are two light beam s with different penetration lengths in a  
PR experiment, the probing and the modulating beam s. In PR expenm ents of Si 
the modulating beam  w as always less energetic than the probing beam . From the 
absorption coefficient of Si [132,133], the penetration depth of the beam  with 
energy 3.4 eV is 107 A and that with energy 4.3 eV is 42.5 A. Both are  within the 
serious dam aged layer range. Comparison of the results for the E1 and E2 peaks 
might provide som e information about the uniformity of the dam age within this top 
layer, but the complexity of the E2 structure m akes it impossible to resolve the 
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Figure 4.37 EPR at three different wavalangth of tha modulatad baam for tha CF, RIE- 
traatad n-SI. (a) 4131 A from Kr-lon taaar; (b) 4680 A from Ar-lon laaar; and (c) 6326 A from 
Ha-Na laaar. Tha apacira ara normallzad for tha aama amplttuda.
Figure 4.37 show s the normalized EPR sp ec tra  of the  CF4 e tched  sam ple  
at th ree  different w avelengths of the pumping beam . The shortest w avelength 
show s already a  small red shift. This wavelength co rresponds to the  penetration 
depth  of 3000 A. Unfortunately experim ental difficulties precluded experim ents with 
a  pumping beam  with shorter wavelengths.
B. Accumulation of slow surfaca statss.
The m ost rem arkable results obtained from im pedance stud ies on RIE 
sam p les a re  depicted in Figs.4.34 and 4.35. The shift of th e  flat-band potentials, 
consistent with the sem iconductor bulk properties, to m ore positive values is c lear 
ev idence that, at equil'brium, positive ch arg es accum ulate  in the  sem iconductor
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surface after the RIE treatm ents, which leads to pinning the Fermi level. The 
unpinning is possible only when large forward potential is applied to the cell, 
neutralizing th ese  charges on the surface. This is consistent with prior interpreta­
tion of barrier lowering in n-type RIE Si Schottky barrier devices [18,131,134,135], 
The fact that EER amplitudes of CHF3/Ar and CF4 RIE Si are  independent of the 
bias is consistent with a  very large negative shift of the flat-band potential. Again, 
one possible origin for such a shift might be the presence of a  thick layer of an 
insulating material. This will be consistent with the results presented here only if 
this insulator is completely transparent to photons with energy smaller than 4.5 eV 
that is inconsistent with surface spectroscopy and RBS m easurem ents of similarly 
treated sam ples [136]. An alternative explanation is that these  RIE treatm ents 
result in surface modifications that give rise to large concentrations of surface 
s ta te s  that cau se  the Fermi level to be pinned (or the band edges to be shifted). 
However, if the Fermi level is completely pinned in this region the EER signal 
should vanish. An explanation that is consistent with all these  findings is that the 
Fermi level is pinned by very slow surface states, slower than the modulation 
frequency such that the EER signal is not pinned by these  states, but fast enough 
to follow the changes in the dc potential. The frequency dispersion of the 
photo reflectance (PR) signal of the CHFyAr RIE sam ple did not show any peak 
that could be related to these  states. In addition, the surface sta tes cannot be 
resolved in the equivalent circuit of the CHF^/Ar RIE sam ples. They were observed 
only through their pinning of the Fermi level.
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C. The depth of damage layer.
An objective of this study is to determ ine the sensitivity and  un iqueness of 
im pedance m easurem ents and optical modulation spectroscopies, to elucidate the 
nature of the  dam age  cau sed  by the  RIE treatm ents and to com pare the dam age  
of various treatm ents. The qualitative conclusions will be cross-checked  against 
prior art in which different analytical techniques were implemented. Attempts at 
quantitative cross-checks are  more troublesom e. The sam ples for the various 
experim ents were cut from commercial large wafers on which the treatm ents were 
being routinely performed. The reproducibility of the various physical param eters 
that were evaluated had been  checked and significant variations have been  
noticed. The results p resen ted  here are "typical" but w ere not subject to any 
statistical analysis. W herever possible, the  results will be com pared with prior work 
but quantitative a sp ec ts  of th ese  com parisons {depth of d am age  layer, concen tra­
tions of interface sta tes, etc.) should be accep ted  with caution.
Table VIII show s the thickness of the residue overlayer (I,) and  of the 
dam aged  Si region (l2), which were evaluated b ased  on the capacitance. In most 
c a s e s  nx/N, associated  with the elem ent Zd, w as used  to estim ate the capacitance  
of the overlayer. N, n, and x were taken from the result a t OV bias. This criterion 
w as em ployed b ecau se  th ese  param eters show ed bias dependence . B ased on the 
literature [131 ], it w as a ssum ed  that for the sam ples subjected to the Oz ash  trea t­
m ent, the superficial residue layer is SiO.,, with a  dielectric constant equal to 4 [72]. 
For the o ther RIE etched sam ples the minimum and maximum thickness of this
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TABLE VIII. Thickness of the residue layer I, and silicon damaged region l2.
Sample 1,/e
(A) X <k,
CHFj/Ar 5.7 20-70 131*
CF< 4.6 15-55 76*
CCIFj/H j 0.96 4.0-12.0 . . .
CCIFj/Hj + Oj ash 4.8 19b . . .
Oj ash 5.6 22b . . .
* c = 12 (for Si). 
b e  = 4 (for SiOj).
layer can be evaluated by assum ing that it has a  dielectric constant betw een 4 (for 
S i0 2) and 12 (for Si) [72].
The thickness of dam aged region w as estim ated from the capacitance at 
the far forward bias where the plateau Mott-Schottky plot exhibited turning. The 
chemical nature of the dam age cannot be discerned using im pedance spectrosco­
py. The results in Table VIII indicate that the dam age induced by the CF4 RIE 
treatm ent resulted in a  thinner dam aged layer and seem s not to affect the bulk of 
the sem iconductor so drastically when com pared with the CHF3/Ar RIE treatm ent, 
which is consistent with prior work [18,131,134,137,138].
The dam age due to the CCIF3/H2 plasm a is known to produce a  residue 
layer on the Si surface, to create a perm eated layer containing hydrogen at the Si 
near-surface and to form a  layer of dam aged Si [131]. Even though this is the 
case , the existence of photoresponse, or space-charge effects, indicates that the
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dam age resulted from this plasm a is not so deleterious com pared with the other 
RIE treatm ents in this study. The CCIFa RIE without the presence of H2 w as not 
investigated, but the notion that H2 passivates the electrically active s ta te s  but 
does not prevent the structural dam age [131] is consistent with our results. The 
estim ated thickness of the residue layer from our results w as betw een 4.0 and 
12.0 A All the thickness values are based on capacitance data under the 
assum ption of the roughness factor of 1. X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) 
and ellipsometry m easurem ents of CCIFa/H;, RIE sam ples a s  well a s im pedance 
m easurem ents on the solid-state devices d iscussed  in §4.4 show that these 
thicknesses are  grossly underestimated. In addition, the capacitance d a ta  for the 
CCIF3/H2 treated sam ples are based  on the low-frequency extrapolation of the Zd 
elem ents. The only explanation that can be consistent with all the available da ta  
is that the overlayer in the CCIF3/H2 RIE ca se  is porous. It is also known that post- 
RIE 02 ashing rem oves part of the dam age but leave a surface rich in oxygen, 
probably SiOz [131]. The presence of this silicon dioxide overlayer can be 
responsible for the small photoresponse of the CCIF3/H2 + 0 2 ash  and 0 2 ash 
treated sam ples (Table VI). 0 2 ashing shifts back the flat-band potential to that of 
the untreated Si.
Figure 4.38 depicts the bias dependence of the exponent n in the CPA 
elem ent used to represent the superficial layer on the top of the CCIF3/H2 RIE, 
CCIF3/FI2 RIE + 0 2 ash , and 0 2 ash sam ples. As mentioned before, the CPA 
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Figure 4.38 B in dependence of the exponent n of the CPA element, (a) CCIFj/H, rie, (b) 
CCIFj/H, rie +02 ash, and (c) 0 , ash.
contribution such as diffusion. The data here are not sufficient for a clear distinc­
tion between the two. As the CPA element in the untreated Si is interpreted to be 
due to a porous Si02 layer, which agrees with volumes of phor study on the 
untreated Si, it serves as the main basis for the interpretation of this element to 
arise from the porosity of the top layer. This interpretation is also supported by the 
fact that the CCIF3/H2  RIE sample showed a reasonable photoresponse (Table VI), 
which requires good ionic transport to and from the surface of the semiconductor. 
In addition, following the above discussion, XPS, ellipsometry, and the impedance 
of the solid-state devices also support interpretation in terms of a porous overlayer 
on the CCIFj/Hj treated samples. This interpretation conflicts with the observations,
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the frequency dispersion of EPR signal and the identity of line sh ap es of EER, PR, 
and EPR, that were explained by that the film created by this treatm ent prevents 
the electrolyte from interacting with the surface sta tes at the Si surface. One can 
resolve this conflict by assum ing a very thin compact layer betw een the substrate 
and the porous layer.
The sample subjected only to the 0 2 ashing treatm ent show s an almost 
invariant n value very close to 1 (0.8<n<0.9) suggesting that the superficial layer 
is basically an R-C elem ent in parallel. This can correspond to a  nonporous 
insulating layer such a s  SiOs [131] on top of the semiconductor. The poor 
pholoresponse obtained for this sample (Table VI) supports hypothesis of having 
the nonporous S i0 2 overlayer.
Table IX sum m arizes the value obtained for the density of s ta te s  created 
by the electrolyte adsorption (NH), the surface sta tes (N3), and the respective 
relaxation times, i H and t 3 (at zero potential), for the different RIE p rocesses a s  
well a s  for an original Si substrate and an HF etched one.
4.3.4 Damage profile analysis
To analyze the dam age profile and to understand better the chemistry and 
nature of the dam age layer, the chemical etching for CHF3/Ar RIE Si and CF4 RIE 
Si w as used to remove the Si and S i0 2 layer. For the buffered HF solution, the 
etching rates are  17 A/s for S i0 2 [72] and 0.43 A/min for Si<100> [139]. For 2M 
KOH, the etching rates are 0.05 A/min for S i0 2 [140] and 5 A/s for Si [141]. Si
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TABLE IX. Density of electrolyte molecules adsorbed in the substrate surface N„ 
and density o f surface states N3. Relaxation time Tt| related to N„ and relaxation time 











original 9.7xlOls 5.9x10" 1.3 8.0xl0‘*
HF etching 3.5x10'* . . . 6.0 —
CHFj/Ar 1.6x10" — 0.075 . . .
c f 4 6 .2x l013 — 0.045 . . .
CCIFj/H, 3.7x10" 5.5xl011 0.65 2.3x10“*
Ct:iFJ/H1 
+ Oj ash
. . . 6.8x10" . . . 6.5x10 3
Oj ash 2.1x10'* 3.3x10" 0.11 8.9x10*
etching in KOH solution is very anisotropic [139-141], the etching rate in the <100> 
crystallographic direction is one order of magnitude larger than that in the <111> 
direction.
The photoresponse w as used  a s  the criterion for the "quality" of the 
sem iconductor. Figures 4.39(a) and (b) show the evolution of J*. and in the 
methanolic solution for the sample subjected to the CHF3/Ar RIE (1) and CF4 RIE 
(2) treatm ents a s  a  function of the etching time in the buffered HF solution, 
respectively. The sam e kind of results is presented in Figs.4.40(a) and (b) for 
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w hen and approach constant values. The final short-circuit current densities 
obtained after the  end of the etching p rocesses for the sam ples subjected  to the 
CHF3/Ar RIE a re  much sm aller than the values obtained for the CF4 RIE sam ples.
Figure 4 .4 1 show s the  photo l-V resp o n ses for Si CHF^Ar RIE sam ples and 
Si CF„ RIE one after the end of the etching p ro cesses  in the KOH solution, and 
that for the  original Si substrate  a s  a  b ase  for comparison. The turn-on voltage of 
the RIE sam ples shifts to more negative values, com pared with the  result obtained 
for the original sam ple. T hese  shifts were associated  with the p resen ce  of surface 
s ta te s  and/or adsorbed  electrolyte m olecules on the electrode surface. The 
existence of adsorbed  species can be checked using dark current-voltage 
m easu rem en ts of the  cells. For the CF4 RIE sam ple a  peak cen tered  on -0.5 V vs 
Pt has been  observed. For the CHF3/Ar RIE sam ple the charge  w as sp read  over 
a  larger potential range, but also cen tered  on the sam e potential. The calculated 
charge  density w as 3.3x10 16/cm2 and 6.5x10 ,5/cm 2 for the CHFg/Ar RIE and  the 
CF4 RIE sam ples, respectively. The density for an original Si sam ple w as
1.1 x i0 16/cm 2.
An additional etching procedure that w as investigated is photoetching. The 
idea w as to u se  an  oxidation/dissolution process, in which the  dissolution w as the 
rate-limiting step. For a  photoetching process, the param eters that m ust be 
adequately  balanced are the illumination intensity and the solution concentration. 
Unfortunately any quantitative results cannot been  attained for the following 
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Flgurs 4.41 Forward awaap of choppab*llght>lnduced photocurrant of (a) original SI 
substrata, (b) CHFyAr RIE sampts altar slotting procaaa In tha KOH solution, (c) CF« RIE 
sampia attar atchlng procaaa In tha KOH solution. Swaap rata ■ 10 mV/s.
larger than the dissolution rate. Second, tor the  0.5%  HF photoetching solution that 
w as used , the dark current density w as still too  large a s  com pared  to the 
photocurrent.
To perlorm the m easurem ents, first the potential range w as determ ined, 
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Figure 4.42 Currant density vs tlms during photostchlng: (a) CHFy'Ar RIE and <b) CF« RIE.
that range, in our c a se  -0.2 V vs R , the current w as m onitored a s  a  function of 
time. Figure 4.42 is the results for both RIE treatm ents.
B ased on the th ickness of the  dam aged  layer evaluated  from the im pedance 
data , it w as expected  that for the  buffered HF solution it will take  twice a s  long to 
etch aw ay the d am ag e  on the  CHF3/Ar treated  sam ple  than  for th e  CF4 RIE 
sam ple. This ratio w as found to be closer to a  factor of 3. This su g g e s ts  that the 
surface chemistry of the  dam aged  layers after th e se  trea tm en ts is different. This 
conclusion is a lso supported  by the wet etching results in the 2M KOH solution and 
by the  photoetching results. In the 2M KOH solution (Fig.4.40) a  jum p in the 
current density w as observed  for both sam p les just after the  1 s etching in the 
buffered HF solution and  after that an  alm ost inactive behavior of the  CHF^/Ar RIE
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substrate in the KOH etchant and a  small increase in the J*. and values of the 
CF4 treated substrate in the sam e solution were recorded. In the photoetching 
experim ents the evolution of the current density with time for the two sam ples 
(Fig.4.42) has very different features. 1 lie CHF3/Ar etched sam ple p resen ts a  jump 
of the photoresponse in the beginning of the process and a  m onotonous increase 
in the current density before reaching a constant value, while the CF4 etched 
sam ple show ed a  faster and continuous increase. In the photoetching solution 
(0.5% HF), the behavior of the current density vs time, in the dark and under light, 
w as the sam e for the CHF3/Ar RIE sample; for the CF4 RIE sam ple, the current 
density in the dark increased continuously, reaching a value about 30% smaller 
than that obtained under illumination. So, the sam ple treated in the CHF3/Ar 
plasm a seem s inactive to the photoetching process.
The limiting current density at the end of the wet chemical etching (either 
buffered HF or KOH) of the CHF3/Ar RIE sam ple never reaches the value of the 
undam aged Si substrate. For the CF4 RIE treated sam ple, the limiting current 
density ag rees with that of the undam aged Si. The behavior of the CHF3/Ar RIE 
sam ple can be associated  with the existence of deep  impurities. T hese impurities 
can be Ar* or metal contam inants coming from the reactor cham ber [142]. Also, 
H* cannot be discarded a s  an agent that cau ses lattice dam age, but it w as pointed 
out by Mu et al. [134] that hydrogen passivates its own dam age leaving it inactive. 
O ther authors [136] have concluded that in situ 0 2 plasma/HF dip cleaning 
treatm ent of CHF3/C 0 2 RIE Si surfaces results in the Si surfaces remaining
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modified; the residual modifications a re  shown to be fluorine and carbon 
contam ination and d eep e r lying modifications a s  hydrogen-induced ex tended  Si 
defects. Perm eated  hydrogen w as m easured  at a  depth of m ore than 2000 A. This 
picture is in agreem ent with our work.
Oehrlein and co-workers [16,138] have proposed a  structure for the region 
near the Si surface subjected to an etching in a  CF4/H2 plasm a by m ean s of a  se t 
of com plem entary experim ental techniques. For g rea ter overetching time a  50 A 
fluorocarbon overlayer is formed on the Si surface. Going down toward the bulk 
of the  material, there is a 15 A Si-oxygen layer, an interface rich in silicon carbide 
and a  30 A heavily dam aged region. Due to the p resence  of hydrogen in the 
plasm a there is still a  300 A dam aged  region that contains hydrogen. For the CF4 
RIE sam ples, of course, the 300 A hydrogenated region did not exist. The 
evaluated th icknesses of the  two regions (I, plus l2) contributed to the im pedance 
spectrum  are  in general agreem ent with the picture p resen ted  by Oehrlein et. al 
[16, 138]: a  fluorocarbon overlayer plus a  silicon-oxygen layer plus a  heavily 
dam aged  region. For the CHF3/Ar treated  substrate, a s  far a s  we know, there  is 
not any analogous picture for the  dam age effects, but from the experim ental 
results in this study, it could be proposed that the  top layer of CHF3/Ar RIE Si con ­
sists of a  thin polymer overlayer and a  130 A heavily dam aged  region.
4.4 Comparison of the liquid junction with solid state devices [113]
The available literature on the electronic properties of reactive ion e tched
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Si mainly consists of studies of the current-voltage (l-V) characteristics 
[16,18,131,135] of m etal-sem iconductor contacts. C apacitance-voltage (C-V) 
m easu rem en ts of m etal-oxide-sem iconductor (MOS) junction [18,143] and  deep- 
level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) m easurem ents [144] are  other techn iques that 
a lso  have been  used. The MOS C-V m easurem ents were restricted to a  few 
frequency values and w ere u sed  to determ ine the generation lifetime and  the 
density of s ta te s  at the S i/S i02 interface, while the DLTS m easurem ents provided 
information about the energy level and  density of traps a s  well a s  the th ickness of 
the  dam aged  layer.
In this study, the conventional C-V technique is expanded to a  broader 
frequency analysis by using im pedance spectroscopy and the similar methodology 
to that used  for liquid junctions is applied to investigate the  effects of RIE on the 
dielectric properties of Si in Schottky barrier (SB) and  MOS configurations. This will 
facilitate com parison and provide an appropriate baseline for the liquid junction 
results.
4.4.1 Experimental results of Schottky barrier (SB) devices
Figures 4.43(a) and (b) p resen t the im pedance d a ta  and the fitting to the 
equivalent circuits, depicted in the insets, for an original (or control) SB sam ple  and 
a  CHFyAr RIE substra te , with 500 A Ti metal contact, respectively. The equivalent 
circuit consistent with CF4 RIE sam ple im pedance d a ta  is the sam e a s  that of the 
original substra te . Figures 4.44(a) and (b) depict similar results for the  control
Figure 4.43 (a) Spactra o4 tha real and Imaginary parts of tha Impadanca at 0 V of Tl/SB
with untreatad (control) SI aampla. Tha aqutvalant circuit that repraaianta tha maasurad data 
la shown in tha Insat. Tha solid llnas represant tha thao ret leal fits to tha aqulvafant circuit,
(b) Tha sama as (a) for tha CHF^Ar RIE TI/S8 aampla at 0 V.
(bare Si + 0 2 ash  + HF) and  the  CCIF;j/H2 RIE SB dev ices with a  5000 A At metal 
contact. The im pedance d a ta  of the CCIF3/H2 RIE + 0 2 a sh  can  be  described  by 
the sam e  equivalent circuit a s  the  control. Figure 4.45 show s the  im pedance  data  
and  the  fitting to the equivalent circuit of the CHF3/Ar RIE sam ples, taken  under 
conditions in which surface s ta te s  can  be observed. For alt the  dev ices RK and Cw 
rep resen t the  resistance and  the capacitance of the  sp ace -ch a rg e  region, 
respectively. R, and C 3 represen t an  insulating overlayer, and  R2 and  C2 a re  
assoc ia ted  with surface s ta te s . The insulating overlaysr w as d e tec ted  only for the 
sam p les subjected to the  CHFj/Ar and  CCIF;,/H2 RIE treatm ents.
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Figure 4.44 (a) Ttia aama aa Fig. 4.43 (a) for the AI/SB aampla at 0 V. (b) The aame aa (a)
for the CCIF^H, RIE AI/SB aampla.
Figures 4 .46(a)-(c) depict the Mott-Schottky plots of CK for an untreated  Si. 
CHF3/Ar RIE and CF4 RIE Ti/SB sam ples in the  sam e  configuration. Figures 
4.47(a)-(c) p resen t similar results for the control, the  CCIF3/H2 RIE and the 
CCIF3/Hz RIE + 0 2 ash  AI/SB sam ples. The built-in potentials (V J  an d  the  free- 
carner densities (N J are  given in Table X. This tab le  also includes th e  barrier 
heights (V^) obtained after correcting for the  difference in energy betw een  the 
Fermi level and  the bottom of the conduction band  [72]. In this table are  p resen ted  
also the  se ries  resistances of the devices at zero  potential that were derived from 
the  high-frequency limit of the  real parts of the im pedance da ta .
2.0
0  = log R
Q
Q = log (2 -ttX )
0.5
sc
L og f ( H z )
Figure 4.45 Tha same as Fig. 4.43 (b) at 0.2 V.
If the series resistance originates from the space-change layer, one can 
estim ate its voltage dependence from the current density (J^) versus voltage (V) 
characteristics that can represented by [72]
= ^  [e*p(«K/nJkJ7’) -  1 ] , (4.4)
where J„ is the  saturation current density and n is the diode ideality factor. This 
will yield
InjR^ = ]n(nkt TfeJm) -  eV in kat . (4.5)
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Figure 4.46 Mott-Schottky plot of tha spaca-charge layer capacitance of (a) tha original 
TI/SB sample, (b) tha CHF,/Ar RIE Tl/SB aampla, and (c) tha CF, RIE Ti/SB sample.
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Figure 4.47 Mott-Schottky plot of tha space-charge layer capacitance of (a) the original 
AI/SB sample, <b) tha CCIFy'H, RIE AI/SB sample, and (c) tha CCIF^H, RIE +0, ash, AI/SB 
sample.
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TABLE X. Built-in potential Vbi, doping density Nd, energy difference between the 
bottom of the conduction band and the Fermi level V„, barrier height Vbn, and series 











Original 0.159 2.04xl0'5 0.201 0.360 38
L'HFj/Ar 0.040 7.71x10“ 0.226 0.266 32
CF4 -0.097 3.12xl0IS 0.190 0.090 25
Original1 0.356 1.69x10'* 0.146 0.502 30
CCIFj/H, 1.000 l.lOxlO16 0.157 1.160 44
CCIFj/Hj 
+ Oj ash
0.754 2.92x10“ 0.132 0.886 70
“ Al metal contact.
Figures 4.48(a)-{c) show the dependence of the space-charge layer 
resistance on the applied dc potential for an original Si, the CHF3/Ar RIE, and the 
CF4 RIE Ti/SB sam ples, respectively. Similar results are shown in Figs.4.49{a)-(c) 
lor the sam ples with Al metal contacts. All the values for the series resistance 
under reverse-bias conditions were corrected for the shunt resistance (R^). In both 
figures the linear regression of the experimental da ta  with Eq.(4.5) in som e 
potential range w as obtained. In Table XI are presented  the results of this analysis 
together with the values for the barrier height obtained from J^, using the 
thermionic emission theory [72]:
- 0 . 4  0 . 0  - 0 . 4  0 . 0  - 0 . 4  - 0 . 2  0 . 0
Potential tV)
Figure 4.48 in R̂ . vs bias voltage tor (a) the original TI/SB, (b) the CHF,/Ar RIE TI/SB, and
(c) the CF, RIE TI/SB.
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Figure 4.49 (a) The same as Fig. 4.48 (a) for the original AI/SB. (b) The same as (a) tor
the CCIF̂ /H, RIE AI/SB. (c) The same as (a) tor the CCIF,/H, RIE +0, ash AI/SB.
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TABLE XI. Diode ideality factor n, saturation current density barrier height 
Vbn, and shunt resistance R*, calculated based on the impedance results and 









Original 1.58 0.0159 0.546 4500
CHEj/Ar 1.69 0.0596 0.512 5900
c f 4 2.02 2.47 0.415 370
Original" 1.49 0.21 0.479 4.8x10*
CCIFj/H j 2.74 0.25 0.475 2.3x107
CCIF,/H2 
+ ( )2 ash
1.20 0.194 0.481 3.1x10s
“ Al metal contact.
Ja = A"THxp{-eVJkBT) , (4.6)
w here A” is the effective Richardson constant (A) for thermionic em ission. In this 
c ase , A /A=2.1 [72],
Figures 4.50(a)-(b) depict the current density versus voltage characteristics 
of the various devices. A barrier height d ec rea se  is evident in the  sam ple 
subjected to the CF4 RIE treatm ent [Fig.4.50(a)], while a  shift in the J-vs-V plot to 
large forward bias in the  ca se  of the CCIF3/H2 RIE indicates the  p resen ce  of an  
insulating layer [Fig.4.50(b)]. Figures 4.51(a) and (b) show the fitting of the 
experim ental d a ta  for a  CHF3/Ar RIE and a  CCIF3/H2 RIE sam ple, respectively, to 
Eq. (4.4) after correcting for the series resistance. The CF4 treated  sam ple w as
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Figure 4.50 (a) Current density vs voltage characteristics of tha TI/SB devices: (1)
original, (2) CHF^Ar RIE, and (3) CF, RIE. (b) The same aa (a) for the AI/SB devices: (t) 
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Figure 4.51 Current density vs voltage charactsrtsties In the forwsrd-blaa region (+) and 
the theoretical fit to Eq.(4.4) (solid line) tor (a) CHF,/Ar RIE TI/SB, and (b) CCIFV'HI RIE AI/SB.
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TABLE XII. Diode ideality factor n, saturation current density J„, barrier height 
Vbn, and series resistance R,, calculated based on the current-voltage results and 









Original 1.15 0.0191 0.541 18.5
CHFj/Ar 1.30 0.0142 0.549 42.0
c f 4 42.3
Original* 1.25 4.7x10** 0.697 15.0
CCIFj/Hj 3.18 1.6x10* 0.784 41.5
C'CIFj/H j 1.23 4.35x10"* 0.639 65.0
+ ()3 ash
1 Al metal contact.
ohmic. Table XII show s the values of the various param eters obtained from th ese  
m easurem ents. The barrier height w as extracted again by assum ing thermionic 
emission.
Figures 4.52(a) and  (b) show the com panson betw een the  photoreflectance 
(PR) spectra  of Si and Si/Ti SB devices for the original (or control) sam p les and  
for the sam ples subjected 1o the CCIF3/H2 RIE process, respectively. In both c a s e s  
broadening of the peaks is observed in addition to the red shift when the metal 
contact is p resen t (more pronounced for the treated  sam ple). The com parison 
betw een SB structures m ade on untreated silicon, C C ^ /H ., RIE, and 02 a sh ed  
sam ples are shown in Fig. 4.52(c); a  more pronounced peak broadening and red
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Figure 4.52 Photorettectance spectra of (a) bare Si (1) and untreated Ti/SB (2); (b) bare 
CCIFj/H, RIE SI <1) and CCIF^H, RIE AI/SB (2); (c) TI/SB devices with untreated SI (1), 
CCIFj/H, RIE (2), and O, ash (3).
shift a re  observed for the RIE treated  sam ple, while O a ashing se e m s  not to affect 
the  barrier properties. The line-shape param eters obtained from the fitting of the 
PR results for two dimensional critical points a re  show n in Table XIII.
4.4.2 Experimental results of metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) devices
The MOS devices for this study w ere subjected  to the  CHFg/Ar an d  C F4 RIE
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TABLE XIII. Fitting parameters for the photoreflectance of SB. E, is the energy 
gap and T, the phenomenological broadening parameter related to the lifetime of the 
majority carriers.
Sample E, <eV) T, (roeV) I
Original* 3.417 119.6 I
CClFj/Hi 3.343 142.1 |
Oj ash 3.391 119.7
* Ti metal contact.
Q * log R




Figure 4.53 Impedance spectra of MOS device with untreated SI at -0.5 V. The equivalent 
circuit Is shown In the Inset with the theoretical fits to this circuit (solid lines).
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Figure 4.54 High-frequency capacitance C va voltage tor MOS devices with (1) untreated
SI, (2) CHF^Ar RIE, and (3) CF, RIE.
treatm ents. Figure 4.53 show s the  im pedance d a ta  in the depletion region of a 
MOS control sam ple with the equivalent circuit u sed  to interpret th e se  data. The 
sam e  configuration of equivalent circuit w as found not only to fit the im pedance 
d a ta  over the  entire voltage range from depletion to accum ulation for un trea ted  Si 
but a lso  to fit the  im pedance sp ec tra  of ail the  RIE trea ted  sam ples.
Figure 4.54 show s the high-frequency capacitance, C, of the sam ples, which 
is the  combination of the  oxide capacitance, Cot and the  sp ace -ch a rg e  layer 
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Figure 4.55 The voltage dependence of the oxide layer capacitance, C„, (a>, and the 
space-charge layer capacitance, Cwl (b), of the MOS device with the untreated SI.
Figures 4.55(a) and (b) present the  relationship of C0 and  CM of the  ohglnal 
MOS sam ple, respectively, with bias. As one can  se e , the oxide capacitance  is 
bias dependent. An equivalent circuit with a  constan t oxide capacitance  and  a  
surface s ta te  parallel to the space-charge  layer e lem en ts w as tried to represen t the 
im pedance data , but it did not suit for the  im pedance results over entire applied 
potential range.
Figures 4.56(a)-(c) are  the Mott-Schottky plots of CM for the  original, the 
CHF3/Ar RIE, and  the CF4 RIE MOS sam ples, respectively. The values for and 
Nd a re  also  listed in Table XIV.
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Figure 4.56 Mott-Schottky plot of CM of (a) the untreated MOS sample, (b) the CHF^Ar 
RIE MOS sample, and (c) the CF, RIE MOS sample.
TABLE XIV. Built-in potential Vft, doping density Nd, and thickness o f the oxide 




(lfr“ cm J) (A)
Original
SCL -0.42 1.63
oxide 0.23 9.23 498
CHF,/Ar
SCL -0.45 1.49
oxide 0.28 8.26 410
c f 4
SCL -0.85 235
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Figure 4.57 Electroretiectance (ER) spectra of (a) a MOS device with untreated St, (b) a 
CHF,/Ar RIE MOS sample, and <c) a CF4 RIE MOS sample, and photoreflectance (PR) spectra 
of bare SI.
The electro reflectance (ER) of the MOS dev ices constructed  from the 
original Si, the  CHF,/Ar RIE, and the CF4 RIE sam p les did not show  any  significant 
differences. Figure 4.57(a) show s the  ER signal (at OV) obtained for the  control 
MOS sam ple  and the photo reflectance (PR) of the  bare  substra te . A nalogous 
com parisons are shown in Figs.4.57(b) and  (c) for the  sam p les  sub jected  to the 
CHF3/Ar and CF4 RIE treatm ents, respectively. The fitting of th e  experim ental d a ta
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TABLE XV. Fitting parameters for electroreflectance and photoreflectance o f the 
bare and MOS samples.








c f 4 3.399 152.8
with the A spnes’s third-derivative function for two-dimensional critical points is 
p resen ted  in Table XV. For the non-RIE sam ples the ER line sh ap e  of MOS is 
broader than that of the PR of bare Si, and  the  ER peak shifts to a  lower energy. 
For the RIE treated  sam ples there is no significant difference betw een the MOS 
ER and bare  PR results.
4.4.3 Comparison of SB with liquid Junction
From the im pedance d a ta  of the SB devices, the residue overlayer, due  to 
the  RIE process, w as detected  for the CHF3/Ar RIE and CCIF3/H2 RIE sam ples. 
The thickness of this layer, a s  a  function of its unknown dielectric constant (l/e), 
w as calculated to be  5.8 A/e for the CHF^Ar RIE and 92 A/e for the  CCIF3/H2 RIE 
treated  sam ples. For the CHF3/Ar RIE sam ples the agreem ent with the  liquid 
junction da ta  (5.7 A/e) is excellent. For the CCIF3/H2 RIE sam ples the evaluated
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thickness of the residue layer based  on liquid junction (0.96A/e) is much less than 
that from SB. As pointed in §4.3, it results from the overtayer produced by 
CCIF3/H2 RIE treatm ent is porous. In the LJC configuration the electrolyte can 
penetrate through this layer and a s  a  result the real contact a rea  is much larger 
than the geometric area, which is reflected in the capacitance m easurem ents a s  
a  thinner residue layer. In contrast, in the present SB configurations, the metal 
deposits on the c rests of the residue, in which case  the contact a rea  is much 
smaller than the geometric a rea  and as a  result the thickness is overestim ated.
The contribution due to surface sta tes w as detected  on Schottky devices 
only over a  small potential region, in the forward bias, for the control SB sam ple 
and the CHFyAr RIE one. Their densities at 0.2 V are 1 8 x l0 13 and 9.4x1013 c m 2, 
respectively. The surface state  densities of the SB devices are  larger than the 
densities of these sta tes in the UIC configuration (5.9x10 n cm 2 for the untreated 
sam ples), probably due to interactions of these  sta tes with the electrolyte. On the 
other hand, m easurem ents of the frequency dispersion of the EPR signal carried 
out on a  bare Si substrate show ed a  surface state  with the sam e relaxation time 
as that obtained from the im pedance data  of the SB untreated sam ple. No surface 
sta tes could be detected for the sam ple subjected to CHF3/Ar RIE in the LJC 
configuration and for those subjected to the CF4 RIE in both configurations. For the 
CCIF3/H2 RIE substrate in the SB configuration a  surface state density of 1.7x10” 
c m 2 w as obtained, while this value in the LJC configuration w as equal to 5.5x10 12 
c m 2. As the density of surface states is inversely proportional to the sam ple area,
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th ese  values are underestim ated in the SB configuration and  overestim ated in the 
LJC one, due to porosity.
The results p resen ted  in Table X show that the doping densities (Nd) 
obtained for the  SB devices with Ti metal contacts ag ree  very well with the  sam ple 
resistivities and with the values obtained from the m easurem ents in the LJC. For 
the  se t of SB devices with the Al m etal contacts the  Nd values are  larger. The built- 
in potentials and, consequently, the barrier heights have d e c rea se d  after the 
CHF3/Ar and CF4 RIE p rocesses . This effect w as also observed for the  sam ples 
in the LJC configuration and by other authors [18,131,134,135] and  w as interpreted 
in term s of an accum ulation of positive charges at the sem iconductor surface after 
the RIE treatm ents. For the CCIF;/H2 RIE treatm ent an increase  in the  barrier 
height w as observed in com parison with the control SB device. This result indi­
c a te s  the  p resence  of an insulating overlayer, which is in ag reem en t with that in 
the LJC configuration. The Mott-Schottky plot [Fig.4 .47(b)] show s pinning in the 
reverse bias region, which is another indication of an insulating overlayer. O z 
ashing partially rem oves the dam age, shifting the barrier height toward the value 
of the control SB device, which w as observed in the LJC configuration.
The photo reflectance results shown in Figs.4.52(a)-(c; for the  untreated  and 
CCIF3/H2 RIE SB devices show spectral features similar to those  in the  LJC 
configuration and  in contact with air; the spectral ch an g es w ere interpreted in 
term s of tensile strain cau sed  by surface dam age.
From the results on the space-charge  resistance a s  a  function of the applied
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bias and the  l-V m easurem ents (table XI and XII), it is concluded, looking 
particularly at the  ideality factors, that the diffusion and the recom bination currents 
a re  com parable for most of the devices that w ere analyzed here. For the  Ti/SB 
sam ples, the  barrier height values, calculated using the thermionic em ission theory, 
a re  much larger than those  obtained from the direct im pedance results (Table X) 
and are  not sensitive to the RIE treatm ents. In addition, the  values of the ideality 
factors and  the  saturation currents obtained from the im pedance m easurem ents 
(Table XI), which w ere taken mostly in the reverse bias region, and  the current 
m easu rem en ts (Table XII), which were taken mostly in the  forward bias region, do 
not fully agree . The resultant barrier height derived from the im pedance experi­
m ents is in good ag reem en t with the value calculated from the potential distribution 
of the  R^ b ased  on the  thermionic em ission theory only for the  control SB sam ple 
with Al metal contact. This strongly su g g ests  that other current transport 
m echanism s, in addition to thermionic em ission, take place. T hese  m echanism s 
can  include tunneling through the barrier, recom bination in the space-charge  
region, and minority carriers in the interface. This is a  subject for further investiga­
tion.
Looking at l-V characteristics of the two se ts  of SB devices, the  p resence  
of the insulating overiayer due  to the  CCtF3/H2 RIE treatm ent [Fig.4 .50(b)] is 
evident by the  positive shift of the threshold bias. Oz a sh  probably rem oves this 
layer, but still som e deviation from the control device characteristics is observed, 
which could be related to structural dam age. The l-V curves of the Ti/SB diodes
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[Fig,4.50(a)] show that the CF4 RIE treatm ent is responsible for more dam age 
com pared with the CHF3/Ar RIE process. On the other hand, the results on liquid 
junction cell indicate that the CHF^Ar RIE treatm ent is more deleterious than the 
CF4 RIE. The reason may be that the by-products of these  two treatm ents are 
completely different and could be w ashed out by the cleaning procedure before the 
metal deposition. Unfortunately, the available data  do not permit further speculation 
on the possible reasons for the difference.
4.4.4 Comparison of MOS devices with liquid junction
The MOS devices seem  to be less affected by the RIE procedures when 
com pared with the SB devices. Both im pedance and modulation spectroscopy 
m easurem ents did not show any significant differences between the control MOS 
sam ple and the RIE treated ones. This result suggests that the presence of the 
oxide layer m asks the possible effects due to the RIE dam age. This is consistent 
with prior observation that RIE dam age and contaminations can be rem oved by 
oxidation [137], This interpretation is supported by comparing the modulation 
spectroscopy results obtained for a  bare Si substrale and a  control MOS device. 
The fact that the ER of MOS obtained from the untreated substrate have line- 
shape  and peak position different from that of PR of the bare substrate 
[Fig.4.57(a)] confirms that after growing the oxide layer on the Si surface som e 
strain may be induced and this effect might be so strong that it m asks the RIE 
dam age. The possibility of loss of crystallinity has been discarded a s  a  main factor
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influencing the optical results, b e ca u se  the  shifting and splitting of the 
photo reflected peak instead of broadening have been observed  at low tem perature 
(77K). In the  c a se  of the  im pedance results, the  observed bias d ep en d en ce  of the 
"oxide layer" capacitance  can be interpreted in term s of impurities and/or a  
combination of the proper oxide plus interface plus d am aged  region.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) studies [145-149] have show n that 
an interfacial transition layer, a  few angstrom s thick, is formed on both sides of the 
Si/SiOa interface, to relax the s tress produced due to oxide formation. In th ese  
regions both compositional and  structural transitions take place: on the Si side two 
silicon layers a re  displaced, while on the  oxide films, the structural ch an g es take 
place within 30 A of the interface. In addition to the atom ic d isp lacem ents at the 
interface, related to the possible p resence  of electronic sta tes, the  existence of 
abrupt interfaces and interm ediate oxidation s ta te s  of silicon (such a s  SiO, Si2O t 
and Si20 3) w ere found. All of these  findings are  strictly dependen t on the oxidation 
and post-annealing conditions of the oxide growth a s  well a s  on the crystal log rap fl­
ic orientation of the b a se  substrate.
The values of doping density obtained from MOS m easurem ents (Table 
XIV) a re  1 order of m agnitude higher than those  obtained for the sam ples in the 
LJC and the SB device configurations probably b ecau se  the  impurities diffuse to 
the bulk of the sem iconductor during the oxide growth p ro cess  [ 150]. The th ickness 
of the  oxide layer, calculated using the im pedance results (Table XIV) and  the  S i0 2 
dielectric constant, ag rees  very well with the 500 A value specified during the oxide
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growth processing step.
Except for the fact that in the liquid junction configurations one has to take 
into account the contribution of the electrolyte to the potential distribution, similar 
potential distribution is expected for all the solid junction configurations that were 
analyzed, with or without an insulating layer.
In summary, the applicability of liquid junctions as an ex situ powerful tool 
to characterize electronic materials is dem onstrated. In term s of sensitivity of the 
dielectric properties to the RIE treatm ents, Ihe liquid junction is the most sensitive, 
followed by SB devices, with the MOS configuration exhibiting the least sensitivity. 
One of the main advantages in further pursuit of these  analytical techniques is their 
suitability for analysis of the real surlaces, rather than surfaces that have already 
passed  through device processing, which may have altered properties.
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CHAPTER 5 
SURFACE OPTIMIZATION OF n-CulnSe2
5.1 Experimental results [115-117]
5.1.1 Photoelectrochemical performance characteristics
Figure 5.1 show s an exam ple of the experimental results that has motivated 
this study. It com pares the photoelectrochem ical perform ance characteristics of n- 
C ulnSes in polyiodide solution of an unetched, etched, and  e tched  + oxidized 
electrode. The Br^MeOH etch c leans the surface and leads to som e Cu-depletion 
in the near surface region [43]. S ubsequent air oxidation further improve the  photo 
l-V characteristics [43]. A full analysis of these  curves will not be attem pted  in this 
study. Instead, attention will be focused on the ch an g es in the EER and 
im pedance a s  a  function of the surlace treatm ent and on the information that EER 
and im pedance can  provide to help understanding the  im provem ents in perfor­
m ance resulting from the surface optimization.
5.1.2 Electrolyte electroreflectance (EER)
Figure 5.2 show s the EER spectra  of C ulnSe2 in aqueous polysulfide at 
different electrode potentials. O ne can  observe three transitions, m arked a s  A, B, 
and  C, located at t.02 , 1.175, and  1.26 eV, respectively. P eak s A and  C corre­
spond to the low tem perature spectrum  that w as reported by Shay et al. [151] and 
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Figure 5.1 Current-potential response curves with chopped white light lor n-CulnSe, in 
poiytodlde solution with the following composition: 6M Kl + 0.1M Cul, + 0.1M Ini, + 0.0125M 
I, at pH 6.0. W/X source with intensity of 100 mW/cm2. Etching In 2% Br^methanol solution 
for 60s. Oxidation for 2h at 150*C In air.
position of peak  B is at higher energy than the one  observed  for the  crystal field 
splitting; a s  a  result, the origin of this transition is uncertain. O ne a lso  can  s e e  in 
th e  sam e  figure that, a s  long a s  the potential stays in depletion (U > - 0.2 V vs Pt), 
th e  sh a p e  of the spectra  is not affected by the  potential of th e  e lectrode. In 
addition, at electrode potentials slightly negative of - 0.5 V vs Pt the  p h a se  inverts, 













Figure 5.2 EER spactra of n-CulnSa, in 1/1/1M aquaous poiysulfida as function or 
elactroda potantlal va Pt. Modulation ampittuda: 0.20 V.
In figure 5.3 we present a  simitar set of spectra  in polyiodide solution. The 
spectral features are unaffected by the change in electrolyte. The flat-band 
potential is shifted to more negative values vs the solution potential. At very 
positive potentials (strong depletion), som e broadening of the high energy lines is 
observed.
In figures 5.4 and 5.5 we show the variation of the amplitudes of the peaks
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Figure 5.3 EER spactra ol n-CulnSa, in aquaous polytodlda with tha sama composition 
in Fig. 5.1.
in the  EER spectrum  in polysulfide solution before and  after etching the  crystal in 
2% Br-j/methanol solution for 60 s. O ne can  observe  that prior to etching the 
amplitude d o e s  not change sign at negative potentials; rather, it p eak s around  a  
potential of - 0.2 V vs Pt, the amplitude d e c re a se s  sharply a s  the  bias is going to
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Figure 5.4 Variation of the amplitude of peek A from Fig. 5.2 with the electrode potential,
before etching.
deposited C dSe [123] and  single crystal Cdln2S e 4 [106] in the  sa m e  electrolyte. 
There it w as interpreted in term s of pinning of the  Fermi level (or unpinning of the 
band edges).
After etching, the pinning of the Fermi level is alm ost com pletely removed. 
O ne can observe a  sharp  p h ase  change  at a  potential of - 0 .62 V vs the  solution 
potential, which one can  identify with the flat-band potential. U nder reverse  bias 
conditions, the  amplitude is approximately independent of th e  potential of the 
electrode. All th ree  p eak s behave in a  similar way.
Figure 5.6 show s the corresponding m easu rem en ts in polyiodide solution.
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Figure 5.5 Variation of tha amplitude of tha threa EER paaka In Fig. 5.2 with alactnxla 
potantlal attar atchlng In Brymethanol and wash in 10% KCN.
In this electrolyte, even before etching, the  Fermi level at reverse  b ias is only 
slightly pinned, the p h ase  inversion is sharp , and  the  flat-band potential is shifted 
to - 0.70 V vs the solution potential. As with the  polysulfide c a se , etching unpins 
th e  Fermi level a s  is observed  by the  d e c rea se  in the d ep en d en ce  of th e  EER 
p eak  amplitude on the e lectrode potential a s  reverse  b ias conditions were 
approached . C hanges in roughness can  explain the d e c re a se  in th e  abso lu te  
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Figure 5.6 Variation ol the amplitude of the low energy EER peak from Fig. 5.3 with 
electrode potential, before (solid line) and after (broken line) etching.
Figure 5.7 show s the EER sp ec tra  of n-C ulnSe2 in aq u eo u s polyiodide 
electrolyte after oxidation tor 1.5 h at 150°C. The th ree  distinct peaks a re  se e n  
clearly only at - 0.4 V vs Pt. At - 0.2 V vs Pt, the  high energy peaks are  b roadened  
such  that the whole high energy region, from 1.5 eV down to the  main peak, looks 
like one  broad peak. As the bias shifts to reverse, the  amplitude of the  broad peak  
d e c re a se s  considerably, and. although som e traces  of the original high energy  
p eak s can  be spotted, the  only distinctive rem aining peak  is that due to the  direct 
band-edge. In addition, considerably higher voltage modulation w as need ed  to 
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Figure 5.7 EER spectra ot n-CulnSe2 In aqueous polylodlde with the same composition 
as In Fig. 5.1 after oxidation for l.5h at 150’C.
m ents with unoxidized electrodes. In attem pt to gain so m e  insight into this 
behavior, the  EER spec tra  of unoxidized C ulnSez and  of oxidized C u lnS ez w as 
com pared  with that of C ulnSe2, on which surface a  thin layer of e lectrodeposited  
indium w as air oxidized, in figure 5.8. T hese d a ta  all w ere taken at the sam e  
electrode potential. One can  s e e  that there is a  close  co rrespondence  betw een the 





Figure 5.8 Comparison ol EER spsctra of n-CulnSe, in aqueous polylotflde. Top: With 
a layer of Indium oxide; potential = -0.245V vs Pt; modulation = 2.25 VM. Middle: After 
oxidation for i.5h at 150‘C; potential = -0.2V vs Pt; modulation = 0.4 V^. Bottom: As 
received; potential = -0.2V vs Pt; modulation = 0.2 v^ .
Figure 5.9 show s the variation of the EER signal with the modulating voltage 
amplitude, from which one can  observe that the linear d ep en d en ce  is m aintained 
up to 0.5 V, more than twice a s  large a s  normal operating modulation amplitude, 
which w as mostly around 0.2 V. Based on the low field approxim ation theory of 
EER [152] the  spectral line sh a p e  function L(ka>) [Eq.(2.130>] can  be u sed  to fit the 
spectra.
The four param eters that determ ine the line sh ap e  w ere fitted to th e  low 
energy peak of the e tched  crystal in the polysulfide solution. S ince the  overlap with
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Figure 5.9 The amplitude ol peak A from Fig. 5.2 as a function ot the modulation 
amplitude.
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Figure 5.10 Comparison of observed and calculated line shape of peak A in Fig. 5.2. 
Potential * -0.2V vs Pt.
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the low energy side of the peak, com pared to the high energy tail. Figure 5.10 
show s the results of the fit, using the following param eters: n = 2.5, E0 = 1.01 eV, 
0 = 275°, and r  = 0.04 eV. The value of the band-gap of the direct transition and 
the dimensionality of the critical point are in agreem ent with the low tem perature 
studies [151].
5.1.3 Impedance
The im pedance spectrum of the unetched crystal in polyiodide did not give 
any com prehensible results. The curves for the im pedance spectrum  of the etched 
crystal in the sam e electrolyte are shown in Fig.5.11. They resem ble closely the 
spectrum  of an abrupt junction interface observed with other photoelectrochemical 
system s [55]. Accordingly, it w as analyzed using the technique of relaxation 
spectrum  analysis [76] for parallel RC elem ents. The equivalent circuit is shown 
a s  an insert in the figure. Only the two fastest elem ents (CM and C^) were 
evaluated. The box with the question mark symbolizes additional information in the 
low frequency range that w as not analyzed. The dependence of the two 
capacitance elem ents on the electrode potential is shown in Figs.5.12 and  5.13. 
The space-charge capacitance, C,*., obeys the Mott-Schottky relation over a  limited 
potential range. The doping level evaluated from the slope of this line is 2.7x10 17 
c m 3, and the intercept is - 0.69 V vs the solution potential. This intercept m ust be 
corrected for the potential drop across the Helmholtz layer [55] for evaluation of 
the flat-band potential. However, the doping level is small enough for this
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Figure 5.11 Impedance response curves lor n-CulnSc, in polyiodide solution with the 
same composition as in Fig. 5.1. In the right-hand comer is the equivalent circuit 
constructed In the manner explained in the text.
correction to be negligible. As a  result, the  intercept of - 0.69 V vs Pt can  be 
considered  a s  a  good m easure  of the ftat-band potential, in excellent agreem ent 
with the EER results.
Figure 5.13 show s the dep en d en ce  of CM on the e lectrode potential. The 
d a ta  w ere fitted to a  G aussian  distribution of surface s ta te s , cen tered  on two 
electrode potentials: one  at - 0.52 V vs Pt, the other one at - 0 .25 V vs Pt. From 
Fig.5.13, it w as evaluated that the s ta te s  c lose  to the  flat-band have a  distribution 
width of 0.10 eV and an a re a  density of 2 .3x10 12 cm  2, while the seco n d  type of 
sta te  has a  width of 0 .17 eV and  an  a re a  density of 2.6x10 12 cm  2. If 1019 cm  2 is 
taken  a s  a  typical density for a  monolayer, both s ta te s  a re  p resen t in fraction of 
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Figure 5.12 Mott-Schottky plots of CK (curve 1) and C. (curve 2). The data for CK were 
taken tram the high frequency response of spectra like the one presented in Fig. 5.11. The 
data for C, were taken from the high frequency peak of the Imaginary pan in a response like 
the one shown In Fig. 5.14.
Figure 5.14 show s the im pedance spectra  of the crystal after heating in air 
for 1 h a t 150°C. By comparing Fig.5.11 with Fig.5.14, one  can  observe large 
changes in the shape of both the real and the imaginary parts that take place upon 
oxidation. The origin of these  changes can be deducted  from the sh a p e  of the 
imaginary part and the assum ed structure of the modified interface. If it is assum ed  
that the oxidized layer has dielectric properties different from those  of the
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Figure S.13 Variation of C„, takan from response curves like tha one shown in Fig. 5.11, 
with elect rode potential. The solid line is a theoretical fit to superposition of two Gaussian 
line shapes.
unoxidized crystal, then the  resulting interface can be  described , to a  first-order 
approximation, by two circuit e lem ents that a re  connec ted  in se ries, with both 
elem ents capable of accum ulating charge; therelore, som e form of capacitive 
elem ent will be assoc ia ted  with each  circuit elem ent.
The general c a se  of an arbitrary num ber of such  circuit e lem ents, each  
characterized by a  single capacitive elem ent connected  in parallel to a  shunt 
resistance, which characterizes the  relaxation tim e of the  particular charge 
accum ulation m ode, has already been  ad d ressed  [153]. The result of such  an 






Figure 5.14 Tha impedance spactra of tha n-CulnSe, crystal aftar heating In air for 1H at 
150*C. In tha right-hand coroar la tha aquivalam circuit conatnictad aa a ralaranca point in 
a manner explalnad In tha text. Tha full llna Is a theoretical fit to this equivalent circuit, 
based on Eq. (5.1). The parameters ol tha equivalent circuit wars adjusted to fit only tha 
imaginary part.
* •  £ (5.1)
where R, is the shunt resistance of each RC elem ent and  t, is its relaxation time.
It is predicted by Eq.(5.1) that, for this mode of the interface, the imaginary 
part of the impedance will consist of a superposition of Lorentzian peaks from 
which, if the resolution is good enough, one can derive the values of the individual 
passive elem ents. The d a ta  presented in Fig.5.14 suggest that two peaks are  
involved. Consistent with the anticipated simple model of the  oxidized interface, it
1SI
is expected  that one RC elem ent will be associated  with the space-charge  layer 
of C ulnSe2 while the other peak is associated  with the oxidized interface, which, 
b a se d  on chem ical and  surface spectroscopic evidence, ap p ea rs  to be som e form 
of indium oxide. R egardless of the actual composition of the oxidized layer, it is 
expected  to have dielectric properties different from those  of the space-charge  
layer of C ulnSe2, and to be in series with the latter. Figure 5.14 also show s the  fit 
of the  experim ental d a ta  to Eq.(5.1) for n=2. The high frequency peak  fits the 
expected  line shape  very well, while significant deviations are  observed  at the low 
frequency tail of the  low frequency peak. Furthermore, the figure also show s that, 
by taking the param eters that were fitted to the imaginary part and using them  
without further adjustm ent to plot the  real part of the im pedance, there  is a  good 
fit at the high frequency end of the spectrum  and  there are  relatively large 
deviation in the low frequency part.
It is possible, of course, to assum e that the chem istry (composition) and 
physics (charge accum ulation m odes and their relaxation) of the oxidized layer are  
more com plicated, in such a  way that enough param eters will be available to fit the 
model to the experim ental data . However, the un iqueness of such an interpretation 
will always be open to question and such a  model will not serve any useful 
purpose. Such an  approach will be avoided.
The high frequency parts of the real part of the im pedance in Figs.5.11 and 
5.14 show that in spite of the observation that in both c a se s  the frequency is not 
high enough to arrive at an unam biguous value for the series resistance of th ese
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system s, the oxidation does not have a  major effect on the series resistance, 
which in both c a se s  is controlled by the electrolyte.
Figure 5.12 (curve 2) show s the Mott-Schottky plot of the capacitance that 
w as derived from the high frequency peak (C,). For potentials that are at least 0.3 
V positive to flat-band, the fit is reasonable. Negative to this potential, we could not 
obtain any interpretable data. The flat-band potential that one obtains from the 
intercept of this curve rem ains at - 0.69 V vs the solution potential, which is 
identical with the one obtained for the sam e crystal before oxidation, a s  can be 
seen  in Fig.5.12 (curve 1). The doping level, however, is reduced to 7.5x1015 cm 3, 
which is more than an order ol magnitude smaller than that before oxidation. 
Following an additional 1 h oxidation, the doping level is further reduced to 
2.45x10 ,s cm 3.
Figure 5.15 show s the impedance spectrum of a solid state  configuration, 
in which C ulnSe2 is oxidized by heating the crystal in air for 2 h at 150°C, and the 
Ag metal contacts the oxide layer. When comparing with the results obtained with 
the liquid junction cell (Fig.5.14), one observes that the low frequency peak, 
present in the latter, disappeared, while the high frequency peak is still present.
Figure 5.16 show s the Mott-Schottky plot of the capacitance derived from 
the high frequency part of the low frequency peak of the imaginary part in the 
im pedance spectrum  (Fig.5.14) of n-CulnSe2 after heating for 1 h at 150°C in air.
Figure 5.17 show s the dependence of the high frequency capacitance of the 
solid state  configuration on the bias voltage. The capacitance still obeys the Mott-
183
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Figure 5.15 Impedance response curve of tha surface-oxidized, n-CulnSe, with Ag front 
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Figure 5.16 Mott-Schottky plot of the capacitance taken from the high frequency part of 
the low frequency peak of the Imaginary part In the Impedance response like the one shown 
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Figure 5.17 Mott-Schottky plot of capacitance taken from tha high frequency response 
of apectra like the one prcearned in Fig. 5.15. The voltage la applied between the back and 
the front contacts of the eohd-state device. Electrode area Is 0.020 cm2.
Schottky relation over a  reasonable  potential range, T he doping level, evaluated  
from th e  slope of this line, is 1 .2x10'“ c m 3 and the  intercept is - 0.52 V, b a se d  on 
a value of the  dielectric constan t of 13.6 [37,154], characteristic for C ulnSe2.
Figure 5.18 show s the dark l-V curve of th e  solid s ta te  configuration. The 
electrode arrangem ent for this experim ent is show n in the insert of the  figure. It is 
important to mention that the curve is independent of the  polarity of th e  contacts.
W hen th e  light w as shone  onto the  surface of the  solid s ta te  junction, no 
photo response  w as observed  in the l-V characteristics.
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Figura 5.18 Dark l-V characteristics of tha n-CulnSa, solid-state junction without 
electrolyte, after heating In air for 2h at 150‘C. The insert represents the arrangement of the 
electrode.
5.2 Discussion [115-117,155]
5.2.1 Effects of chemical etching
The EER data  suggest that the  main effect of etching the  crystal w as to 
rem ove the pinning of the  Fermi level. Although this effect is much more 
pronounced in polysulfide solution, it is comm on to both th e  polysulfide and the 
polyiodide solutions.
Following the procedure that w as described in §2.2 .6  [106], one can  
calculate the variation of the flat-band potential with the e lectrode potential. 
Furtherm ore, if one a ssu m e s  an energy distribution for the  su rface  s ta te s , one  can  
calculate som e useful param eters such a s  density, m ean energy , and  energy  width 
of th ese  surface sta tes. This w as done for the  une tched  sam ple  in polysulfide
IH6
solution, b a sed  on the d a ta  shown in Fig.5.4 and by assum ing a  G aussian  energy 
distribution for the surface sta tes. Figure 5.19 show s the  plots of P/(1-P) for 
unetched  C ulnSe2 a s  a  function of U. The results show  that the  pinning is due  to 
a  m onolayer of s ta te s  (10 15 cm 2) located at U, = +0.17 V vs Pt with a  standard  
deviation with respect to the  cen ter of the distribution of 0.1 eV. T hese  results are 
alm ost identical with those  reported earlier for electrodeposited C dS e [123] and 
single crystal Cdln2S e 4 in the sam e electrolyte [106], It w as interpreted there [106] 
that th ese  s ta te s  are due to the chem isorbed polysulfide ions on the  surface of the 
crystal. It is believed to be valid also in the presen t case . The similarity in the flat- 
band potential in all th ese  c a se s  also su g g ests  similar surface chemistry.
B ased  on the photolum inescence d a ta  [156] the energy position of the 
surface s ta te s  corresponds to a  Se-related defect: if a  covalent defect model
is a ssum ed ; and Se,, if an ionic model is considered. The possibility of the  iso- 
valent accep tor cannot be excluded, either.
The role of etching here is not to clean  the  surface s ta te s  but to change 
their relaxation tim es from relatively fast s ta tes to very slow on es (slower than the 
modulation frequency, which is 50 Hz). If the dom inant relaxation m echanism  of 
th ese  s ta te s  is through bulk imperfections in the crystal, then preferential removal 
of th ese  imperfections by the oxidative etch can provide a  m echanism  that will be 
consistent with the EER d a ta  and the improvement in perform ance.
Im pedance d a ta  show that the formation of an  abrupt junction after etching 
and that etching rem oves most of the surface s ta te s  from the interlace such that
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Figure 5.19 Plot of P/(l-P) vs potential U for untreated CulnSe^
le ss  than 1% of a  m onolayer of s ta te s  rem ains. Two s ta te s  w ere identified: one 
cen tered  at 0.17 eV below the conduction band and  one cen tered  at 0.44 eV 
below the conduction band, which puts it close to the  cen ter of the  gap .
To check the validity of the above deductions, the  photo l-V cu rves show n 
in Fig. 5.1 w as sim ulated using, a s  far a s  possible, the numerical va lues obtained 
from the im pedance m easurem ents. The sim plest simulation of this type is that of 
m onochrom atic light-induced l-V curves. Unfortunately, by the  time it w as realized 
that such  an experim ent w as essential, the crystal used  for all the  quantitative 
m easu rem en ts w as not suitable for further experim ents, therefore, the  d a ta  taken 
with white light w as used , and  the  response  characteristics w as calculated  by 
integrating over the spectral output of the  light sou rce  and the  absorption spectrum  
over the  entire spectral range. For C ulnSe2 this approach h as  the  advan tage  that
it avoids the uncertainty in the absorption coefficient (esp. at wavelength > 
1100nm), caused  by the very strong wavelength dependence and the resulting 
sensitivity of the absorption coefficient to very small calibration errors in the 
wavelength m easurem ent. This requires absorption m easurem ents on the sam e 
sam ple in the very sam e setup, used for obtaining the monochromatic l-V.
Accordingly, the photoinduced current will be given by [57]
where K is a  normalization constant for the total light intensity, e is the electronic 
charge, is the monochromatic quantum efficiency at wavelength k, h is the 
Plank constant, and I is the monochromatic light intensity of the source.
Based on the modified Gartner model including surface recombination [61], 
the monochromatic quantum efficiency <t>(X), is given by Eq.(2.49). Neglecting the 
reflected loss, it becom es
Assuming that only the surface state  closest to the conduction band, i.e., that 
centered at 0.17 eV below conduction band, is responsible for the surface 
recombination, and that this process is limited by the availability of minority 
carriers, the rate constant for surface recombination S, is given by Eq.(2.44)
(5.2)
The absorption coefficients a  were taken from the literature [157], and the spectral
output of the lamp dl/dX w as m easured. K w as adjusted to give the total light
intensity that was 100 mW/cmz. The doping density Nd, the flat-band potential U(b.
and the most probable potential of surface state U, were taken from the im pedance
data. As a  cross check for consistency, a w as taken a s  free param eter. The best
fit of Eq.(5.2) to the l-V characteristics that were presented in Fig.5.1 for the
etched crystal, is shown in Fig.5.20 for minority carrier diffusion length Lp = 0.04
pm, the ratio between the rates of surface recombination and charge transfer to 
the electrolyte krN/S, = 23.2, and the width of the G aussian energy distribution of
the surface state  a = 0.12 eV, which is consistent with the one obtained from
im pedance m easurem ents (0.10 eV).
5.2.2 Effects of air oxidation
The most significant results from the EER experiments are the need for a  
nearly 8 times higher modulation voltage com pared with the etched sam ples, and 
the similarity between the spectra for oxidized sam ples and for sam ples onto which 
a  layer of oxidized In w as deposited. This, together with data from surface analysis 
[42] suggests that air oxidation leads to the formation of som e form of indium 
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Figure 5.20 Comparison of experiment (dotted line) and theory (solid line) for the light 
induced current-voitage characteristics of etched n-CulnSe, In the same electrolyte as In 
Fig. 5.1. The theoretical curve was calculated by using Eq. (5.2) In the manner explained In 
the text.
of such a  film is not expected to affect the EER data  in the spectral range studied 
here. The increased modulation voltage that is needed su ggests  that a  significant 
part of this voltage falls over the oxide film, implying this film to be poorly 
conducting. From the EER and photo l-V results, it w as show n that the oxide layer 
is transparent to the incoming illumination in the visible portion of the spectrum  and 
also transparent to the charge transfer at the interface of the sem iconductor with 
the  electrolyte.
It w as found that the flat-band potential is unaffected by the oxidation but 
that the effective doping level is reduced by more than an  order of magnitude. The 
experimental light-induced current-voitage curve for the  oxidized sam ple w as fitted 
assum ing that the only change that took place uoon oxidation of the crystal w as
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Figure 5.21 The seme fit between theory end experiment as the one shown in Fig. 5.20, 
but for the oxidized CulnSe, crystal. Curve 1 shows the behavior with the same parameters 
as the one found tor etched crystal except for the effective doping level, which was taken 
from the data in Fig. 5.12 to be 7.5X10,(cm 3. Curve 2 was calculated by using the same 
parameters but with no surface recombination.
the  reduction in the doping level and  using the  modified doping level taken  from 
the im pedance data  of the oxidized crystal into Eq.(5.2). The result is p resen ted  
in curve 1 in Fig.5.21. The sam e  figure a lso  show s the experim ental da ta . The 
agreem ent betw een experim ent and theory is im pressive, considering that this is 
a  param eter-free fit.
T he assum ption that there  is no ch an g e  in surface recom bination upon 
oxidation of the crystal is not b ased  on the im pedance d a ta  shown in Fig.5.14. 
S ta te s  with relaxation times of less than 0.4 ps are  completely m asked  by the 
contribution to the im pedance from the oxide layer. The small shift of the
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experimental data  in Fig.5.21 toward negative potentials can be interpreted a s  a  
very limited cleaning of the surface due to the formation of the oxide layer. 
However, any quantitative evaluation of this effect is too speculative to pursue 
further.
Curve 2 in Fig.5.21 shows the effect of complete elimination of surface 
recombination on the performance characteristics of the cell, more than a  50% 
improvement in the open-circuit voltage is expected. This can be accomplished 
either by further reduction in the concentration of recombination centers at the 
surface, or, alternatively, by further improvement in the charge transfer rate to the 
electrolyte.
These results thus show that virtually all of the improvement in behavior 
after air oxidation can be ascribed to a  reduction in net donor density, which leads 
to a  widening of the space charge layer (up to 10-fold, after prolonged oxidation). 
This allows essentially all the incident radiation below ca. 1150 nm to be absorbed 
in the space  charge layer, thus eliminating the influence of the bulk recombination 
m echanism s.
The above analysis has been selected a s  a  "case study" for identification 
of surface sta tes and effects of surface modification on sem iconductor-electrolyte 
interfaces by m eans of impedance spectroscopy, in the book "Impedance 
Spectroscopy" edited by J. R oss Macdonald [75].
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5.2.3 Nature of oxidized layer
Com paring Fig.5.14 with Fig.5.11, the main feature of the spectrum  of the 
oxidized sam ple is the p resence  of two peaks in the  imaginary part of the 
im pedance. In §5.1.2, an equivalent circuit of two series e lem ents w as used , each  
elem ent w as com posed  of a  capacitor connected in parallel to a  resistor. One 
circuit elem ent rep resen ts the sp ace  charge layer of C ulnSe2, while the  other is 
a ssoc ia ted  with the oxidized interface. Com parison with com puter-generated  
Lorentzian curves show ed that the high frequency peak has an ideal Lorentzian 
line-shape, white the low frequency peak is not Lorentzian [116]. The significant 
deviations observed in the  low frequency region suggest that the behavior on the 
oxidized interface cannot be described in the sam e m anner a s  the  sp ace  charge 
layer, nor can  it be  described  in term s of any other charge accum ulation m ode with 
a  well-defined relaxation time.
Important information is provided by the behavior of the low frequency peak 
in the im pedance spectra  a s  a  function of the electrode potential. The high 
frequency part of these  p eak s has a  slope of -1 at potential values betw een - 0.05 
and - 0.35 V vs the solution potential. This region w as used  to evaluate the 
capacitance of the elem ent [76]. The Mott-Schottky plot in Fig.5.16 is characteristic 
for a  p-type material with a  flat-band potential of +0.1 V vs the solution potential 
and  doping density of 10ZZ c m 3 (based  on a  value for the  dielectric constan t of 2.3, 
characteristic for ln20 3 [159]), indicative of a  highly degenera te  sem iconductor.
If these  results a re  to be taken literally, then one might expect the  sp ace
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charge layer to be located in the semiconductor, near the conductive oxide, with 
no direct contact with the electrolyte and the device to operate a s  a  solid state 
photovoltaic cell, in se ries with the electrochemical cell. If so, the photovoltaic 
response and the im pedance should be preserved in the absence  of the electro­
lyte. The fact that the low frequency peak disappeared and the high frequency 
peak w as similar to that with electrolyte (Fig.5.15) indicates that the low frequency 
peak resulted from the interaction betw een oxidized layer and the electrolyte. The 
consistency of the doping level evaluated from Mott-Schottky plot of the solid state 
junction (Fig.5.17) with that of the liquid junction confirms that the high frequency 
peak certainly represents the space  charge layer betw een the CulnSe2 and the 
oxidized layer. If the oxide layer were conductive, the l-V curve of the solid sta te  
junction would be ohmic. Otherwise, the l-V curve will show a  blocking feature, and 
from Fig.5.18, it is evident that the latter is the case . From the above, it can be 
deduced that the low frequency peak is associated with the oxidized layer in 
conjunction with the electrolyte, since the oxidized layer alone is a  poor conductor 
and there is no phntorespcnse for solid state  junction. Thus, the hypothesis that 
the device operates as a  solid sta te  photovoltaic cell, in series with the electro­
chemical cell in which the role of the electrolyte is only to provide ohmic contact, 
is not valid.
The chemical nature of the layer is also important. On the one hand, it has 
been reported that polycrystalline p-CulSe3Se° w as grown by som e type of 
photoassisted electrochemical transformation of the CulnSe2 surface in Cu con­
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taining acidic iodide solution [34,36]. On the other hand, ESCA and  Auger 
analyses on sam ples used in system s like those discussed here [42] have 
indicated that Cu is absen t from the resulting surface layer and that the oxidized 
layer is som e form of indium oxide. However, indium oxide is unknown in p-type 
form.
Therefore, one w as faced with the following situation: by oxidation of the 
surface a new layer is formed, it has p-type character and is conductive when in 
a  liquid junction cell and  is an insulator when in a  solid sta te  device. Aiso, it 
contains only indium and oxygen, but indium oxide is unknown in p-type form.
Figure 5.22 indicates a possible explanation for this behavior. It show s 
several electron beam -induced current (EBIC) scans across the junction of an n- 
CulnSe^oxidized surface/m etal test device. It is clear from the picture that som e 
EBIC response is seen  at the interface, but this response is not continuous, i.e., 
we have "shorts" across the junction. In view of these  results, the most suitable a p ­
proach to this problem is to assum e that the oxide layer is porous. W hen it is "dry", 
it is nonconducting, but when it is immersed in the electrolyte, the conductivity of 
the "mixed" interface layer results from ionic conductivity of the electrolyte within 
the pore structure. W hen the CulnSe2 with oxidized layer works as a  solid sta te  
device, the porous or discontinuous structure of the oxidized layer m ade 
m easurem ents of a  photoresponse impossible. However, the silver paint a s  
electrode penetrates through the structure to make contact with the substrate  and 
short circuit the oxidized layer in the m easurem ent of solid state  junctions. As a
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Figure 5.22 Electron beam-induced current traces across the cleaved Junction ol an n- 
CulnSaj/oxidUed surface layer + oxidized In/Tl device. The right-hand part shows the region 
directly below that shown on the left-hand side. Each side shows a ca. 25 nm length of the 
junction. Beam voltage: 10 kV; beam current: 15 pA. Junction region: Tt on the right; the 
junction stretches from the Ti, through the ln(ox) Into the CulnSa^
result, in the  im pedance spectrum  of the solid s ta te  junction, only the high 
frequency peak, representing the sp ace  charge layer, rem ains, and the low fre­
quency peak d isappears. W hen the crystal with oxidized layer w as m ounted in a  
liquid junction photoelectrochem ical cell, the electrolyte filled the pore space , 
forming a  continuous (vide infra) conducting phase . This porous oxidized layer 
flooded by the  electrolyte is conductive becau se  of th e  ionic conductivity of the 
electrolyte within the pores. Thus, the normal operation of photoelectrochem ical 
solar cell is ensured , and  the dielectric characteristics observed  in the  low 
frequency region is explained.
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5.2.4 Effective medium description of oxidized layer-electrolyte com posite
Following our discussion in C hapter 2, the differential effective medium 
approxim ation w as used  for simulating the im pedance spectra  of the  oxidized 
CulnSeg/electrolyte system . According to the  theory described in §2.1.5, the 
com plex dielectric function of the com posite is implicitly ex p ressed  by the equation
w here P is the  porosity, e, ea, and % a re  the complex dielectric constan ts of the 
com posite, the  conductive medium and the insulating medium, respectively, and  
d is a  param eter betw een 0 and 1, which is known a s  depolarization factor or 
screening factor, dependen t on the geom etry of the inclusion in the  com posite.
Neglecting the dielectric loss, the complex dielectric constant for the low 
frequency regime may be written a s
w here K is the dielectric constant, o is the conductivity, co is the  angular frequency, 
e0 is the  permittivity of vacuum , and | c |  and |0  a re  the m odulus and  the 
argum ent of the complex dielectric constant, respectively. Substituting the complex 
dielectric constan t of the conductive medium and  that of the insulating medium into 




characteristics of its constituents and two param eters, the depolarization factor, d, 
and the porosity, P. Therefore, the im pedance of the elem ent corresponding to the 
oxide-electrolyte composite may be expressed  as follows
Z, = +JXt = j — i------ , (5.6)gAute
where L is the thickness of the layer, g is the roughness factor, and A is the a rea  
of sam ple. Considering the impedance of the space  charge layer
R .  G) T J L
Z, -  ------- —  j ---------2 -  , (5.7)
1 + O 1 ! 2 1 + G)2 T2
where Rz is the shunt resistance of RC element, representing the space  charge 
layer, and t  is its relaxation time, the total im pedance of the cell, Z, is given by
Z = Rs + Z, + Z2 , (5.8)
where Rs is the series resistance. Obviously, the relaxation spectrum  of the 
im pedance Z, depends on the geometric factors of the layer (L, g, A), the dielectric 
and conductive characteristics ol the constituents ( Ka, cya, Kt,, and ob) and the 
microstructure of the layer (P, d).
Figure 5.23 show s the theoretical fit based  on Eq.(5.5)-(5.8). The sam e 
Lorentzian fit param eters R2 and C2 as in Fig.5.14 have been used  (R2 = 1 1 8 .1 5fi, 
C2 = 1.90x10 s F). For the solution, Ka = 80.1 and oa ~ 0.900 t l  ’cm 1 have been 
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Figure 5.23 Tha Impadanca tpoctra of n-CulnS**, altar heating In air lor 1h at 150'C, In 
poly iodide solution with the same composition as In Fig. 5.1. Solid circles represent 
experimental points and circles represent theoretical results based on Eq. (5.5) and (5.8).
thickness to roughness, the conductivity o6 and dielectric constant K*, of the 
oxidized phase, the porosity P. and the depolarization factor d. The adjustable 
param eters were fitted by m eans of least squares fitting of nonlinear model for the 
imaginary part of the im pedance. It is seen  from Fig.5.23 that the fit of the 
imaginary part of the impedance spectrum is acceptable, resulting in the following 
se t of param eters: P = 19.9%, d -  0.2, Os * 8.8x10 12 f l  'c m 1, 1^ = 3.2, and  L/g * 
6.0x1O'* cm. Using these param eters, without further adjustm ent, to plot the  real 
part of the im pedance, there is good agreem ent in the  high frequency region of the 
spectrum , and a  reasonable one in the low frequency region.
The low conductivity of the oxidized phase, derived from the fitting, supports
2(X)
the  appropria teness of the model. The dielectric constant of the oxidized p h ase  is 
also reasonably close to the value 2.3 given in the literature for ln20 3 [159]. The 
depolarization factor indicates that the geom etrical shape  of the  inclusion in the 
com posite lies betw een needles with axes parallel to the field (d = 0) and  sp h e re  
(d = 1/3) [91]. The value of porosity and th ickness to roughness ratio a re  also 
reasonab le  (e.g., to a  thickness of 1 0 6 cm, com parable with that obtained by a  
spraying technique [158], would correspond to a  roughness of 1000).
5.2.5 Potential distribution of the CulnSes/polytodfde system
B ased on the above analysis, a  picture of the potential distribution of the 
e tched  C u lnS e^aqueous polyiodide electrolyte system  and oxidized C ulnS e^  
aq u eo u s polyiodide electrolyte system  is shown in Figure 5.24. The flat-band 
potential is -0.69 V vs Pt (the solution potential). The energy g ap  is 1.01 eV. There 
are  two surface s ta te s  which occupy less  than 1 % of a  monolayer: one is cen tered  
at 0.17 eV below the conduction band and the other one at 0.44 eV below the 
conduction band. After oxidation, there is a  porous oxide layer covered  on the 
surface. Since it is porous, the flat-band potential is unchanged. The main effect 
of the oxidation is that the doping density is reduced. As a  result, the  sp a c e  charge 
layer in the sem iconductor is widened.
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Figure 5.24 The band structure diagrams ol n-CulnSe, in poly Iodide solution before and 
after heating In air.
CHAPTER 6 




Figure 6.1 show s the  photo reflectance spectrum  of the unmodified n-lnSe 
in the  energy range betw een 1.1 and 1.3 eV with a  6328 A pum ping beam . The 
spectrum  exhibits one doublet, similar to the doublet observed in the  electrore­
flectance spectrum  of the InSe/Pt Schottky barrier [162].
Figure 6.2 show s the  spectra, in the  sam e energy  range, of the photo­
modified e lectrodes with different modification times. The intensity of the  signal 
d e c re a se s  drastically with the modification time, i.e., with increase  in the th ickness 
of the  modified layer. The amplitude of the  peak of the sam ple with modification 
time of 20 min w as reduced to one-tenth of that of the  unmodified one. A small 
shift of the peak to higher energy is also observed, which can be interpreted to be 
due to the s tre ss  cau sed  by lattice mismatch betw een the top layer and the  bulk 
[130].
The PR spectra  of the modified InSe with two different pumping w ave­
lengths is shown in Fig.6.3. No significant difference in the  line-shapes w as 
observed  with pumping beam s with energy of 1.96 eV (6328 A) and 1.83 eV (6764
A). Since the two PR spectra  were not taken at the sam e  point on the sam ple , the 
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Figure 6.1 Photoreflectance spectrum of n-lnSe in the low energy range and a 
theoretical fit to the line-ehape function. Modulation source -  6328 A He-Ne laser; modula­
tion frequency -  517 Hz. Fitting parameters: E., = 1.196 eV, r.„ = 0.033 eV; E( = 1.238 eV, 
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Figure 6.2 Comparison of PR of n-lnSe and photomodlfled inSe after treatment in the 
potyIodide electrolyte containing Cu* with different modification time, a) n-lnSe; b) modified 
InSe with modified time of 10 mln.; c) modified InSe with modified time of 20 mln. Same 
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Figure 6.3 PR ol photomodified n-inSe at different wavelengths of the modulated beam, 
a) 6328 A from He-Ne laser, and b) 6764 A from Kr Ion laser. The spectra are normalized for 
the same amplitude.
of InSe electrode, which leads to the different s tre s s  on different points of the 
sam ple. Figure 6.4 show s the PR spectra  of the modified InSe and unmodified 
InSe in the higher energy range betw een 1.8 and 2.1 eV. InSe do es not exhibit 
any signal in this regime, while the photomodified one show s a  broad peak  with 
a  maximum at 1.93 eV.
The best fit curve of spectral line sh a p e  function to the experim ental 
spectrum  of InSe is show n in Fig.6.1. The higher energy  peak  w as assigned  to a  
direct gap  with two dimensional critical point (n=3), energy gap , E0, of 1.238 eV, 
and line-width param eter, r ,  of 15.6 meV. The energy  g ap  is consistent with the 
published value obtained from adsorption sp ec tra  [163]. The lower energy peak 
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Figure 6.4 Photoreftactanca spectra of a) InSa and b) photomodlfled InSa; in tha high 
anargy ranga, and tha thao rat leal tit (aolkf llna) of tha llna-ahapa of tha apactrum of tha 
modlflad InSa. Modulation aourca -  4067 A Kr Ion lasar; modulation frequency -  516 Hz. 
Fitting parameters: eb = 1.93 aV; r = 0.221 eV.
meV. From this analysis, the  binding energy of the exciton is 42 meV. This is 
larger than the commonly accep ted  value (14.5 meV) [163] but is consisten t with 
published results ( AE,„ = 37 meV) [164]. The discrepancy might be  due  to the 
dimensionality of the exciton. G odzaev  and  Sernelius [165] have calculated  the 
binding energies for three-dim ensional and two-dimensional excitons for direct and  
indirect transitions in InSe and  obtained the following theoretical values for the 
direct excitons: AE„(3D) = 15.1 meV and AE„(2D) -  59.2 meV. O ur value of the 
binding energy (42 meV) lies in betw een. This can  be interpreted a s  mixed 
dimensionality, but is still an  open question that requires further research . After 
modification the  binding energy of the  exciton is reduced  to 31 meV (Ee = 1.234
2()6
eV, Ee„ = 1.203 eV). The reduction of the binding energy may be  due  to the effects 
of the strain resulting from the top modified later.
6.1.2 Impedance
Figure 6.5 show s the im pedance spectra  of unmodified InSe in the 
electrolyte 1M KI/0.05M I ^ M  HzS 0 4 at the following electrode potentials: a) - 0.1 
V vs Pt and b) +0.3 V vs Pt. The spectra  under positive and negative potentials 
have significantly different features. At positive potentials the  sp ec tra  can  be 
rep resen ted  in term s of passive (frequency-independent) elem ents. At negative 
potentials the imaginary part d o es  not exhibit the  -1 slope at the high frequency 
end  and  the  real and imaginary parts of the im pedance are  parallel to each  other 
over a  few orders of m agnitude of frequency; this is characteristic of an apparen t 
constan t p h ase  angle (CPA) behavior.
A typical im pedance spectrum  of a  modified InSe electrode in the  sam e  
electrolyte at a  potential of - 0.05 V vs Pt is show n in Fig.6.6. There is no 
significant difference betw een positive and negative potentials. The im pedance 
sp ec tra  w ere analyzed using the technique of relaxation spectrum  analysis [73,76] 
and the equivalent circuits are shown in the inserts.
For InSe, the sp ace  charge  capacitance can be determ ined only under 
reverse bias conditions. The Mott-Schottky plot of is show n in Fig.6 .7(a). The 
doping level, evaluated  from the slope of the line, is 2.9x10 15/cm 3 and the  flat-band 
potential, from the intercept, is - 0.33 V vs the solution potential.
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Figure 6.5 Tha impsdancs apactra of ri'InSa In tha aiactrolyta: 1M KI/0.05M l,/2M H,SOt 
at potantlaJ of a) -0.1 V va Pt, and b) +0.3V vs Pt. Elactroda area la 0.12 cm1. Tha solid linos 
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Figure 6.6 The Impedance spectra of modified InSe in the same electrolyte as In Fig. 6.5 
at potential of *0.05 V vs Pt. Electrode area Is 0.257 cm2. The solid lines are theoretical fits 
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Figure 6.8 G /̂io and B„ spactra of n-lnSa in tha aama alactrolyta as in Fig. 6.5. 
Elactroda potantial: 0 V vs Pt. Tha capacittva and resiatlva alamams of tha surfaca statas 
are avaluatad from tha amplitude and tha position of tha peak.
Figure 6.8 show s typical G Jca and  Bu  spectra , from which the C „  and FtM 
w ere evaluated [76]. As a  result, two surface s ta te  e lem ents were assigned , with 
relaxation time of 1 ms and 10 ms, respectively. The dependence  of the  surface 
s ta te  capacitances, CM1 and C ^ ,  on the electrode potential is shown in Figs.6.9 
and  6.10. The da ta  w ere fitted to a  G aussian  distribution of surface s ta te s  [56]. For 
the  fast surface sta te  the distribution is cen tered  on - 0.23 V vs Pt with a re a  
density of 1 .05x10u/cm 2 and width of 0.11 eV. For the slow surface s ta te  the  
distribution is cen tered  on - 0.21 V vs Pt with a re a  density of 3.12x1013/cm 2 and 
width of 0 .13 eV. If I 0 ,s/cm 2 is taken a s  the typical density for a  monolayer, both 
s ta te s  occupy a  small fraction of a  m onolayer.
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Figure 6.9 Variation of CH1 of tha slow surface states, with etactroda potential for a) n- 
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Figure 6.10 Variation of of the fast surface states, with electrode potential for n-lnSe. 
Fast surface states of the modified InSe electrode were not observed. The solid line Is a 
theoretical fit to a Gaussian line shape.
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interface. Following the evidence that w as p resen ted  for the formation of a  C u lS e3 
top layer, resulted  from th e  modification in the  I /I^CuVHI electrolyte, the  modified 
interface can  be  described  by a  circuit e lem ent com posed  of R2, C2, co n n ec ted  in 
se r ie s  with the sp a c e  ch a rg e  layer of InSe (insert of Fig.6.6). A fit p rocedure  w as 
u sed  to find the circuit param eters. As a  result, it w as found that R2 an d  C2 w ere 
alm ost unaffected by c h a n g e s  in th e  electrode potential.
After removing the R2C2 elem ent from the total im pedance, the sa m e  
procedure, a s  described  for the  unmodified InSe, w as followed to  extract th e  o ther 
p a ram e te rs  of the equivalent circuit. The sp a c e  ch arg e  cap ac itan ce  of InSe also  
ob ey s  the  Mott-Schottky relationship with doping density of 7 .26x10 ,4/cm 3 and  flat- 
b an d  potential of - 0.51 V vs R  [Fig.6 .7(b)). The doping density  is reduced  to 25%  
of th e  unmodified sem iconductor, and  flat-band potential is shifted by about 0 .18 
V.
After modification th e  fast su rface s ta te  d isap p ea rs  and  only the  slow 
su rlace  s ta te  rem ains. The d ep en d en ce  of the capacitive elem ent, which is 
a s so c ia ted  with this s ta te , on electrode potential is show n in Fig.6 .9(b). The fit to 
a  G au ssian  distribution gives a  distribution around - 0.17 V vs R  with a re a  density  
of 7 .51x iO n /cmz and  a  width of 0.1 eV. C om pared with InSe, this s ta te  is 
d istributed around  the sa m e  potential, with approxim ately the sa m e  width, excep t 
that the  density  is reduced by m ore than an order of m agnitude.
2 1 2
6.2 Discussion
6.2.1 Effects of photo-modification
A. The formation of top layer Cu!Ses
C om parison  of th e  pho to reflectance sp e c tra  of InSe with that of modified 
InSe in th e  h igher energy  range 1.8-2.1 eV show s that th e re  is so m e  difference 
resulting from th e  modification. T he theoretical fit to the  b road  single p ea k  of 
m odified InSe show s a  th ree-d im ensional critical point with Eg = 1.93 eV an d  P ^  
221 meV. C u lS e3 is reported  to be a  sem iconducto r with a  b an d  g a p  of 2 eV (166]. 
This su p p o rts  th e  X-ray diffraction result [45] tha t the  top  layer is C u lS e3, sim ilar 
to th e  C u ln S e2 c a se . The b road  width is probably a s so c ia te d  with the  poor 
sem iconducting  quality of the film [127]. H ow ever, the  very low signal-to -no ise  ratio 
and  th e  s tru c tu re less  feature introduce m uch uncertain ty  in any  a ttem pt for further 
interpretation.
From  th e  cap ac itan ce  C2 rep resen ting  the  modified layer an d  taking 6 ,6  < 
c <10 for the  dielectric constan l of C u lS e3 [37], th e  th ick n ess  of th e  C u lS e 3 top 
layer w as  es tim ated  to be b e tw een  2 pm  and  3 pm . This is co n s is ten t with the  
SEM  m e a su red  value [45] and  the  value for the  n -C ulnS e2 c a s e  [37],
B. The reduction of doping density
From th e  analysis  of M ott-Schottky plot of InSe a n d  m odified InSe, it is 
followed that after modification, the  flat-band potential is shifted  by ab o u t - 0 .18  V 
and  the doping density  is red u ced  to 25%  of the  unm odified InSe. T he negative  
shift of the  flat-band potential might lead  to the  o b se rv ed  in c rea se  in th e  open-
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circuit vo ltage [45]. T he reduction in th e  doping density  le a d s  to a  w idening ol th e  
s p a c e  ch a rg e  layer, allowing m ost of the  incident light to be  a b so rb e d  well within 
the  s p a c e  ch a rg e  layer, th u s  elim inating the  influence of bulk recom bination 
m ech an ism s. As a  result, th e  photocurrent in c re a se s  a fte r the  modification. It is the  
sim ilar m echan ism  to that of C u in S e2 d isc u sse d  in §5.2.2.
C. Cleaning the interface of trapping centers.
From photo reflects nee, it w as  found that th e  intensity of the  PR  signal 
d e c re a s e s  drastically  with the  modification tim e, i.e., with an  in c rease  in th e  
th ick n ess  of the  modified layer. It can  be  in terp re ted  either in te rm s of absorption  
of th e  pum ping b eam  by the modified layer or in te rm s of rem oval of su rface  s ta te s  
by the  modification that, in th e  a b se n c e  of an  electrolyte, will force th e  crystal to 
be p inned a t flat-band. To be ab le to distinguish b e tw een  th e s e  possibilities, A 
krypton la se r  line at 6764 A w as  u sed  *or the  pum ping beam , which is equivalent 
to 1.83 eV, below  the b an d -g ap  of C u lS e3. The resu lts, g iven in Fig.6.3 , sh o w  th a t 
th e  p h o to reflec tance  spec trum  did not ch an g e . In addition, the  s a m e  variations of 
signal intensity with th ick n ess  w ere observed . S ince  th e  top  film is tra n sp a ren t to 
a  pum ping b eam  with photon energy  below  its energy  g ap , it is a  s trong  a rgum en t 
a g a in s t an  in terpretation in te rm s of a ttenuation  of th e  pum ping beam  a t the  top 
layer, but ra ther in favor of cleaning  of the  in terface of trapping  cen te rs . This 
conclusion  is confirm ed further by com paring the  su rface  s ta te  density  befo re  an d  
after m odification from analysis  of th e  im p ed an ce  data .
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Figure 6.11 Variation of tha CPA parameter N with the electrode potential for n-lnSe 
(circles) and modified InSe (squares). The solid lines are the theoretical fits to Eq. (6.3).
su rface  s ta te  with relaxation tim e of 1 m s is rem oved  an d  th e  density  of th e  slow  
su rface  s ta te  with relaxation tim e of 10 m s is red u ced  by m ore th an  an  o rd e r of 
m agnitude. It again s u g g e s ts  th a t th e  modified layer a c ts  a s  a  w indow  th a t c le a n s  
th e  in terface of trapping c e n te rs .
6.2.2 Origin of the CPA element
In th e  equivalent circuit of th e  InSe/electroiyte sy s tem , th e re  is a  CPA 
e lem en t Zd. For InSe, n is nearly  in d ep en d en t of potential, with v a lu e s  b e tw een
0 .50  and  0 .55. For th e  m odified InSe, n a lso  h a s  a  value b e tw e en  0 .4 5  an d  0 .55 
in forw ard bias. Figure 6.11 sh o w s  th a t in th e  forward b ias , > 0 .2  V, th e re  is a  linear 
d e p e n d e n c e  of In N on potential for InS e an d  m odified InSe with nearly  th e  sa m e
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slope. In forw ard b ias, <0.2 V, a n d  in th e  rev erse  b ias  region, N is a lm ost 
in d ep en d en t of potential for both InSe an d  modified InSe.
T h e se  sim ilarities of behavior of n an d  N strongly su g g e s t th a t the  
m echan ism  governing th e  CPA behavior in the  im p ed an ce  sp e c tra  of InSe and  
modified InSe m ay b e  the  sam e . This behavior, the  voltage d e p e n d e n c e  of N and  
th e  a p p e a ra n c e  of this e lem en t parallel to the  s p a c e  ch a rg e  cap ac itan ce , ex c lu d es  
contribution from a  com posite  dielectricum  at th e  interface an d  from diffusion of the  
electrolyte. T he only so u rce  that s e e m s  to b e  co n sis ten t with th e se  o b serv a tio n s  
is diffusion of th e  minority carriers [72]. H ow ever, we a re  not aw are  of any  o ther 
claim for observ ing  diffusion cap ac itan ce  in a  liquid junction dev ice  w here  the  
situation s e e m s  to be sim ilar to Schottky barriers, which a re  a s su m e d  to be  unab le  
to s to re  minority carriers  [167]. In calculating th e  diffusion im p ed an ce  th e  abrup t 
junction approxim ation for p-n junction [72] w as  followed, which w as  m odified by 
incorporating th e  d e p e n d e n c e  of th e  concentration  of th e  minority carrie rs  on the 
e lec tro d e  potential in th e  following form
P m kaT
(6 .1)
w here  p is the  minority carrie rs ' concentration , pno is th e  equilibrium density  of th e  
minority carrie rs  at th e  field-free regim e, is the  B oltzm ann co n stan t, e  is th e  
electron ch a rg e , T is the  tem p era tu re , U is th e  e lec trode  potential, U)b is th e  flat- 
band  potential, and  "m" is an  ideality factor that p a ram e te rize s  the  deviation from 
abrup t junction. Incorporating Eq.(6.1) into th e  trea tm en t in §2 .1 .4  yields th e
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following ex p ress io n  for th e  diffusion im pedance Zd
m kJT L,
1—  ( 1  e x p
m k 9 r
(6 .2)
w here  Lp, Dp, an d  t p a re  diffusion length, diffusion coefficient, an d  lifetime of the  
minority carriers  a n d  to is th e  angu lar frequency.
Incorporating Eq.(2.70) into Eq.(6.2) one  ob ta ins
t U
N -  N0 e mk*T (6.3)
w here
-
m kaT  t
exp i ' u* \
mkaT )
(64)
From  th e  fit p a ram eters , p ^ L /tp  w as  ev a lu a ted  a s  6 .3 x 1 09 s  'crn 2 an d  
4 .2x10s s 'e m 2, respectively, for InSe an d  modified InSe. If it w as  tak en  th a t Lp = 
10 pm  an d  tp = 13 p s  [168], the  density  of minority carrier p ^  will be  8 .1 x l0 7/cm 3 
an d  5 .4 x 1 06/cm 3 for InSe a n d  modified InSe, respectively. V alues of m w ere  
es tim a ted  a s  2 .66  and  2.87, respectively, for the  two sam p les . T he v a lu es  found 
for p ra a re  h igher than  ex p ec ted ; the re a so n  might b e  oversim plifications in the  
m odel or d ifferences in the  transport p a ram e te rs  co m p ared  to th o se  tak en  from 
Ref. [168].
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6.2.3 Potential distribution of InSe- and modified InSe-polyiodide system
Figures 6 .12  (a) and  (b) show  the potential distribution of InS e/aqueous 
polyiodide and  modified InS e/aqueous polyiodide system . For InS e/aqueous 
polyiodide system , th e  flat-band potential is - 0.33 V vs Pt. The energy  gap  is 1.24 
eV. T here  a re  two su rface  s ta te s : the fast one  with the relaxation time of 1 m s is 
cen te red  a t 0.1 eV below the conduction band  and th e  slow one with the relaxation 
tim e of 10 m s a t 0 .12  eV below the  conduction band. Both s ta te s  occupy abou t 1 % 
of a  m onolayer.
After photo-modification, the flat-band potential is shifted to - 0.51 V vs Pt. 
A layer of C u lS e3 with th ickness of 2-3 pm  is form ed on the  surface. The fast 
su rface  s ta te  is rem oved com pletely and  the density of slow surface s ta te  is 
reduced  by m ore than one order of m agnitude. The reduction of doping density  to 
25%  of unmodified InSe m akes the width of sp ace  charge  layer double.
6.2.4 The characteristics of modified layer CulSe3
T he implication from the  C u lnS e2 work [35-39] a re  that s ince  C u lS e3 is a  p- 
type m aterial, the rectifying junction is a  solid s ta te  n-p junction that derives the  
ch arg e  separation  process.
From the  analysis of im pedance spectra , the  sem iconducting properties of 
th e  modified layer a re  not confirmed. The equivalent cap ac itan ce  represen ting  the 
layer is voltage independent and  the layer is characterized  a s  an  insulator. The 
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ing properties but width of that signal su g g e s ts  poor electronic tran sp o rt properties.
Recently, th e  rectifying junction betw een  n -lnS e an d  modified p -C u lS e3 layer 
is d em o n stra ted  by photo re sp o n se  an d  EBIC m e a su re m e n ts  of ln S e /C u lS e3-Se°/ 
m etal solid s ta te  dev ices  [48]. T he EBIC signal is o b se rv ed  only for th e  junctions 
co rrespond ing  to  modified films of 0 .4  to 0.7 pm. W hen th e  film h a s  a  th ick n ess  
larger than  1pm no EBIC signal is found. It ind icates that the  in te rp h a se  film is 
highly resistive an d  co n sis ten t with th e  resu lts  of im p ed an ce  sp ec tra . The fact tha t 
th e  quan tum  yield of n -lnS e/p -C u lS e3-S e t7polyiodide sy s tem  at 850 nm is forty 
tim es higher th an  that o b se rv ed  for co rrespond ing  solid s ta te  d e v ic e s  [48] lead s  
to the su g g estio n  that in terp h ase  m ay be  porous. W hen it is "dry", it is sem i- 
insulating. W hen it is im m ersed  into the  electrolyte, the  ionic conductivity of the 
electro lyte en te red  into th e  layer will m ake contribution a n d  a s  a  result, the  
p h o to re sp o n se  is im proved far m ore. Of co u rse , th e  issu e  is still o p en  and  n e e d s  
m ore experim ental ev idence.
A m arked difference b e tw een  the  effects  of th e  modified layer of 1  n-lnS e 
an d  that of C ulnSe? is in the  stabilization of th e se  sy stem s. T h e  modification 
a p p e a rs  to result in alm ost com plete  stabilization of C u ln S e 2< while only partial 
stabilization (a few hours) is o b se rv ed  with L n-lnSe. First, it s e e m s  th a t the  
m echan ism  of film syn th esis  is different, b e c a u se  with C u ln S e2 part of the  Cu 
could be  provided by the  crystal. This m ay result in the form ation of a  film that 
s e a ls  d e fe c ts  in the  su rface  efficiently. O n the contrary, with InSe th is d o e s  not 
s e e m  to be  the  c a se . Secondly , th e  reaso n  for th is d ifference might reside  in the
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crystal structure. In th e  layered  com p o u n d s the  photocorrosion , starting  at s te p s , 
m ay p ro p ag a te  laterally in the crystal causing  delam ination of the  layers, a  p ro c e ss  
that can n o t b e  co m p e ted  successfu lly  by th e  formation of a  C u lS e 3-Se° in terp h ase  
of sufficient density  to s to p  further penetration  of the  electrolyte. If th is hypothesis  
is su p p o rted  by direct experim ental verification, it will h av e  an  im portant c o n s e ­
q u e n c e  on th e  feasibility ol stabilizing lam ellar co m p o u n d s by su rface  modification.
CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
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7.1 Conclusions
In this study , liquid junctions w ere u sed  to ch arac te rize  silicon an d  silicon 
su b jec ted  to various RIE; C u ln S e2 an d  its su rface  optim ization; a n d  InSe an d  its 
photo-m odification. Im pedance spec tro sco p y  an d  m odulation sp ec tro sco p y  su ch  
a s  EER, PR , an d  EPR  w ere the  m ajor m ethodolog ies that w ere u se d  for 
investigating th e  dielectric p roperties of th e  sem iconducto rs  and  their interface with 
th e  am bien ts. It w as  show n th a t th e  ab o v e  experim ental tech n iq u es  provide 
inform ation ab o u t the  flat-band potential, doping density , Fermi level pinning, the 
density  a n d  distribution of su rface  s ta te s , energy  g ap  a n d  b roadening  p a ram ete r 
related  to th e  lifetime of majority ea rn e rs , etc. T he effective m edium  ana ly sis  of the  
frequency  d ispersion  of th e  im pedance  provides th e  information on  the  m icrostruc­
tu re  of the  com posite  at th e  interface. T he analysis  of th e  CPA e lem en ts  reveals  
th e  origin of d iso rder su ch  a s  diffusion of minority carriers. T he c h a n g e  of th e  line 
s h a p e  of th e  m odulation spec trum  provides a  sensitive  probe for analyzing the 
tensile  strain , th e  quality of th e  crystal, etc. Both tech n iq u es  can  be  com plem entary  
and  c ro ss-ch ec k ed , which com prise  a  versatile system  of characteriza tion  for the  
dielectric p roperties of sem iconducting  m aterials.
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7.1.1 Silicon and silicon subjected to various RIE
T he liquid junctions consisting of n-type <100> Si in m ethanolic so lu tions of 
fe rro cen e  derivatives with LiCI04 a s  th e  supporting electrolyte h av e  b e en  an a ly zed  
by m ean s  of a  com plem entary  s e t  of im p ed an ce  sp ec tro sco p y , m odulation 
sp ec tro sco p y , an d  curre  nt-voltage m easu rem en ts . The m ain conclusions out of this 
ana ly sis  a re  that:
T he Fermi level is partially p inned d u e  to su rface  s ta te s  a t a  potential abou t
0.2  eV below  th e  conduction  b an d  a n d  is com pletely p inned a t po ten tia ls  positive 
to m id-gap; th e  su rface  s ta te s  a re  coupled  with the oxide layer; HF etching 
rem o v es  oxide layer and  red u ces  th e  Fermi level pinning.
T he effects  of various con tac t m edia  on th e  photo reflec tance of Si w ere 
studied . T he c h a n g e s  in line sh a p e  of PR signal upon introduction of the  electro lyte 
a re  reversible. T h e se  c h a n g e s  a re  electrolyte d ep en d en t, being m ore p ro n o u n ced  
in the m ethanolic solutions than  in the  aq u e o u s  electrolytes. T he m ethanol itself 
p roved  to b e  th e  constituen t driving th e s e  ch a n g e s . T he effect of the electro ly te is 
in terpreted  to b e  d u e  to  m odifications of th e  kinetics of equilibration b e tw een  the 
su rface  s ta te s  an d  the  sp ac e -c h a rg e  layer. This is su p p o rted  by the  frequency  
d ispersion  experim en ts in which it w as  d em o n stra ted  th a t th e  p re se n c e  of the 
m ethanolic electrolyte c a u s e s  a  d e c re a se  in the relaxation tim e of th e  su rface  
s ta te s  by m ore than  an  order of m agnitude.
T he Fermi level pinning behavior is different for EER a n d  EPR . It m ay be 
c o n n ec ted  with the  different carriers that a re  responsib le  for the  m odulated  electric
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field in both c a s e s .
T he effects  of various RIE trea tm en ts  of Si, including CHFg/Ar, C F 4, 
CCIF3/H2, CCIF3/H2 + 0 2 a sh , an d  0 2 a sh , w ere  investigated  by m odulation 
sp e c tro sco p ie s  (EER, EPR , PR) an d  im p ed an ce  sp ec tro sco p ies . E xcept for the 
CCfF3/H2 RIE sam ple , all RIE sa m p le s  exhibited poor p h o to re sp o n se . T he m ost 
p ro n o u n ced  effect of the RIE tre a tm en ts  on th e  m odulation sp ec tro sco p y  is the 
shift of th e  transition energy  an d  splitting or b roaden ing  of th e  p eak s . T h e se  
spec tra l c h a n g e s  w ere in terpreted  in te rm s of tensile  stra in  of the  o rd er of 1% 
c a u s e d  by th e  su rface  d am ag e . In all th e  c a s e s  ex cep t for CCIF3/H2 RIE, th e  strain  
is two d im ensional.
CH F3/Ar and  C F4 RIE show  shifts of the  flat-band potential, which a re  
a s so c ia te d  with th e  accum ulation of positive c h a rg e s  at the  sem ico n d u c to r 
interface. It m e a n s  that they introduce an  a p p a ren t d a m a g e d  layer into th e  Si 
su b stra te . T he CHF-j/Ar RIE resu lts in d e e p e r  d am ag e , which can n o t be rem oved  
by the  w et etching.
T he th ick n ess  of the  residue layer and  d am a g e d  layer resulting from various 
RIE w ere estim ated . B ased  on th e  an a ly sis  of the d a m a g e d  layer a n d  residue  layer 
d u e  to various RIE, th e  o rder of th e  d a m a g e  is CH F^A r > C F4 > CCIF3/H2. The 
resid u e  overlayer on th e  CCIFj/H2 RIE sam p le  is porous. The 0 2 ash in g  partially 
reco v ers  th e  su rface  d a m a g e  by rem oving the  im planted c h a rg e s  but is re sp o n s i­
ble for th e  form ation of an  insulating oxide overlayer.
T he resu lts  on the  liquid junction in terfaces w ere co m p ared  with that of th e
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Schotlky barrier d ev ice  a n d  the  m etal-oxide-sem iconductor d ev ice  configurations. 
In te rm s  of th e  sensitivity of th e  dielectric p roperties to th e  RIE trea tm en ts , th e  
liquid junction is th e  m ost sensitive, followed by SB dev ices, with th e  MOS 
configuration exhibiting the  leas t sensitivity.
7.1.2 CulnSe, and Its surface optimization
Im pedance  sp ec tro sco p y  an d  electrolyte e lectro reflec tance  w ere  u se d  to 
investigate  the  dielectric p roperties of th e  in terface b e tw een  n -C u ln S e2 an d  
a q u e o u s  polyiodide electrolyte an d  the  im provem ents in the photoelectrochem ical 
perfo rm ance  d u e  to chem ical etching and  low tem p era tu re  oxidation.
The etching rem oves m ost of the  su rface  s ta te s  from th e  interface su ch  tha t 
le s s  th an  1% of a  m onolayer of s ta te s  rem ains. Two s ta te s  w ere identified: one 
c e n te re d  at 0 .17  eV  below conduction b and  an d  o n e  c e n te red  at 0 .45  eV below  
conduction  band. T he flat-band potential of the  etching C u ln S e2 w as  - 0 .69  V vs 
Pt, which w as unaffected  by th e  oxidation.
The m ost im portant effect resulting from the  oxidation of th e  su rfa c e  w ere 
the  reduction in the  doping level by m ore than  o n e  o rder of m agnitude, which 
resu lts  in th e  in c reased  width of th e  sp ac e -c h a rg e  layer on the  sem ico n d u c to r s id e  
of th e  interface.
The fitting of th e  experim ental light-induced cu rren t-vo ltage curve sh o w s two 
facto rs to b e  responsib le  for the  im provem ents in perform ance: th e  reduction in 
effective doping level an d  the cleaning  of th e  su rface  s ta te s .
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The oxidized layer is porous an d  insulating. The analysis of the im pedance 
relaxation spectrum  through differential effective m edium theory show s that the 
conductivity of the oxide lies in the  dividing region betw een  sem iconductor and 
insulator, the porosity is about 20% , and th e  m icrostructure of the com posite lies 
betw een  n eed le  and  spherical grain. Therefore, the ionic conductivity of the 
electrolyte plays a  role in the n-C ulnSe2 photoelectrochem ical so lar cell with modi­
fied interfaces.
7.1.3 InSe and its photo-modification
The photoreflectance and  im pedance m easu rem en ts  of n-lnSe and  modified 
InSe e lec trodes dem onstra te  that a  modified layer w as g en era ted  at the surface 
of a  n-lnSe electrode, in the  p re sen ce  of copper poly iodide electrolyte under 
illumination, which is consisten t with C u lS e3 with an energy g ap  of 1.93 eV an d  a  
th ickness of 2-3 pm , which su g g e s ts  that there  is very little difference betw een the 
chem istry of the surface modification of C ulnS e2 and  that of c leaved  su rface  of n- 
InSe w hen both are earned  in acidic polyiodide solution in the p re sen ce  of Cu* ions 
u nder similar conditions. This layer ac ts  a s  a  window that c lean s  the surface of 
trapping cen te rs  by removing the fast surface s ta te  with relaxation time of 1 ms, 
and  reducing the  slow surface s ta te  with relaxation tim e of 10 m s by m ore than an 
o rder of m agnitude. It is our contention that this is th e  predom inant m echanism  for 
the  observed  im provem ents in th e  photoelectrochem ical response . Also, the  
reduction of th e  doping density  contributes to the im provem ent in perform ance.
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7.2 Future work
T he tech n iq u es that w ere u sed  in this work for in situ characterization of 
sem iconductors, a re  mainly dielectric and  optica), which a re  m acroscopic in nature 
and  highly sensitive to the model adop ted  for the particular system . The 
u n iq u en ess  of the model is checked  by using different m acroscopic techn iques on 
an  identical system  and  arriving at a  model ag reed  with all the results quantitative­
ly. The alternative way to establish the relationship of the  properties of m aterials 
with their structure is to characterize  in situ the m aterials by m icroscopic m easu re ­
m ents. But m ost of the  microscopic techniques such  a s  electron m icroscopes 
(SEM, TEM, STEM), electron diffraction techn iques (LEED, RHEED), or electron 
spec tro sco p ies  (XPS, UPS, AES) can be  operated  only in ultra-high vacuum .
Scanning tunneling m icroscope (STM) is the only m ethod that may be 
applied  to  in situ investigate electronic information on a  sub-nanom etric scale . STM 
can  be  u sed  in vacuum , air, and  various aq u e o u s  and n on-aqueous electrochem i­
cal environm ents. It g ives us an  opportunity to investigate the effect of different 
m edia on th e  density  and  distribution of surface electronic s ta te s . The information 
provided by STM on surface roughness, surface defects, adsorption and 
desorption, and  their chem ical identification will help for building a  correct model 
to explain the  results obtained by m acroscopic characterization techniques.
O ne exclusive feature of STM is th e  possibility to be  com bined with o ther 
techn iques. The com bination of the STM with su rface  photovoltage can  probe non­
equilibrium carrier distribution c rea ted  by optical excitation of sem iconductors with
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high spatia l resolution. T he com bination of STM with im p ed an ce  c an  probe th e  
ch a rg e  accum ulation and  transfer m odes on th e  in terface with high spatia l 
resolution. T he STM also  can  be com bined  with the electrochem ical m e a su re m e n ts  
to yield useful information on c h a rg e  tran sfe r on e lectrode/electro ly te  interface. 
T h e se  com bination of in situ micro- and  m acroscopic  m e asu re m e n ts  could  provide 
greatly  insight in th e  relationship of p roperties of m ateria ls with their structure.
O n the  o th e r hand , the  m ethodology in this study  c an  be e x ten d ed  to 
various m ateria ls or dev ices  that w ere not ch arac te rized  by th e  tech n iq u es  u sed  
in this work. O ne of th o se  is th e  characteriza tion  of electrochrom ic films. T he 
ch a rg e  carriers in th e  electrochrom ic films include e lec tro n s  an d  ions. T he 
dielectric behavior of m aterials with m ixed conduction m ech an ism s is very 
in teresting. To distinguish an d  s e p a ra te  the  contribution of e lec tro n s  an d  ions to 
th e  m acroscop ic  dielectric and  optical p roperties a re  challenging topic.
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